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Report to the Historical Resources Board
DATE ISSUED:

October 22, 2018

REPORT NO.

ATTENTION:

Historical Resources Board
Agenda of November 15, 2018

SUBJECT:

719-721 14th Street (HRB Site #403 Daggett Family Residence
and HRB Site #404 Murray Apartments) -SITE DEVELOPMENT
PERMIT NO. 2017-18

APPLICANT:

Civic San Diego/ Heritage Architecture & Planning

LOCATION:

719-72114th Street, San Diego, CA, Downtown Community, Council
District 3

DESCRIPTION:

Consideration of Site Development Permit (SDP) No. 2017-18, a
Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Process 5 SDP to relocate and
rehabilitate two historic homes currently located at 719-721 14th
Street. The new location of the two historic homes would be on the
same block, directly east of 1455 F Street, within the planned East
Village Green (EVG) park site in the East Village neighborhood of the
Downtown Community Plan (DCP) area ("Downtown").

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Historical Resources Board (HRB) recommend to the City Council
approval of SDP No. 2017-18 for the relocation and rehabilitation the designated historical
resources located at 719-72114th Street (HRB Site #403 Daggett Family Residence, and HRB
Site #404 Murray Apartments).

BACKGROUND
The City of San Diego ("City") Municipal Code Section 126.0503(b)(2) requires a
recommendation from the Historical Resources Board (HRB) prior to the City Council
decision on a CIP Process 5 SDP when historical resources are present. The HRB has
adopted the following procedure for making recommendations to decision-makers (HRB
Procedures, Section II.D):
When the HRB is taking action on a recommendation to a decision-maker, the HRB
shall make a recommendation on only those aspects of the matter that relate to the
historical aspects of the project. The HRB's recommendation action(s) shall relate to
the cultural resources section, recommendations, findings and mitigation measures
of the final environmental document, the SDP findings for historical purposes, and/or
the project's compliance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Treatment
of Historic Properties. If the HRB desires to recommend the inclusion of additional
conditions, the motion should include a request for staff to incorporate permit

conditions to capture the HRB's recommendations when the project moves forward
to the decision maker.
The " Murray Apartments" building at 719 14th Street (HRB Site # 404) was constructed in
1903 at an unknown location and moved to its current location in 1932-33. The structure
has been used as an apartment building since the early 1930's and today has 13 rooms. The
" Daggett Family Residence" building at 721 14th Street (HRB Site # 403) was constructed
sometime between 1893 and 1896 for William B. Morris at 2361 (currently 1461) G Street,
just southeast of its current location, and has been used as an apartment building since its
relocation in 1948-4 9 and currently contains eight rooms . The Daggett Family Residence is
currently located behind the Murray Apartments and has little visibility from the street . On
February 24, 2000, the HRB adopted resolutions (Resolution No. R-00022402 and
Resolution No. R- 00022403) approving local historical designations for HRB Site # 403
Daggett Family Residence, and HRB Site # 404 Murray Apartments, respectively.

Although the buildings have been altered, the changes have not substantially affected their
architectural significance as Queen Anne styled buildings constructed during the late 1890's
and early 1900's. The Murray Apartments building displays distinctive characteristics
indicative of the Queen Anne style, including a steeply pitched hipped roof, a dominant
front-facing gable, patterned shingles, half timbering, cutaway bay windows and
projections, and an asymmetrical fac;;:ade with a one-story partial (formerly full length)
porch. Similarly, the Daggett Family Residence building displays a steeply pitched gabled
roof, a dominant front-facing gable, patterned shingles, decorative sp indle work, and a onestory full length porch which extends along the northerly side wall.

The City proposes construction of a new EVG park on the two blocks bounded by 13th , F,
15th, and G streets. The City's Park and Recreation Board approved the EVG General
Development Plan (GDP) in November 2015 (Attachment 1). The park has been designed to
be constructed in three phases, with Phase I consisting of appro x imately two acres. Phase I
of the EVG GDP contains the following main elements: a central multi-purpose lawn;
community center; children's park; performance pavilion, interactive water feature, cafe
building; off-leash dog park; 14th Street plaza; groves and casual park areas; underground
publ ic parking garage; and public restrooms.
In order to meet the programming desires of the neighborhood, developed through multiple
public workshops, it was determined that the historic houses would be better suited in
Phase II of the park development. The locally-designated historical homes located on 14th
Street would be relocated to the south side of F Street on property already owned by the
City. The historic buildings would be placed on elevated build ing pads near sidewalk level
fronting on 14th Street east of, and adjacent to, the ex isting house at 1455 F Street (Mattie
Beams House). The buildings ' exteriors are proposed to be rehabilitated and site
construction will consist of accommodating current accessibility standards and new facilities
to support the structures. Once relocated and renovated, the designated historic homes
would be reused for uses consistent with the " P/OS " Park/Open Space land use district, such
as eating and drinking establishments, arts and/or cultural uses, or other similar uses.
Although the re is no timeline for the development of Phase II of the EVG Park around the
relocated structures, the structures will be leased and utilized in the interim pe ri od.
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DISCUSSION
When development is proposed with a designated historical resource on site, it must comply
with regulations of SDMC Chapter 14, Article 3, Division 2. The proposed relocation of a
designated historical resource is considered a substantial alteration and findings for the
substantial alteration and relocation must be made in order to approve the SDP. The City
Council is the decision-maker for a CIP Process 5 SDP, and HRB's role in this process is to
make a recommendation to the City Council.
The two historic houses were evaluated in a Historical Resources Technical Report (HRTR)
dated September 19, 2017 by Eileen Magno, MA, Principal Historian, Heritage Architecture &
Planning (Attachment 2). Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) Reports were also
prepared by the same author (Attachment 3). The HRTR evaluated the structures and found
that neither was eligible for listing on either the California Register of Historical Resources or
the National Register of Historic Places. The HRTR concluded that the new locations adjacent
to the Mattie Beams House are compatible with the original character and use of the
historical resources and would reintroduce the previously lost residential setting along the
south side of F Street between 14th and 15th Streets. Heritage Architecture & Planning
prepared Treatment Plans and Monitoring Plans for both historic homes (Attachments 4 and
5, respectively). The treatment plans and monitoring plans ensure adherence to The
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties and enable the
buildings to continue to convey their architecture, retaining a high degree of their integrity
of design, workmanship, materials, feeling, and association, for which the properties
received their designation.
Implementation of the Treatment Plans for both historic homes would be facilitated by a
qualified historic structure mover. Construction observation services will be provided by the
Project Architect/Historic Architect/Monitor, Heritage Architecture & Planning. The Treatment
Plans are accompanied by HABS drawings which depict the current floor plans and exterior
elevations of the houses. No exterior alterations are planned other than restoration of missing
features and removal of non-historic modifications and all recommendations have been
incorporated into construction drawings for the structures as described below.
Murray Apartment Relocation/Rehabilitation Procedures:
The Murray Apartments will be moved to a vacant lot on the same block, adjacent to and east
of the historic Mattie Beams House. As part of the move, the Murray Apartments will be
rotated 90° east (clockwise) to face F Street. The mover will outline the details of the schedule
and sequence of the move as well as the means by which the house will be braced for the
relocation. The Historic Architect/Monitor and City staff shall approve the plan prior to the
relocation date.
Monitoring: Construction monitoring shall be provided during the relocation process, adhering
to the Monitoring Plan by Heritage Planning & Architecture dated October 16, 2017. Following
each site visit, the Monitor shall provide a Consultant Site Visit Record summarizing the field
conditions and any recommendations for compliance with the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties.
After the completion of grading work and a new foundation on the new site, the Murray
Apartments will be moved. It is anticipated that the move of the Murray Apartments will
consist of the steps listed below:
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1. The building will be moved in one piece, so no cutting or dismantling above the
foundation walls will occur.
2. Exterior door and window openings w ill not need to be braced. Only the area around
the four fireplaces are expected to require supplemental bracing.
3. Some items will need to be removed prior to the relocation. These include the nonhistoric cast-concrete foundation walls, three brick chimneys, parts of the fireplaces,
and the non-historic rear stairs.
4. The original chimney bricks, which are only ex posed above the roofline, will be
transported to the new site. Reconstruction will incorporate salvaged or new matching
bricks.
5. The front steps may be modified at the new site based on historical evidence .
6. No new openings in the walls or roof are anticipated .
7. Steel beams will be used under the building to raise and support the structure during
relocation. The final number and configuration of beams will depend on the existing
floor joists and if they are full length or spliced.
8. The moving company ex pects to use rolling dollies. Once the building has been raised
and can be weighed, the exact number of dollies will be determined. A truck will then
transport the Murray Apartments.
9. The proposed route of the move is north on 14th Street then west on F Street to the
destination site.
Daggett Family Residence Relocation/Rehabilitation Procedures:
The Daggett Family Residence will be moved to a vacant lot on the same block, adjacent to
and east of the historic Mattie Bearns House. As part of the move, the Daggett Family
Residence will be rotated 90° east ( clockwise) to face F Street. The mover will outline the
details of the schedule and sequence of the move as well as the means by which the house will
be braced for the relocation. The Historic Architect/Monitor and City staff shall approve the
plan prior to the relocation date.
Monitoring: Construction monitoring shall be provided during the relocation process, adhering
to the Monitoring Plan by Heritage Planning & Architecture dated October 16, 2017. Following
each site visit, the Monitor shall provide a Consultant Site Visit Record summarizing the field
conditions and any recommendations for compliance with The Standards .
After the completion of grading work and a new foundation on the new site, the Daggett
Family Residence will be moved. It is anticipated that the move of the Daggett Family
Residence will consist of the steps listed below:
1. The building will be moved in one piece, so no cutting or dismantling above the
foundation walls will occur.
2. Ex terior door and window openings will not need to be braced . No ch imneys or
fireplaces are intact to require supplemental bracing.
3. Some items will need to be removed prior to the relocation. These include the non historic cast-concrete foundation walls, a chimney remnant in the crawlspace, and the
non-historic front steps and rear stairs.
4. The original chimney bricks in the basement will be removed.
5. New front steps will be constructed at the new site based on historical evidence and
precedence.
6. No new openings in the walls or roof are anti ci pated, other than restoring previously
removed windows.
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7. Steel beams will be used under the building to raise and support the structure during
relocation. The final number and configuration of beams will depend on the existing
floor joists and if they are full length or spliced.
8. The moving company expects to use rolling dollies. Once the building has been raised
and can be weighed, the exact number of dollies will be determined. A truck will then
transport the Daggett Family Residence.
9. The proposed route of the move is north on 14th Street then west on F Street to the
destination site.
SDP Findings
In order to approve a SDP, the City Council must make specific general findings in addition to
supplemental findings for substantial alterations to a historical resource. Below is a summary
of the required findings and supplemental findings for approval of a SDP.
Findings for Site Development Permit Approval SDMC § 126.0504 (e):

1. The proposed development will not adversely affect the applicable land use plan;
The EVG park project is located on a block in the East Village neighborhood of Downtown
designated in the Centre City Planned District Ordinance (CCPDO) as the "P/OS" Park/Open
Space land use district. This district provides areas for public parks and open spaces. Belowground parking facilities, eating and drinking establishments, arts and cultural uses, and
community centers are also permitted. The relocation and rehabilitation of the two historic
homes at 719-721 14th Street to the south side of F Street will preserve the historic buildings
and will facilitate their incorporation to the park through their potential reuse for eating and
drinking establishments, arts and/or cultural uses, or other uses consistent with the "P/OS"
land use designation. The proposed project is consistent with the DCP Historical Conservation
Goals and Policies:
9.1-G-1 "Protect historical resources to communicate downtown's heritage."
9.1-G-2 "Encourage the rehabilitation and reuse of historical resources."
9.1-G-3 "Allow development adjacent to historical resources respectful of context and heritage,
while permitting contemporary design solutions that do not adversely affect historical
resources."
9.1-P-4 to "Encourage the retention of historical resources on-site with new development. If
retention of a historical resource on-site is found to be infeasible under appropriate City review
procedures, the potential relocation of the historical resource to another location within
downtown shall be explored, and if feasible, adopted as a condition of a site development
permit."
Therefore, the proposed development supports the goals and policies of, and will not adversely
affect, the DCP.

2. The proposed development will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare;
and,
The relocation and rehabilitation of the two historic homes at 719-721 14th Street will not be
detrimental to public health, safety and welfare. The proposed historic resources' Treatment
and Monitoring Plans will ensure the preservation of the historic resources in compliance with
the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties. The project is
consistent with the DCP and CCPDO with approval of a SDP. The project will be compatible
with the adjacent residential house (Mattie Beams House) and complement the East Village
neighborhood without harming the public health, safety and welfare. The relocation and
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rehabilitation of the historic resources will comply with applicable building codes in accordance
with current construction standards as they apply to historic structures.

3. The proposed development will comply with the applicable provisions of the LDC.
The proposed development will meet the development standards of the CCPDO with approval
of a SDP. The proposed relocation and rehabilitation work will be consistent with the Treatment
and Monitoring Plans and will not create adverse impacts to the historical resources.
Supplemental Findings - Historical Resources Deviations for Relocation of Designated Historical
Resources -SDMC§126.0505(h):
Findings for relocation of a designated historical resource are required for approval of the
permit, consistent with the Municipal Code Section 126.0504(h) as follows:
1 . There are no feasible measures, including maintaining the resource on site, that can further
minimize the potential adverse effects on historical resources.
The project proposes to relocate the historic resources to F Street adjacent to a similar house
(Mattie Beams House) at 1455 F Street to group the remaining historic houses on the block
and create open space for public park use consistent with the Park/Open Space land use
district. The historic resources were previously relocated in the 1930's-1940's, and the new
location and rehabilitation will ensure the preservation of the historic resources.
Implementation of the Treatment and Monitoring Plans will ensure compliance with the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties. The relocation will
allow of the rehabilitation of the historic structures on the same block, allow for their reuse
consistent with the surrounding future park improvements, and allow for the development of a
major public park whose design was based on numerous public workshops and approved by
the City's Park and Recreation Board.

2 . The proposed relocation will not destroy the historical, cultural, or architectural values of
the historical resource and the relocation is part of a definitive series of actions that will
assure the preservation of the designated historical resource.
Implementation of the Treatment and Monitoring Plans will ensure the preservation of the
historic resources in compliance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Treatment of
Historic Properties. A qualified historical architect will act as a monitor and supervise the
relocation and rehabilitation of the historic homes. The property's status as a designated
historical resource will remain under the jurisdiction of the San Diego HRB. These measures
ensure that the proposed relocation, rehabilitation and reuse of the historic resources will not
destroy the value of the resources. The relocation is part of a definitive series of actions to
assure preservation and continued use of the two historic homes.
3.

There are special circumstances or conditions apart from the ex istence of the historical
resource, applying to the land that are peculiar to the land and are not of the applicant's
making, whereby the strict application of the provisions of the historical resources
regulations would deprive the property owner of reasonable use of the land.

The site is designated as a public park which will be the largest public park developed away
from the bayfront for the dense urban neighborhood of Downtown. The GDP for the park was
developed through several public workshops and the relocation will allow for the most efficient
park uses while allowing for the reuse and integration of the historic resources into the park
design. It is appropriate to group the remaining historic homes in the EVG park site together
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on F Street, thereby creating more usable open space for the EVG public park. The existing
site constraints which include the City's designation of Park/Open Space on the block bounded
by 14th, 15th, F and G streets in order to facilitate the EVG park; the location of the historical
resources on a lot zoned for Park/Open Space; and the overall setting and context of the
neighborhood constitute special circumstances and conditions which exist apart from the
presence of the historical resources. Overall, the proposed relocation, rehabilitation and reuse
of the historic resources on the site will meet the intent and provisions of the historical
resource regulations.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
Development within the DCP area is covered under the following documents, all referred to
as the "Downtown FEIR": Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) for the San Diego
Downtown Community Plan, Centre City Planned District Ordinance, and 10th Amendment
to the Centre City Redevelopment Plan, certified by the former Redevelopment Agency
("Former Agency") and the City Council on March 14, 2006 (Resolutions R-04001 and R301265, respectively); subsequent addenda to the FEIR certified by the Former Agency on
August 3, 2007 (Former Agency Resolution R-04193), April 21, 2010 (Former Agency
Resolution R-04510), and August 3, 2010 (Former Agency Resolution R-04544 ), and
certified by the City Council on February 12, 2014 (City Council Resolution R-308724) and
July 14, 2014 (City Council Resolution R-309115); and, the Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Report for the Downtown San Diego Mobility Plan certified by the City
Council on June 21, 2016 (Resolution R-310561). Development within the DCP area is also
covered under the following documents, all referred to as the "CAP FEIR": FEIR for the City
of San Diego Climate Action Plan (CAP), certified by the City Council on December 15, 2015
(City Council Resolution R-310176), and the Addendum to the CAP, certified by the City
Council on July 12, 2016 (City Council Resolution R-310595). The Downtown FEIR and CAP
FEIR are both "Program EIRs" prepared in compliance with California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15168. The information contained in the Downtown FEIR and
the CAP FEIR reflects the independent judgement of the City of San Diego as the Lead
Agency. The Downtown FEIR and CAP FEIR are located on the CivicSD website
( http://civicsd.com/departments/planninq/environmental-documents ) and on the City
website ( https://www.sandieqo.gov/planninq/proqrams/ceqa#Final CEOA Documents). The
EVG park project, including the relocation and rehabilitation of the two historic homes, is a
designated public park in the DCP that was evaluated in the Downtown FEIR. The HABS
Reports, Treatment Plans and Monitoring Plans for the two historic homes were prepared in
compliance with Downtown FEIR historical resources mitigation measures. The 15162
Evaluation Memorandum (Attachment 6) describes how the proposed project meets the
Downtown FEIR mitigation measures for the treatment of historical resources in Downtown.
No further review under CEQA is required for consideration of the recommended approval of
the relocation and rehabilitation of the two historic homes in the EVG park site at 719-721
14th Street.
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CONCLUSION
Staff concurs that the Treatment and Monitoring Plans and permit conditions contained in
the draft Centre City SDP No. 2017-18 (Attachment 7) provided to the HRB are sufficient to
reduce potential impacts to the historic resources. Therefore, staff recommends that the
Historical Resources Board recommend to the City Council approval of SDP No. 2017-18 for
the relocation and rehabilitation of the designated historical resources located at 719-721
14th Street (HRB Site # 403 Daggett Family Residence and HRB Site # 404 Murray
Apartments).

Brad Richter, Vice-President Planning
Civic San Diego
Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

East Village Green General Development Plan concept drawings
Historical Resources Technical Report dated September 19, 2017
HABS Reports, Murray Apartments and Daggett Family Residence
Treatment Plans, Heritage Architecture & Planning, September 20, 2017
Monitoring Plans, Heritage Architecture & Planning, October 16, 2017
15162 Evaluation Memorandum, Civic San Diego, October 22, 2018
Draft Centre City Site Development Permit
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The Murray Apartments, view looking west at the east façade. Note the non-original
exterior stairs and most of the fenestration has been infilled.
3-12
The Murray Apartments, detail of in-filled window at the east façade.
3-12
The Murray Apartments, view of the south façade.
3-13
The Murray Apartments, detail at the south façade’s second floor bay window,
siding, and eaves.
3-13
View looking east at the Daggett Family Residence’s primary west façade. The porch
railing and stairs were added later.
3-14
The Daggett Family Residence, view of portions of the north façade.
3-14
The Daggett Family Residence, view of portions of the east and south facades. The
former porch (in the foreground) has been filled in to add an additional apartment
unit. The garages beneath were added below the original house, raising the house
above its original height.
3-15
The Daggett Family Residence, view looking northeast at the south façade.
3-15
The Daggett Family Residence’s only remaining historic window located at the
second floor of the south façade. All other windows have been replaced.
3-16
View looking south at the Mattie Bearns House’s primary north façade.
3-16
The Mattie Bearns House, view looking west at the east façade.
3-17
The Mattie Bearns House, view looking northeast at the south façade from the 14th
Street properties. The shed roof addition on the back of the house is old, but nonhistoric.
3-17
The Mattie Bearns House, view looking southeast at the west façade.
3-18

Figure 3-7

Figure 3-8
Figure 3-9
Figure 3-10
Figure 3-11
Figure 3-12
Figure 3-13
Figure 3-14
Figure 3-15

Figure 3-16
Figure 3-17
Figure 3-18
Figure 3-19
Figure 3-20

Figure 3-21
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Proposed relocation site map
East Village Green proposed site plan
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of San Diego proposes to introduce a new urban park in the East Village neighborhood of
downtown San Diego. The 4.1 acre project, known as East Village Green, is located between F and
G Streets and 13th and 15th Streets. The proposed East Village Green project is an integral
component to downtown’s parks and open space plan. The proposed project offers an engaging and
interactive place for residents, employees, and visitors to play, gather, and participate in community
events.
The East Village Green project includes three locally designated properties within its boundary.
They are the Murray Apartments (HRB #404), 719 14th Street (APN 5351430500); the Daggett
Family Residence (HRB #403), 721 14th Street (APN 5351430800); and the Mattie Bearns House
(HRB #970), 1455 F Street (APN 5351710900). The project proposes to relocate both the Murray
Apartments and the Daggett Family Residence to a vacant lot adjacent to and east of the Mattie
Bearns House along F Street. Upon their move, the two buildings will be rotated 90° east to face F
Street. A Site Development Permit is required for the proposed relocation project. Once relocated,
the two buildings will be mothballed per the recommendations of the National Park Service
Preservation Briefs 31: Mothballing Historic Buildings until an occupancy classification, use, and/or
tenant has been established. As a designated resource, modifications to the Murray Apartments or
the Daggett Family Residence must be in compliance with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties. The Mattie Bearns House will remain in situ.
The Area of Potential Effect (APE) is limited to the parcels encompassing Lots E and H of Block
176 of Horton’s Addition and portions of Lots 3, 4, and 5 of Block 15 of Culverwell’s Addition.
These lots are located within the eastern block of the project boundary encompassing 14 th Street to
the east, 15th Street to the west, F Street to the north, and G Street to the south. Archival and
historical research as well as a field survey were conducted to identify previously recorded resources
located within the APE. Property data was also collected at the County of San Diego’s Assessor’s
Office and the City of San Diego Building Department.
This Historical Resources Technical Report acknowledges that the Murray Apartments, the Daggett
Family Residence, and the Mattie Bearns House are historically significant at the local level and are
currently listed in the City of San Diego Register of Historical Resources. Historic research and site
evaluation reveal that the buildings retain sufficient integrity from their period of significance.
Therefore, the residences are considered historical resources under CEQA. The residences do not
appear to be eligible for listing in the National Register or California Register under any of the
applicable criterion.
As a result of the proposed development project, the Murray Apartments and the Daggett Family
Residence would be relocated to the adjacent lot east of the Mattie Bearns House. The two buildings
would then be rotated 90° so their orientation faces north on F Street. Once relocated, the two
relocated buildings will undergo exterior rehabilitation per The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties. They will then be mothballed per the recommendations of the National
Park Service Preservation Briefs 31: Mothballing Historic Buildings until the buildings are leased or
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sold. Since future use, occupancy, or tenants have yet to be determined, any future modifications
must be completed per The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.
Both the Murray Apartments and the Daggett Family Residence have previously been relocated to
their existing site. This proposed project would be their second move. Relocation of a historical
resource is considered a significant direct impact under CEQA. Mitigation measures would reduce
impacts to the historical resource to less than significant since both resources will be relocated
within the same city block and the Daggett Family Residence will recapture its original orientation
facing north. Adherence to The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties will
be conducted on the relocated resources which will enable the buildings to continue to convey their
architectural significance while retaining a high degree of their integrity of design, workmanship,
materials, feeling, and association, for which the buildings received their designation. Likewise, the
relocation of the buildings adjacent to the Maggie Bearns House would not pose as a significant
impact to the Maggie Bearns House since it will reintroduce a residential setting that was lost when
the adjacent buildings were previously razed.
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INTRODUCTION

This Historical Resources Technical Report (HRTR) is written in support of the environmental
assessment process in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The East
Village Green project includes a new 4.1-acre urban park in the East Village neighborhood of
downtown San Diego. The proposed park site is bound by F and G Streets to the north and south
and 13th and 15th Streets along the east and west. The project is an important component of the
downtown parks and open space plan offering an engaging and interactive place for residents,
employees, and visitors to play, gather, and participate in community events.

Figure 1-1: Vicinity Map.
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PROJECT
LOCATION

Figure 1-2: Location Map.

Source: USGS, Point Loma, CA 1996

Figure 1-3: Proposed project boundary location.
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There are a total of nine buildings within the proposed project site. Three buildings are locally
designated as historical resources by the City of San Diego. The three properties are:

• 719 14th Street (HRB #404) – The Murray Apartments
• 721 14th Street (HRB #403) – The Daggett Family Residence
• 1455 F Street (HRB #970) – The Mattie Bearns House
The proposed East Village Green project includes the relocation of the Murray Apartments and the
Daggett Family Residence (719 and 712 14th Street, respectively) to a vacant lot adjacent to and east
of the Mattie Bearns House (1455 F Street). Upon their move, the two buildings will be rotated 90°
so their orientation faces F Street followed by exterior rehabilitation per The Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties, and then mothballed until a future use, occupancy, or
tenant has been determined. The Mattie Bearns House will remain in situ.
The purpose of this Historical Resources Technical Report (HRTR) is to identify and evaluate the
potential eligibility of resources located within the project study area and Area of Potential Effect
(APE) for listing in the National, State, and/or Local register of historic resources. In addition, this
HRTR will address proposed project effects on identified historic resources in accordance with
local, state, and national regulatory requirements.
This report contains the following information:
• Review of the existing exterior conditions of the resources.
• Review of the history of the resources and their physical development.
• Review of the subject resource’s eligibility under local, state, and national register designation
criteria.
• An analysis of the effects of proposed project on historic resources.
A. REPORT ORGANIZATION
This HRTR has been prepared in compliance with the City of San Diego Historical Resources Board
Historical Resource Technical Report Guidelines and Requirements. This report is organized into
seven sections. The first section is the Introduction, providing purpose and overview of the report
and resource location information. The Introduction is followed by the Project Setting, which
describes the current environment as well its historical development. The third section, Methods and
Results, details the work that was completed, such as research and field assessments, and provides a
description of all resources within the project study area. The Significance Evaluations section
provides an analysis of the significance of the resource against local, state, and national designation
criteria. Section five, Findings and Conclusions, summarizes the results of the study and includes a
potential impact discussion on identified historic resources. Next, the Bibliography notes all citations
made in the document. Lastly, the Appendices includes necessary background information regarding
the resources including building development information, ownership and occupancy information,
maps, DPR forms, and preparer’s qualifications.
B. PROJECT STUDY AREA
A project study area and Area of Potential Effect (APE) were established through consultation with
City of San Diego Historical Resources Board staff. The project study area and APE are located in
the East Village community of Downtown, within the City of San Diego, California. Its boundary is
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limited to the parcels encompassing Lots E and H of Block 176 of Horton’s Addition and portions
of Lots 3, 4, and 5 of Block 15 of Culverwell’s Addition. These lots are located within the eastern
block of the proposed project boundary encompassing 14th Street to the east, 15th Street to the west,
F Street to the north, and G Street to the south. There are three (3) buildings located within the
APE.

Figure 1-4: Area of Potential Effect (APE) Map.

Source: Google Maps

Map Reference:
Current Property Name:
Construction Date:
Relocation Date:
Original Property Address:
Current Property Address:
Current Assessor Parcel Number:
Community Planning Area:
Legal Description:

1
Murray Apartments
1903
ca. 1932-1933
Unknown
719 14th Street
5351430500
Downtown Community Planning Area
Lot E in Block 176 of Horton’s Addition, in the City of San
Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to
Map thereof Made by L.L. Lockling on File in the Office of
the County Recorder of San Diego County.

Map Reference:
Current Property Name:
Construction Date:
Relocation Date:
Original Property Address:

2
Daggett Family Residence
ca. 1893-1896
ca. 1948-1949
2361 G Street (1897-1913)
1461 G Street (1913-ca. 1948-1949)
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Current Property Address:
Current Assessor Parcel Number:
Community Planning Area:
Legal Description:

721 14th Street (ca. 1948-1949 to current)
5351430800
Downtown Community Planning Area
Lot H in Block 176 of Horton’s Addition, in the City of San
Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to
Map thereof Made by L.L. Lockling on File in the Office of
the County Recorder of San Diego County.

Map Reference:
Current Property Name:
Construction Date:
Property Address:
Assessor Parcel Number:
Community Planning Area:
Legal Description:

3
Mattie Bearns House
ca. 1907-1909
1455 F Street
5351710900
Downtown Community Planning Area
Portion of Lots 4 and 5 of Block 15 Culverwell’s Addition.
Parcel 1 of Parcel Map No. 8360, in the City of San Diego,
County of San Diego, State of California, filed in the Office
of the County Recorder of San Diego County, January 30,
1979 as File/Page No. 79-045827 of Official Records.

C. PROJECT PERSONNEL
The primary investigators from Heritage Architecture & Planning were Eileen Magno, Principal
Historian/Architectural Historian and Carmen Pauli, Principal Architect. Oversight was provided by
President and Senior Principal, David Marshall, AIA. All principal staff members meet or exceed The
Secretary of the Interior’s Qualification Standards as published in the Code of Federal Regulations, 36 CFR
Part 61.
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PROJECT SETTING

A. PHYSICAL PROJECT SETTING
The proposed East Village Green project is located within the center of the East Village neighborhood
of Downtown San Diego, between F and G Streets and 13th and 15th Streets. The area has evolved
dramatically within the past decade from a mixture of light industrial and warehouse buildings; artist
and design studios; residential; and social service providers to a vibrant residential, employment,
education, and entertainment district. The proposed project site includes historically designated
buildings and non-historic buildings. The three (3) locally significant buildings are:

• 719 14th Street (HRB #404) – The Murray Apartments
• 721 14th Street (HRB #403) – The Daggett Family Residence
• 1455 F Street (HRB #970) – The Mattie Bearns House
B. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

East Village Historical Background 1
The history of the Bayside and Centre City East areas are inexorably linked to the development of
downtown San Diego and its founder Alonzo Erastus Horton. Horton, who came to San Diego in
1867, purchased 960 acres of land for $265 for his “New Town” San Diego development. Horton
divided the acres into blocks and lots, a number of which were located in the Bayside and Centre City
East areas. Thus, “Horton’s Addition” was established. Later subdivisions in the area included
“Sherman’s Addition” and “Remondino’s Subdivision of Sherman’s Addition.”
During the 1860s and 1870s, the Bayside area, then known as “South San Diego,” relied heavily upon
the wharf established at the foot of Fifth Avenue. Prior to the establishment of Horton’s Wharf, a few
warehouse structures were located along the bay, but none remain today. These early businesses
transported stored grain, honey, and other products. They also received incoming shipments of
lumber, iron, ore, and other necessities from other parts of the nation. In 1869, McDonald’s store
(later known as the San Diego Lumber Company) was erected at Sixth Avenue and L Street. Lumber,
floated [through] the bay from Northern California and Oregon was pulled from the bay by Native
Americans and stacked at the lumber company building, which was erected on redwood planks in
order to protect the wood from muddy soil. In 1872, Bailey’s Foundry (later known as San Diego
Foundry) was constructed at the corner of 8th Avenue and M Street (now Imperial). This business
provided much of the structural ironwork for businesses and commercial buildings in the Gaslamp
Quarter.
During the 1880s, New Town San Diego businesses spread north to H Street (renamed Market Street),
which was at the time considered the main cross road. Commercial growth was centered on Fifth
Avenue and Market Street. Ultimately, San Diego expanded to D Street (renamed Broadway) and
beyond as merchants moved northward. With the coming of the railroad, Horton and other prominent
Excerpt from Scott Moomjian, “East Village Historical Overview” in the City of San Diego’s “Revised Draft East Village Combined
Historical Property Survey Report, 2005.”
1
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business leaders lobbied for a railroad link which would facilitate transportation to this area. In 1885,
the California Southern Railroad, a subsidiary of the Atchison, Topeka, and Sante Fe line, established
tracks into San Diego from the north. This line greatly increased San Diego’s population in the late
1880s. A later link with the Southern Pacific Railroad along the United States/Mexico border proved
beneficial as well, particularly to the Bayside and Centre City East areas. San Diegans longed for an
eastern railroad terminus.
With the 1885 railroad connection [from the north], an influx of newcomers to the San Diego area
sparked a four- year building boom. In the Bayside and Centre City East area, simple Victorian singlefamily cottages were erected on 16th and 17th [Streets] to accommodate laborers, porters, clerks, and
other blue collar workers. The Rood Rental cottage, Bay View Hotel, Sheldon House and Joseph
Ireland Building are examples of Victorian structures built during the boom. Standard Iron Works
erected its manufacturing business on the corner of 7th Avenue and L Street, and the Silver Gate
Warehouse, owned by local entrepreneur John Ginty, was constructed on 8th Avenue and M Street
(renamed Imperial).
In 1886, the San Diego Gas Company enlarged its gas operations. The company, which had started
from modest beginnings on 9th Avenue between M and N Streets (Imperial and Commercial) in 1881,
expanded in order to supply the needs of San Diego’s growing residential and business community.
The San Diego Gas Company built a new electric generating plant at 10th Avenue and M (Imperial)
adjacent to the old gas plant. In 1887, the San Diego Gas and Electric Light Company was
incorporated as the successor to the San Diego Gas Company and began supplying electricity for arc
lights on a sundown to midnight basis in downtown San Diego. After the bust of 1889, the gas and
electric company found it could easily service the utility needs of San Diego with existing equipment.
Therefore, no new major additions were made to the plant until 1905.
After 1900, businesses chose the Centre City East area from which to conduct operations due to the
area’s proximity to the railroad tracks and the wharf. San Diego’s commercial center continued to
expand as harbor facilities and the city’s population grew. [Many] types of commercial structures were
built south of Broadway and along the water’s edge. Warehouses, manufacturing centers, bars,
restaurants, laundries, and hotels all provided services and goods for city residents and businesses. The
entire area south of Broadway from the water eastward was a large commercial center for the city.
Businesses anticipated the creation of a much needed railroad line that would link San Diego to
Arizona and then eastward across the southern part of the United States. It was believed that such a
line would encourage the exchange of goods between the West and East Coasts of the United States
through Yuma. In 1905, the Southern Pacific Railroad desired to break the Sante Fe Railroad’s
monopoly. Southern Pacific Railroad officials approached sugar magnate and San Diego businessman,
John D, Spreckels to act as the “front man” for an operation that would build the railroad from San
Diego to Arizona. Although the San Diego and Eastern Arizona Railroad would not be completed
until 1919, railroad line and commercial speculation drew local businessmen to the Centre City East
area.
The Second World War affected the area as it did the entire country. A surge of activity occurred in
the Centre City East area. Very few structures were constructed during the war years, and although
little new construction took place during the early 1940s, many of the Centre City East buildings were
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drafted into service. The Schiefer & Sons factory, located at 371 8th Avenue, was used by the Standard
Parachute Corporation from 1941-1945. Although no longer in existence, the Standard Parachute
Corporation also used the building located at 304 11th Avenue as a supply stockroom from 1943-1948.
In addition, the San Diego Machine Company, an airplane parts manufacturer, operated from 345 15th
Street from 1934-1958. During the war years, the San Diego Gas and Electric Company had all new
utility extensions put on hold, since copper wire and steel pipe were in short supply.
During and after the Second World War, as suburbs developed, many businesses relocated to newer
communities where land was cheaper and buyers more plentiful. The amount of people residing in
the Centre City area also declined, resulting in less local support of goods produced by the downtown
businesses. From the late 1970s to the present, Centre City East has slowly became revitalized with
the development of the Gaslamp Quarter, which has brought new businesses and life into the old
industrial area. The opening of Petco Park in East Village in 2004 also helped spur redevelopment
within the community.

Residential Patterns in 1906 2
The turn-of-the-century period in East Village is characterized by home ownership expanding to the
working classes. Live-in servants were becoming less prevalent (especially for the middle class) and
housing styles in general were simplifying under Progressive ideals of good government through
universal suffrage and political reform. During this period, it was widely thought that many urban
ills brought on by industrialization and unbridled capitalism could be resolved through elevating the
lower classes into the middle class through home ownership. As a result, unprecedented attention
was given to housing design, production, and financing instruments.
In San Diego, the 1906 Sanborn Map reflects these wider national trends, as well as local economic
recovery and continued urban expansion due to railroad-related in-migration. Population growth is
evident in residential patterns that clearly reflect denser living conditions more characteristic of cities
than of towns or villages. Hotels and boarding establishments have a diminished presence in East
Village, while apartments or rooms-to-rent are now dispersed throughout the expanded business
district between Fourth and Seventh Avenues. Many of these residential arrangements are located
on the second or third floors of business blocks, strengthening the trend noticed on the 1888
Sanborn Map.
While single family residential development had spread eastward to 19th Street, representing
incipient development in Sherman Heights, several blocks of sparsely developed land remained
between 16th and 18th Streets. Conversely, many single family residences between 8th Avenue and
12th [Avenue], now Park Boulevard, have been converted to multi-family accommodations,
indicating an interest in living quarters within walking distance to the business center of the city.
Less change is obvious south of I Street, where modest cottages continued to fill in previously
platted parcels. The node of boarding houses at 7th and K, however, was no longer evident, reflecting
both the eastward spread of the warehouse district and the rise of modest living arrangements
elsewhere in the city.

2

City of San Diego’s “Revised Draft East Village Combined Historical Property Survey Report, 2005.”
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Building History3,4
719 14th Street (HRB #404) – The Murray Apartments
Residential Building Records indicate that this building was constructed in 1903, but was moved to its
present location sometime during the early 1930s, likely in either 1932 or 1933. An aerial photograph
of the area dated December 1937, shows the 719 14th Street building at that location during this time.
A Sanborn Fire Insurance Map from 1940 shows the presence of the building at this location by this
year. Sanborn Maps from 1888 and 1906, show the presence of a different, rectangular-shaped, twostory dwelling at the 719 14th Street location. A 1921 Sanborn map indicates that by this year, the
original building was used as “furnished rooms.” It could not be determined whether this original
structure was moved, burned-down, or demolished prior to the relocation of the current 719 14th
Street building to this location.
San Diego City Directories first list multiple tenants as residing in the 719 14th Street building in 1933.
This supports the belief that the building was used as furnished rooms during this period, and indicates
that the building was moved to this location in either 1932 or 1933. 1940 and 1956 Sanborn Maps
show the current 719 14th Street building as “rooms.” Historical research indicates that beginning
around 1936, the building was known as the “Murray Apartments,” and around 1955, it became known
as the “Wismer Apartments,” after Jack and Eliza Wismer, the property owners who also lived in the
apartment building from approximately 1937-1966. A 1959 notation made by a San Diego County
Assessor’s Office Appraiser state that the building appeared “to be 1 unit over 1 unit with possible 3
or 4 persons sleeping to rent out.” Since 1995, the building has been known as the “Villa Victoria.”
The building today currently serves as an apartment building with 13 units.
721 14th Street (HRB #403) – The Daggett Family Residence
Residential Building Records on this building could not be located. Nevertheless, historical research
and examination of historic photographs indicate that the building was likely constructed for William
B. Norris at 2361 G Street sometime between 1893-1896, although it may have been earlier. The
original location of the building, located near the southwest corner of G and 14th Streets, was property
owned by Norris and was one of about eleven buildings that were constructed on that block during
the 1890s. William Norris, a native of Maine, was born in January 1939, and moved to San Diego likely
in 1872.
An examination of the 1888 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map did not reveal the presence of the 721 14th
Street building at either its current location or along G Street. However, the 1906 Sanborn Map does
show the building at 2361 G Street as a two-story “dwelling” with basement. An inspection of San
Diego City Directories during the 1890s indicates that William B. Norris, carpenter, is first listed at 2361
G Street in 1897. Norris lived at the 2361 G Street address from at least 1897 until 1913. After 1913,
the 2361 G Street address was renumbered to become 1461 G Street. This is supported by a 1921
Sanborn Map which shows the building still at its original location with the new address. In 1914,
William and Flora Norris are listed as living at 1461 G Street. William Norris lived at this address until

Office of Marie Burke Lia, Attorney at Law, “Historical Assessment of the 719 & 721 14 th Street Buildings, San Diego,
California 92101.” Prepared for Mr. Shel Kulick. January 2000.
4 Office of Marie Burke Lia, Attorney at Law, “Historical Assessment of 1455 F Street, San Diego, California 92101.”
Prepared for Mr. Shel Kulick. June 2010.
3
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his death in September 1917. Norris’ wife Flora continued to live at the 1461 G Street location until
her death in March 1937.
An examination of historic photographs, on file in the San Diego Historical Society Photographic
Archives, in conjunction with Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, indicate that the 1461 G Street building
was moved to its current location at 721 14th Street, in either 1948 or 1949 despite the fact that the
building appears at its current location in a 1940 Sanborn Map. A review of San Diego City Directories
indicate that after the death of Flora Norris in 1937, the home at 1461 G Street was thereafter occupied
by two tenants, suggesting that the home was divided into two units. Between 1939-1944, occupants
of the building included Ralph Peterson (1939-1942), Thomas Castro (1940), Joseph Mendoza (1941),
Joseph Kachmarek (1942), W.A. Brunson and G.T. Denny (1943), and R.C. Pittsley and A.N. Wolfe
(1944). The building was listed as vacant in 1948. Historic aerial photographs taken in 1937 and 1941
show the 1461 G Street building in its original location. In 1950, San Diego City Directories first list the
721 14th Street address, with the occupant listed as C.M. Montgomery.
Based upon the historical record, therefore, the building appears to have been moved to its 721 14th
Street location in 1948 or 1949 by Jack and Eliza Wisner, who, at the time lived in the 719 14th Street
apartment building they owned. This point is strongly supported by June 11, 1947 agreement between
Jack and Eliza Wismer and the City of San Diego regarding the “moving, construction and alterations”
for the “building as living quarters.” This agreement clearly indicates that the Wismer intended to
“move in, construct and alter a building to living quarter” on Lot H, which at the time did not have
street frontage.
From 1952-1955, the 721 14th Street building served tenants Armando Mendoza and Rober Munos
(1952), Robert L. and Charles B. Lane (1953-1954), and Ramon A. Sanchez and John W. Quigley
(1955). Inspection of a 1956 Sanborn Map shows the 719 and 721 14th Street buildings in their current
locations, with the 721 14th Street building serving as “two flats.” Nevertheless, the 1956 San Diego
City Directory lists the building as “apartments” with four units each. The building appears to have
accommodated four units until around 1971 when only one tenant was listed. This seems to have been
the case until 1998 when the City Directory once again listed four tenants. The building currently
serves as an apartment building with eight units.
1455 F Street (HRB #970) – The Mattie Bearns House
According to the original subdivision map and subsequent maps, the subject property is Parcel
Number 535-171-09, which includes portions of Lots 4 and 5 of Block 14 of Culverwell’s Addition.
According to the Chain of Title:
• Gustav Schroeppel and Hakes Investment Co. owned this property in 1906 when the Sanborn
Map shows the store building present.
• Hakes Investment Co. sold a 25’ wide lot (Lot 4) to Mattie Bearns in April 1904.
• Hakes Investment Co. sold the east 14’ of Lot 5 to Mattie Bearns in March 1908.
• Mattie Bearns later became Mattie Stroehl and, in 1919, a Degree Quieting Title confirmed
her ownership of west 36 feet of Lot 4 and the east 14 feet of Lot 5.
The Lot Block Book Page indicates George Gerhard and Mattie Bearns were owners of the west 36
feet of Lot 4 and the east 14 feet of Lot 5 in 1909 when the first improvements on the property were
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assessed during the period of 1907-1909. The structure at 1455 F Street was constructed during the
ownership of portions of Lots 4 and 5 by Mattie Bearns in 1909.
Ms. Bearns continued ownership of the parcel until 1919 when Adolph M. Stroehl became the
Administrator. From 1919-1938, F.W. and Zoetta P. Stumpf retained ownership of the residence
followed by John Ameruss from 1938-1978. In 1978, Antonio and Christine Grimalda along with Ken
and Sue Bourke obtained ownership. From 1979 to present, Ken and Sue Bourke are listed as owners.
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METHODS AND RESULTS

A. ARCHIVAL AND HISTORICAL RESEARCH
This report was prepared using primary and secondary sources related to the resource’s site
development history.
Archival research has been conducted to determine the location of previously documented historic
and architectural resources within the project study area and to help establish a context for resource
significance. National, state, and local inventories of architectural/historic resources were examined
in order to identify significant local historical events and personages, development patterns, and
unique interpretations of architectural styles.
Information was solicited regarding the location of historic properties in the project area from local
governments, public and private organizations, and other parties likely to have knowledge of or
concerns about such resources. The following inventories, sources, and persons were consulted in the
process of compiling this report:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Register of Historic Places
California Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS) Information Center
California Historical Landmarks
California Points of Historical Interest
California Register of Historic Resources
County of San Diego Assessor’s Office
City of San Diego Planning Department
City of San Diego Historical Resources Board
City of San Diego, Development Services Department, Records Office
City of San Diego Water Department
San Diego History Center
San Diego Central Public Library, California Room
San Diego State University, Love Library

Materials included documentation of previous reports, photographs, building permits, news articles,
City/County directories, title information, and maps. Published sources focusing on local history were
consulted, as well as material relating to federal, state, and location designation requirements. Research
for the report was not intended to produce a large compendium of historical and genealogical material,
but rather to provide specific information necessary to understand the evolution of the site and its
significance.
B. FIELD SURVEY
A site walk-through and existing conditions survey were conducted by Carmen Pauli, Historic
Architect, and David Marshall, Historic Architect. Photographs were taken by Thomas Saunders,
Carmen Pauli, and David Marshall, Heritage Architecture & Planning. The survey was conducted to
understand the existing condition of the site, identify character-defining features, and assess each
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structure’s historical integrity. Analysis focused on each structure’s exterior and did not include
detailed assessments of the archaeological, structural, electrical, mechanical systems, or interiors.
Following the fieldwork, the resources were recorded on DPR 523 forms according to the Instructions
for Recording Historic Resources, Department of Parks and Recreation, Office of Historic Preservation, State of
California. The resources were photographed with a digital camera and representative photographs are
included in this report and on the DPR 523 forms.
C. DESCRIPTION OF SURVEYED RESOURCES
The following resources are located within the East Village Green APE.
1. 719 14th Street
The Murray Apartments
th
2. 721 14 Street
The Daggett Family Residence
3. 1455 F Street
The Mattie Bearns House

Figure 3-1: Resource Location Map.
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1. 719 14th Street - The Murray Apartments

Figure 3-2: The Murray Apartments, 719 14th Street looking northeast.

General Description:
The Murray Apartments building was constructed in 1903 and moved to its present location in 1932
or 1933. The original location of the Murray Apartments is not known, but the building has served as
an apartment building since its relocation under several different names including “Murray
Apartments,” “Wismer Apartments,” and “Villa Victoria.” The Murray Apartments is the first
documented building name and that is why the building is referenced under this name in the historical
designation.
The style of the building is listed in the historical designation as Queen Anne Victorian though the
building also includes some characteristics of Arts-and-Crafts architecture, including flared eaves,
triangular knee braces, and half-timber detailing. Other character-defining architectural features
including the horizontal wood siding, patterned shingles, cutaway bay windows, hipped and gable
roofs, and ornamented front-facing gable are typical of Queen Anne Victorian architecture.
Roof:
The roof of the Murray Apartments is hipped with front and side cross gables. There is a curved
eyebrow dormer window or attic vent on the front face of the hipped roof that has been filled-in. The
roofing is composite shingles which appears to be more than ten years old, but remains in fair
condition.
Exterior Walls:
The Murray Apartments is a wood-framed structure. The exterior is finished with horizontal wood
siding. The siding boards are 9” wide with a milled profile to create the illusion of 3” boards. The
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exterior of the building was repainted in March of 2015. Some difficult to reach areas were not painted.
The new paint is in good condition. Areas that were not repainted are in poor condition. The existing
color scheme does not reflect the historic period.
Windows:
Many of the original 1/1 double-hung wood windows remain. The windows on the north and south
facades are generally historic and they are in fair condition with recent paint. The windows on the
front (west) façade have been replaced with the exception of the diamond patterned divided-lite
window between the two front doors. The windows on the rear (east) façade have also been replaced
and some of the original window openings have been filled-in.
Exterior Doors:
There are two entry doors on the front (west) facade which provide access to the apartments on the
first and second floor. The doors are original. It appears likely that the building was originally divided
into two apartments (one on each floor) and later altered to provide multiple units on each floor.
Foundation:
The existing foundation system includes cast-in-place concrete stem walls around the perimeter of the
building and wood interior supports. The foundation was constructed in the 1930s when the building
was relocated. It appears that the building may have been raised several inches when it was relocated
in the 1930s. There is currently a crawl space/partial basement below the building.
Front Porch:
The front porch has been altered to enclose a portion of the first floor next to the main entrance,
providing a small kitchen for the adjacent dwelling unit. The second floor of the porch has also been
enlarged and enclosed with a shed roof addition to add kitchens for the two adjacent apartment units
on the second floor. The original configuration likely included a semi-open sunroom or screened
porch on the ground floor. It is not known whether the second floor above the porch was a “widow’s
walk” balcony or simply a sloped roof. The original bay windows are still extant on north end of the
porch below the front-facing gable. The front of the gable end is currently covered by the non-historic
porch addition on the second floor. At the base of the porch there are two arched wood casings that
are currently filled in with siding. If the porch was originally open, these would have been open as
well.
Rear Porch/Stair:
The existing rear porch and stair were constructed in 2009. They are constructed of pressure-treated
lumber with a painted finish. They were added to provide code-required egress and they are in good
condition, but they do not contribute to the historical character of the building and could be removed
if the occupancy changes.
Chimneys:
There are three brick chimneys which appear to be original. The chimneys were observed from the
ground and a detailed structural investigation is beyond the scope of this report. Visible parts of the
existing chimneys appear to be in fair condition. Some displaced bricks were visible and the mortar
joints should be repointed. The chimneys are constructed of unreinforced masonry and have unbraced
projections above the roofline.
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Interior:
The basic interior configuration of the Murray Apartments appears to be fairly original. Some
alterations have been completed, but many of the original features remain, including several original
interior doors, window and door trim, picture moldings, and four original fireplace mantels. The
fireplaces are no longer functional, but the original decorative millwork and ceramic tile remain.
The Murray Apartments currently contains 13 residential units. Four of the units (units 1, 3, 8, and
10) have the original fireplaces. Six units (units 1, 3, 7, 8, 10, and 12) have small kitchenettes. There
are shared restrooms, shower, and laundry facilities. Some of the units also have their own wallmounted sinks. Generally, interior finishes such as paint, floor, and window treatments have been
renewed as new tenants moved into the building. Floor finishes in the units generally include vinyl
composition tile (VCT) and carpet. The walls and ceilings are finished with plaster on wood lath.
Where new interior walls have been added, they are wood-framed with painted gypsum wall board.
The original stair remains. It features a curved upper landing with a wood guardrail. The existing
guardrail is original and has a shaped wood handrail with large wood newel posts and square 1x1
balusters spaced 3” on center. The original finish was probably stain and varnish. It is currently painted
white. The 28” guardrail height does not comply with current code which requires 42” tall guardrails.
The interior features and finishes in the Murray Apartments are generally in fair condition.
2. 721 14th Street - The Daggett Family Residence
General Description:
The building at 721 14th Street was constructed between 1893 and 1896 for William B. Norris. The
original location of the building was at 2361 G Street (that address was later renumbered, becoming
1461 G Street). The building was relocated to its present site in 1948 or 1949 by Jack and Eliza Wismer
and the orientation was changed 90 degrees. The public view of this building is currently screened by
719 14th Street although the south side of the house is visible from G Street.
The style of the building for which it is locally designated is Queen Anne Victorian although the
building also possesses characteristics of the Stick style including fan brackets, decorative milled
panels, wood spindle detailing at the porch columns and gable ends, stick work at the porch eaves,
and patterned shingles. The building is rectangular in footprint, has a wrap-around corner porch, and
has a gabled roof. The building has been lifted at least six-feet to accommodate added storage rooms
and garages below the building. The elevated position detracts from the historical character of the
building and alters the original massing
The property at 721 14th Street is referenced in the City of San Diego’s historic designation as the
“Daggett Family Residence.” Generally the historical name of a property is the first known owner or
builder of the building. The historical name would be closely associated with the historical significance
of the resource. Title records for the properties at 719 and 721 14th Street indicate that the Daggett
Family did own both properties between 1887 and 1912, but that would have pre-dated the relocation
of either building to the site by several years. Therefore, the use of the Daggett name as the historic
name for this building does not appear to be appropriate and it does not reflect the historical
significance of the building. The actual historical name of the property should have been associated
with the original owners (or first documented occupants) of the building, William and Flora Norris.
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Figure 3-3: The Daggett Family Residence, looking northeast. Note the non-historic porch stairs which were added to accommodate
the basement and garage which have been added below the original house. The entire house was lifted at least six-feet when it was
moved to its present location at 721 14th Street.

William and Flora resided in the house in its original location on G Street until their deaths in 1917
and 1937 respectively.1
Roof:
The roof is gabled with a prominent and ornately decorated front facing gable. The roofing is
composite shingles which appear to be more than ten years old and in fair condition. There is a flat
roof over front porch. The porch roof has a wood-shingled mansard with decorative shaped shingles
that match the shingles on the gable ends of the main roof.
Exterior Walls:
The house is a wood-framed structure. The exterior is finished with 9” horizontal wood drop siding.
The exterior should be repainted, ideally using the original exterior color scheme, which can be
established via paint color analysis.

Historical Assessment of the 719 and 721 14th Street Buildings, San Diego, California, 92101, prepared by Scott A.
Moomjian Esq., Office of Marie Burke Lia Attorney At Law, January 2000.
1
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Windows:
The original wood windows have been replaced with aluminum windows that detract from the
historical character of the building. There is one existing wood double-hung window on the second
floor of the south façade which appears to be original.
Exterior Doors:
The exterior doors of the house have been replaced.
Foundation:
The existing cast-in-place concrete foundation is not original, it was replaced in the late 1940s when
the house was moved to the site. There are no apparent signs of structural failure, but the foundation
should be replaced as part of any future rehabilitation efforts and the house should be lowered to
match its original height.
Front Porch:
The front porch retains many of the original decorative elements which are character-defining features
of the house. The original wood-shingled mansard roof, spandrel detailing, decorative brackets, and
turned wood posts remain. The existing porch railing, porch floor, and porch stairs are not historic.
Rear Porch/Stair:
Early Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps from 1906 and 1921 prior to relocation of the house to its present
site indicate that the original rear porch was smaller than the existing porch. The existing rear porch,
now enclosed, was apparently added to the building when it was moved to its present site in 1948 or
1949. The detailing of the roof on the existing porch matches the detailing of the existing house very
closely, making it difficult to distinguish it as a later addition. In recent years, however, the rear porch
has been altered to enclose the previously open sides, creating a small apartment (unit D). The added
walls include smaller windows and trim which detract from the historical character of the building.
New wood-framed stairs have also been added to provide access to the raised first floor level. Ideally,
future rehabilitation efforts would include the restoration of the original porch and removal of the
stairs, if not required by code.
Chimney:
A masonry chimney was visible from one of the lower windows. The chimney is brick with larger
masonry units, possibly hollow clay tile, below the brick. This change in material is further evidence
that the house was raised above its original height. The original brick chimney has been abandoned
and cut short to eliminate the projection above the roofline. It has been abandoned since the original
fireplaces and kitchen were removed from the house. The chimney may be reconstructed as part of
the future rehabilitation.
Interior:
The house was originally constructed as a single-family residence. After William and Flora’s death, the
house was adapted for two units. In recent years the house was adapted for multiple tenants. San Diego
City Directories indicate that the building had four units in 1998 and eight units in 2000. The house
currently contains ten dwelling units.
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The interior of the building has been altered substantially, modifying the original interior wall layout
to subdivide the building into multiple small apartment units. Some original interior features remain,
including interior door and window trim, some transom windows at original door locations, and the
original interior stair and balustrade. Four of the apartments also include the original decorative castplaster ceiling medallions. The location of the medallions, which are mounted off-center in the existing
apartments, further indicates that original interior wall layout has been altered to subdivide previously
larger rooms into smaller apartments.
Three of the apartment units (units B, E, and I) include private bathrooms. All other units use shared
toilet and shower facilities. There is a communal kitchen on the first floor. All of the existing
bathrooms and the kitchen are non-historic. In order to add bathrooms for Units E and I a small
addition was added at the northeast corner of the porch at both floors. Generally, interior finishes
such as paint, floor, and window treatments have been renewed as new tenants moved into the
building. Floor finishes in the units generally include vinyl and carpet. The walls and ceilings are
finished with plaster on wood lath. Where new interior walls have been added, they are wood-framed
with painted gypsum wall board. The original stair remains. It features a large carved wood newel post
and turned balusters. The original finish was probably stain and varnish. It is currently painted white.
The railing on the upper landing has been replaced with a non-historic wood lattice.
The interior features and finishes in the building are generally in fair condition. Care should be
exercised during future rehabilitation work to preserve and protect remaining original interior features
and finishes to the greatest extent possible.
3. 1455 F Street – The Mattie Bearns House
Unlike the two buildings on 14th Street, the Mattie Bearns house has never been relocated. It stands
today in its original location on F Street. The Mattie Bearns House is privately owned and currently
occupied by residential tenants. Due to uncooperative ownership, the assessment of this building is
limited to a visual survey of the exterior of the building which was performed from the adjacent public
right-of-way.
General Description:
The Mattie Bearns house is a Folk Victorian-style residential building with a gabled roof and simple
detailing. The construction date of the residence is ca. 1909. The building is located on a sloped lot
and the front (north) façade has two stories facing F Street. The property slopes down steeply from F
Street and the remaining three facades are three-stories in height leaving the exterior walls of the lower
floor (basement level) exposed. A wood-framed addition has been added on the rear (south) façade.
According to the 2010 historical survey, the rear addition contains kitchens and bathrooms on each
level for the apartment units which are located within the original building footprint.
Roof:
The roof of the Mattie Bearns house is gabled. The roofing is composite shingles which have been
patched in multiple locations and appear to have exceeded their useable lifespan. There is a shed roof
over front porch. The roofing on the porch should also be replaced. The roofing on the non-historic
rear addition is similarly deteriorated.
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Figure 3-4: The Mattie Bearns House, 1455 F Street, looking southwest at the east façade.

Exterior Walls:
The Mattie Bearns house is a wood-framed structure. The exterior is finished with horizontal wood
siding. The exterior should be repainted, ideally using the original color scheme.
Windows:
Several of the original 2/2 double-hung wood windows remain, but they are generally in poor
condition. Non-historic aluminum windows have been installed in several locations. These windows
are also generally in poor condition. There is a large front window on the north façade which has
been replaced by a single fixed glass window. The size of the window opening suggests that the
original window may have been a pair of double-hung windows with a center mullion.
Exterior Doors:
Visible exterior doors at the Mattie Bearns house have been replaced and the existing non-historic
doors are in poor condition.
Foundation:
The foundation was not accessible for this survey.
Front Porch:
The front porch has been altered to add a metal security screen on all open sides. Remaining features
and finishes are in poor condition with significant paint and wood deterioration visible from the
adjacent sidewalk.
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Chimneys:
There are no visible chimneys at the Mattie Bearns house. Either the house never had them or they
have been removed.
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Figure 3-5: View of the Murray Apartments, primary west façade from 14th Street.

Figure 3-6: The Murray Apartments, view looking northeast at the porch. The second floor
was extended on top of the original single-story porch.
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Figure 3-7: The Murray Apartments, view of the front steps on the west facade. The stairs on
the right appear to be original. The stairs on the left appear to have been altered to replace the
original treads and risers. The front doors and window are original. The door hardware on the
right door also appears to be historic.

Figure 3-8: The Murray Apartments, view of portions of the north facade.
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Figure 3-9: The Murray Apartments, view looking west at the east facade. Note the nonoriginal exterior stairs and most of the fenestration has been infilled.

Figure 3-10: The Murray Apartments, detail of in-filled window at the east facade.
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Figure 3-11: The Murray Apartments, view of the south façade.

Figure 3-12: The Murray Apartments, detail at the south facade’s second floor bay window,
siding, and eaves.
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Figure 3-13: View looking east at the Daggettt Family Residence’s primary west facade. The
porch railing and stairs were added later.

Figure 3-14: The Daggettt Family Residence, view of portions of the north façade.
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Figure 3-15: The Daggettt Family Residence, view of portions of the east and south facades.
The former porch (in the foreground) has been filled in to add an additional apartment unit.
The garages beneath were added below the original house, raising the house above its original
height.

Figure 3-16: The Daggettt Family Residence, view looking northeast at the south facade.
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Figure 3-17: The Daggettt Family Residence’s only remaining historic window located at the
second floor of the south facade. All other windows have been replaced.

Figure 3-18: View looking south at the Mattie Bearns House’s primary north facade.
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Figure 3-19: The Mattie Bearns House, view looking west at the east facade.

Figure 3-20: The Mattie Bearns House, view looking northeast at the south facade from the
14th Street properties. The shed roof addition on the back of the house is old, but nonhistoric.
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Figure 3-21: The Mattie Bearns House, view looking southeast at the west facade.
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SIGNIFICANCE EVALUATION

A. EVALUATION CRITERIA

Federal, state, and local historic preservation programs provide specific criteria for evaluating the potential
historic significance of a resource. Although the criteria used by the different programs (as relevant here,
the National Register of Historic Places, the California Register of Historical Resources, and the City of
San Diego Register of Historical Resources) vary in their specifics, they focus on many of the same general
themes. In general, a resource need only meet one criterion in order to be considered historically
significant.
Another area of similarity is the concept of integrity — generally defined as the survival of physical
characteristics that existed during the resource’s period of significance. Federal, state, and local historic
preservation programs require that resources maintain sufficient integrity in order to be identified as
eligible for listing as historic.
1. National Designation: The National Register of Historic Places
The National Register of Historic Places (commonly referred to as the “National Register” or “NRHP”)
is a Congressionally-authorized inventory of “districts, sites, building, structures, and objects significant in
American history…” (16 U.S.C. § 470a). To be eligible for listing in the National Register, a resource must
meet the following requirements.
Criterion (A): Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history
Criterion (B): Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past
Criterion (C): Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction; represent the work of a master; possess high artistic values; or represent a
significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual foundation
Criterion (D): Has yielded or is likely to yield information important in prehistory or history.
Ordinarily cemeteries, birthplaces, graves of historical figures, properties owned by religious
institutions or used for religious purposes, structures that have been moved from their original
locations, reconstructed historic buildings, properties primarily commemorative in nature, and
properties that have achieved significance within the past 50 years shall not be considered eligible for
the National Register. However, such properties will qualify if they are integral parts of districts that
do meet the criteria or if they fall within the following categories:
Criteria Consideration A: A religious property deriving primary significance from
architectural or artistic distinction or historical importance; or
Criteria Consideration B: A building or structure removed from its original location but
which is primarily significant for architectural value, or which is the surviving structure
most importantly associated with a historic person or event; or
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Criteria Consideration C: A birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding
importance if there is no appropriate site or building directly associated with his or her
productive life; or
Criteria Consideration D: A cemetery which derives its primary importance from graves
of persons of transcendent importance, from age, from distinctive design features, or from
association with historic events; or
Criteria Consideration E: A reconstructed building when accurately executed in a
suitable environment and presented in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master
plan, and when no other building or structure with the same association has survived; or
Criteria Consideration F: A property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age,
tradition, or symbolic value has invested it with its own exceptional significance; or
Criteria Consideration G: A property achieving significance within the past 50 years if it
is of exceptional importance.
The property must also retain integrity. Integrity is “evaluated with regard to the retention of location,
design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association” and it “must be judged with reference to
the particular criteria under which a resource is proposed for eligibility.”
(36 C.F.R. § 60.4)
2. State Criteria Evaluation: California Register of Historical Resources
The California Register of Historical Resources (“California Register” or “CRHR”) identifies historical and
archeological resources significant to the state. The eligibility requirements for listing in the California
Register are very similar to the eligibility requirements for listing in the National Register, though they have
a somewhat stronger focus on California-specific issues.
More specifically, to qualify as an historical resource for purposes of the California Register, a resource
must meet at least one of four criteria:
Criterion 1: Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns
of California’s history and cultural heritage
Criterion 2: Associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or national history
Criterion 3: Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region or method of
construction or represents the work of a master or possesses high artistic value
Criterion 4: Has yielded or has the potential to yield information important to the prehistory or
history of the local area, California, or the nation.
(Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 5024.1).
In order to be eligible for listing in the California Register, an historical resource must have integrity. (Cal.
Code Regs. tit. 14, § 4851).
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3. Local Criteria Evaluation: City of San Diego Historical Resources
The Historical Resources Guidelines of the City of San Diego’s Land Development Manual (LDM)
identifies the criteria under which a resource may be historically designated. It states that any
improvement, building, structure, sign, interior element and fixture, site, place, district, area, or object,
typically over 45 years old, regardless of whether they have been altered or continue to be used, may
be designated a historical resource by the City of San Diego Historical Resources Board (HRB) if it
meets one or more of the following designation criteria:
A. Exemplifies or reflects special elements of the City’s, a community’s, or a neighborhood’s,
historical, archaeological, cultural, social, economic, political, aesthetic, engineering,
landscaping or architectural development;
B. Is identified with persons or events significant in local, state or national history;
C. Embodies distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction or is a
valuable example of the use of indigenous materials or craftsmanship;
D. Is representative of the notable work or a master builder, designer, architect, engineer,
landscape architect, interior designer, artist, or craftsman;
E. Is listed or has been determined eligible by the National Park Service for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places or is listed or has been determined eligible by the State Historical
Preservation Office for listing on the State Register of Historical Resources; or
F. Is a finite group of resources related to one another in a clearly distinguishable way or is a
geographically definable area or neighborhood containing improvements which have a special
character, historical interest or aesthetic value or which represent one or more architectural
periods or styles in the history and development of the City.
B. RESOURCE SIGNIFICANCE

1. 719 14th Street - The Murray Apartments
National and California Register
National Register Criterion A / California Register Criterion 1
The Murray Apartments was moved to its current location in 1932 or 1933. Its previous location is
undetermined. Since its relocation to the current site, the apartment building has been associated with
the residential development of East Village. However, no historical evidence has been identified which
would support that the Murray Apartments is associated with events that have made significant
contributions to the broad patterns of national history, California’s history, or cultural heritage.
Therefore, the property does not qualify under National Register Criterion A or California Register
Criterion 1.
National Register Criterion B / California Register Criterion 2
Research has failed to disclose any direct identification with persons significant in local, state, or
national history. None of the persons who owned or occupied the resource had performed any
activities, achievements, or contributions which were demonstrably important to the City of San
Diego, the State of California, or the nation while residing at the property. Therefore, the property
does not qualify under National Register Criterion B or California Register Criterion 2.
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National Register Criterion C / California Register 3
The resource is constructed in the Queen Anne Victorian style of architecture, which is not unique to
San Diego. In its current condition, although the property retains a good degree of architectural
integrity, there are other locally significant examples of the Queen Anne Victorian style of architecture
that have also retained a higher degree of architectural integrity, including location. These resources
include the 1898 Daniel O. Cook Residence (HRB#279) and the 1887-1888 Bayside Properties along
16th Street (HRB#341, 342, 343). Therefore, the property does not meet National or California
Register criteria for architecture.
National Register Criterion D / California Register Criterion 4
The resource at 719 14th Street is not likely to yield archaeological information regarding history or
prehistory. It does not appear to qualify under National Register Criterion D or California Register
Criterion 4.
National Register Criteria Consideration B: Moved Properties
A property removed from its original location or historically significant location can be eligible if it is significant primarily
for architectural value or it is the surviving property most importantly association with an historic person or event. A
moved property under Criterion C must retain enough historic features to convey its architectural values and retain
integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. In addition to the requirements above, moved
properties must still have an orientation, setting, and general environment that are comparable to those of the historic
location and that are compatible with the property’s significance.
The Murray Apartment does not appear to be significant on the National Register for Criterion A, B,
or C as noted above, therefore, it does not qualify under National Register Criteria Consideration B
for moved properties.
City of San Diego Register
The Murray Apartments building is locally designated on the City of San Diego Register of Historical
Resources as HRB #404. It achieved its significance for its architecture as a good example of a Queen
Anne Victorian style residence. The building exhibits architectural details indicative of this style, such
as steeply pitched hipped roof, dominant front-facing gable, patterned shingles, half timbering,
cutaway bay windows and projections, asymmetrical façade with a one-story partial (formerly full
length) porch.
Integrity
In addition to meeting one of the local, state, or national criteria, a property must also retain a
significant amount of its historic integrity to be considered eligible for listing. Historic integrity is made
up of seven aspects: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The
following is an integrity analysis of the Murray Apartments.
Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic event occurred.
The Murray Apartment was constructed in 1903 at an undetermined location. In either 1932 or 1933,
the building was moved to its current location in the East Village area of Downtown San Diego.
Although the building was not constructed at its present site, it has been at this location for over 50
years. As such, the building has attained a new location element for integrity purposes.
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Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property.
The building was originally designed in a Queen Anne Victorian style. Although it has been altered
and/or modified to some degree, the changes have not substantially affected the original design of
the building. The building continues to retain much of its original form, plan, space, structure, and
style. Therefore, the resource’s design integrity remains.
Setting is the physical environment of a historic property.
The original location of the building is unknown. However, since the building has been at its current
location for over 50 years, it has developed a new, surrogate setting at this location for integrity
purposes. Therefore, the setting aspect of integrity is retained.
Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period of time and in a
particular pattern of configuration to form a historic property.
The building materials evident in the Murray Apartments largely appear to be original, therefore,
retaining its materials element of integrity.
Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any given period in history
or prehistory.
The workmanship evident in the Murray Apartments is represented in its standard construction
details and in its Queen Anne Victorian details. The workmanship, particularly in the ornamentation
of the building, exemplifies the popular style from the period.
Feeling is a property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time.
Because the building is reasonably intact, it continues to exude a historic sense of turn-of-the-century
Queen Anne Victorian. Therefore, the building retains its integrity of feeling.
Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property.
The building, in its current condition, is directly linked with San Diego’s turn-of-the-century Queen
Anne Victorian heritage and architectural history. Thus, the building retains its association integrity.
2. 721 14th Street – The Daggett Family Residence
National and California Register
National Register Criterion A / California Register Criterion 1
The Daggett Family Residence is associated with the residential development of East Village during
the turn-of-the-century. Although it has moved to its current location around 1948-1949, its original
location was across G Street at 2361 G Street (later 1461 G Street), it is still a testament of the surviving
residences located within the East Village community. However, no historical evidence was identified
which would support that the Daggett Residence is associated with events that have made significant
contributions to the broad patterns of national history, California’s history, and cultural heritage.
Therefore, the property does not qualify under National Register Criterion A or California Register
Criterion 1.
National Register Criterion B / California Register Criterion 2
This residence does not qualify National Register Criterion B or California Register Criterion 2.
Research has failed to disclose any direct identification with persons significant in local, state, or
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national history. The apartment has passed through several owners and many occupants. None of the
owners or tenants had performed any activities, achievements, or contributions which were
demonstrably important to the City of San Diego, the State of California, or the nation while residing
at the property.
National Register Criterion C / California Register 3
The Daggett Family Residence is constructed in the Queen Anne Victorian style of architecture, which
is not unique to San Diego. In its current condition, although the property retains a high degree of
architectural integrity, there are other locally significant examples of the Queen Anne Victorian style
of architecture that have also retained a higher degree of architectural integrity, including location.
These resources include the 1898 Daniel O. Cook Residence (HRB#279) and the 1887-1888 Bayside
Properties along 16th Street (HRB#341, 342, 343). Therefore, the property does not meet National or
California Register criteria for architecture.
National Register Criterion D / California Register Criterion 4
The resource at 721 14th Street is not likely to yield archaeological information regarding history or
prehistory. It does not appear to qualify under National Register Criterion D or California Register
Criterion 4.
National Register Criteria Consideration B: Moved Properties
A property removed from its original location or historically significant location can be eligible if it is significant primarily
for architectural value or it is the surviving property most importantly association with an historic person or event. A
moved property under Criterion C must retain enough historic features to convey its architectural values and retain
integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. In addition to the requirements above, moved
properties must still have an orientation, setting, and general environment that are comparable to those of the historic
location and that are compatible with the property’s significance.
The Daggett Family Residence does not appear to be significant on the National Register for Criterion
C, therefore, it does not qualify under Criteria Consideration B for moved properties.
City of San Diego Register
The Daggett Family Residence is locally designated under the City of San Diego Register of Historical
Resources as HRB #404. It achieved its significance as a good example of a Queen Anne Victorian
architectural style. The building retains most of its architectural details including a steeply pitched
gabled roof, a dominant front-facing gable, patterned shingles, decorative spindle work, and a onestory full-length porch, which extends along the northerly side wall.
Integrity
In addition to meeting one of the local, state, or national criteria, a property must also retain a
significant amount of its historic integrity to be considered eligible for listing. Historic integrity is made
up of seven aspects: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The
following is an integrity analysis of the Daggett Family building.
Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic event occurred.
The Daggett Family Residence was constructed between 1893-1896 at 2361 G Street (later 1461 G
Street) and was moved to its present location circa 1948 or 1949. Although the building was not
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constructed at its present site, it has been at its current location for over 50 years. As such, the building
has attained a new location element for integrity purposes.
Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property.
The building was originally designed in a Queen Anne Victorian style. Although it has been altered
and/or modified to some degree, the changes have not substantially affected the original design of
the building. The building continues to retain its original form, plan, space, structure, and style.
Therefore, the resource’s design integrity remains.
Setting is the physical environment of a historic property.
The 721 14th Street residence formerly occupied a parcel located at 2361 G Street (later 1461 G
Street), a location essentially across the street to the southeast from its present location. Due to the
close proximity of its former and present location, coupled with the fact that the building has been
located at its current location for over 50 years, the setting or physical environment of the two
locations is sufficiently similar for integrity purposes.
Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period of time and in a
particular pattern of configuration to form a historic property.
The Daggett Family Residence’s building materials largely appear to be original, therefore, retaining
its materials element of integrity.
Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any given period in history
or prehistory.
The Daggett Family Residence’s workmanship is represented in its standard construction details and
in its Queen Anne Victorian details. The workmanship, particularly in the ornamentation of the
building, exemplifies the popular style from the period.
Feeling is a property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time.
Because the building is reasonably intact, it continues to exhibit a historic sense of turn-of-thecentury Queen Anne Victorian. Therefore, the Daggett Family Residence building retains its integrity
of feeling.
Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property.
The building, in its current condition, is directly linked with San Diego’s turn-of-the-century Queen
Anne Victorian heritage and architectural history. Thus, the 721 14th Street residence retains its
association integrity.
3. 1455 F Street – The Mattie Bearns House
National and California Register
National Register Criterion A / California Register Criterion 1
The property does not qualify under National or California Criterion A: Event. Historical research has
failed to identify any important event that has made a significant contribution to the broad patterns
of regional history or the cultural heritage of California or the United States as association with the
property over the course of its existence.
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National Register Criterion B / California Register Criterion 2
Research has failed to disclose any direct identification with persons significant in local, state, or
national history. Since 1909, the residence has passed through several owners and many occupants.
None of the persons who owned or occupied the resource had performed any activities, achievements,
or contributions which were demonstrably important to the City of San Diego, the State of California,
or the nation while residing at the property. Therefore, the property does not qualify under National
Register Criterion B or California Register Criterion 2.
National Register Criterion C / California Register 3
In its current condition, the resource does not reach a level of significance as a good example of Folk
Victorian Vernacular architectural style that meets local, state, or national levels of significance for the
National Register or the California Register under this criterion. The building is a locally based
vernacular example of the style that lacks the identifying features of the type, period, or method of
Folk Victorian Vernacular style construction.
National Register Criterion D / California Register Criterion 4
The resource is not likely to yield archaeological information regarding history or prehistory. It does
not appear to qualify under National Register Criterion D or California Register Criterion 4.
City of San Diego Register
The Mattie Bearns House is locally designated under the City of San Diego Register of Historical
Resources as HRB #970. The resource embodies the distinctive characteristics through the retention
of character-defining features of the Folk Victorian Vernacular style and retains a good level of
architectural integrity from its ca. 1909 period of significance. Specifically, its medium pitched, front
gable roof with slight eave overhang; wood framed, double hung windows; simplified detailing, plain
frieze; wood horizontal shiplap siding, and a full width front porch, a rectangular floor plan and a
symmetrical façade.
Integrity
In addition to meeting one of the local, state, or national criteria, a property must also retain a
significant amount of its historic integrity to be considered eligible for listing. Historic integrity is made
up of seven aspects: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The
following is an integrity analysis of the Mattie Bearns House.
Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic event occurred.
The Mattie Bearns House was constructed in ca. 1909, in the growing East Village area of Downtown
San Diego. The building has not been moved since its construction and has retained its integrity of
location.
Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property.
The building retains the majority of its original design including its form, plan, space, structure, and
style. The building continues to retain its character-defining features including symmetrical façade,
rectangular floor plan; a wood frame and foundation; a medium pitched, front gable roof with a
slight eave overhang; exterior horizontal wood shiplap siding with corner board; plain frieze; and
simplified detailing.
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Setting is the physical environment of a historic property.
Since its construction, the Mattie Bearns House has retained its location. When it was constructed,
it was surrounded by other residential buildings. While there has been considerable redevelopment
in the area, which has led to multi-story residential and commercial buildings, the residential buildings
within the subdivision block in which the Mattie Bearns House is located, have been razed leaving
only two other residential buildings. Accordingly, the setting has been changed and setting integrity
has been lost.
Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period of time and in a
particular pattern of configuration to form a historic property.
The residence has had some alteration since its construction, including door and window
replacements. The wood floor on the front porch was replaced. On the rear of the property, a twostory addition was added for ancillary functions. The addition is clearly demarcated from the original
structure. Although modifications have taken place, this building retains character-defining features
of the Folk Victorian Vernacular style. Therefore, the property maintains its materials integrity.
Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any given period in history
or prehistory.
The workmanship evident in this residence is represented in its standard construction details of the
Folk Victorian Vernacular style, exemplifying the popular style from that period. Thus, the property
retains its workmanship integrity.
Feeling is a property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time.
Because the building is reasonably intact in its location, design, workmanship, and materials, it retains
the feeling of a period of time, that is, as a Folk Victorian Vernacular style residence.
Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property.
The property at 1455 F Street continues to retain its association with the residential development of
Downtown’s East Village.
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SECTION V FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Under CEQA, the City of San Diego has established significance determination thresholds for
significant impact, in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 21082.2. Significant impacts include
direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to historical resources, as described in the City’s “CEQA
Significance Determination Thresholds” dated January 2007.
A. IDENTIFYING HISTORICAL RESOURCES OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
The APE contains three (3) buildings and are categorized as follows:
City of San Diego Register of Historical Resources
1. 719 14th Street
The Murray Apartments
2. 721 14th Street
The Daggett Family Residence
3. 1455 F Street
The Mattie Bearns House

HRB #404
HRB #403
HRB #970

B. PROPOSED PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Figure 5-1: Proposed relocation site map.
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Located on a 4.1-acre site in the heart of San Diego’s growing East Village neighborhood, East Village
Green is anticipated to be a highly programmed urban park that will include a wide range of public
amenities identified through a series of public workshops. Currently an industrial neighborhood in
transition, the East village is anticipated to evolve over the next decade to a mixed-use community of
nearly 30,000 residents. The East Village Green site is located within the center of East Village
community on two blocks between F and G Streets, a primary arterial roadway to and from

Daggett
Family Res.

14TH STREET

Murray Apt.

F STREET

G STREET
Figure 5-2: East Village Green proposed site plan.

Downtown San Diego, and 13th and 14th Streets. The block of 14th Street between F and G Streets is
envisioned as a pedestrian plaza that could be closed to accommodate street fairs, farmers markets,
and community events. East Village Green will be the signature urban park and open space for the
neighborhood and is envisioned as the hub of community activity.
The proposed project elements include the relocation, mothballing, and exterior restoration of two
historically designated homes at the eastern block; demolition of existing structures; a 10,000 SF
community center; two 800 SF food and beverage structures; a 1,500 SF performance pavilion; a 200stall underground parking structure located at the western block; and park improvements, including
shade structure, event lawn, children’s play area, games/reading area, and right-of-way improvements.
The project is anticipated to be completed in a single phase of design and construction.
Building Relocation, Rehabilitation, and Repair
As part of the East Village Green Development Plan, the Murray Apartments and the Daggett Family
Residence will be moved to a vacant lot on the same block, adjacent to and east of the historic Mattie
Bearns House. The moving route will be north on 14th Street and east on F Street. As part of the
move, both buildings will be rotated 90° (clockwise) so their primary façades face north toward F
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Street. Grading work and new foundations on the new site will be completed prior to moving both
buildings to the F Street site. Both the Murray Apartments and the Daggett Family Residence will be
moved in one piece with no cutting or dismantling above the foundation walls.
Murray Apartments
For the Murray Apartments, all doors and window openings shall be protected with plywood prior to
relocation. The non-historic cast-concrete foundation walls, three historic brick chimneys, parts of the
fireplaces, and the non-historic rear stairs will be removed prior to relocation. It is anticipated that the
area around the four fireplaces will require supplemental bracing. The three historic brick chimneys
shall be measured and photo documented prior to being disassembled. Once approved by the City,
the bricks shall be catalogued, salvaged, and stored for reinstallation at the new site. The color, tooling,
and composition of the historic mortar will be determined from salvaged samples and the new mortar
will match.
The front porch, including the porch steps, floor, T&G ceiling, trim, posts, and decorative brackets
shall be protected in place and securely shored in order to facilitate the relocation. After the move, the
non-historic front porch enclosure, including four large windows, shall be removed to recreate the
original open porch and bay window. Two previously enclosed arched opening in the porch wall will
be re-opened. A new wheelchair accessible ramp or lift will be added to the side of the building to
provide ADA access to the first floor. The non-historic addition at the west end of the second floor
above the porch will be removed to recreate the original façade and bay window.
Daggett Family Residence
All doors and window openings of the Daggett Family Residence shall also be protected with plywood
prior to relocation. The non-historic cast-concrete foundation walls and the non-historic front steps
and rear stairs will be removed prior to relocation. The original chimney bricks, no longer exposed to
the exterior, will be removed. New front steps will be constructed at the new site based on historical
evidence and precedence. The existing non-historic front porch enclosure shall be removed to recreate
the original full-length porch. Likewise, the non-historic rear addition shall also be removed and
restored to the original rear porch configuration. New, period appropriate porch railings shall replace
the existing railings at both the front and rear porch. A new wheelchair ramp or lift will be added to
the side of the building to provide ADA access to the first floor.
Once the relocation and exterior rehabilitation are complete per The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
for Rehabilitation (The Standards) both buildings will be mothballed in accordance with the
recommendations of the National Park Service Preservation Briefs 31: Mothballing Historic Buildings
until a future use or tenant have been determined. As a designated resource, any future modifications
to either the Murray Apartments or the Daggett Family Residence must follow The Standards.
Additional review and approval by the City of San Diego’s Development Services Department and
the Historical Resources Board will be required for any future exterior alterations. The Mattie Bearns
House will remain in situ.
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C. PROPOSED PROJECT IMPACTS

CEQA Impacts
In determining potential impacts on historical resources under CEQA, a “project with an effect that
may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resources is a project that
may have significant effect on the environment” (CEQA Guidelines §15064.5). A “substantial adverse
change” means “demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource such that the
significance of a historical resource would be materially impaired” [PRC §5020.1(q)]. Generally, a
project that follows The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties shall be
considered as mitigated to a level less than a significant impact on the historical resource.
Direct or indirect effects can occur to the eligible historical resources with the implementation of the
project. Direct effects can include alteration, demolition, or removal of buildings, structures, and
cultural landscape elements. Direct effects can also include the addition of new buildings, structures,
or infill elements which would alter the historic setting, the site lines, or view corridors from one point
to another by changing spatial relationships of buildings to each other along with landscape elements.
Implementation of the proposed project will result in significant impacts to on-site historical resources
due to the relocation of the Murray Apartments and Daggett Family Residence buildings. Compliance
with recommended mitigation measures would reduce the significance of impacts to a level that is less
than significant.
It should be noted that upon designation of both the Murray Apartments and the Daggett Family
Residence, it was anticipated that relocation of the two buildings would occur.
“Staff has been advised by the applicant of his intention to move the buildings….Given the fact that the
buildings have been moved previously to their present location, staff sees no objection to their proposed move,
provided that assurances are given that upon relocation the buildings would be expeditiously restored and used.”
-- City of San Diego Historical Resources Board Staff Report dated February 9, 2000.
Furthermore, the Staff Report’s conclusion states: “Given the fact that the buildings acquired their historical
distinction at another site, staff recommends that the Board designate the buildings only with the specific provision that
they may be moved.”
City of San Diego’s Significance Thresholds
The City of San Diego’s Significance document has identified various activities that will cause damage
or have an adverse effect on the resource.
1. Direct Impacts
Relocation from Existing Site
The proposed project requires the relocation of the Murray Apartments and the Daggett Family
Residence buildings from their existing site. The proposed relocation activity shall be considered
a direct impact on the historical resources even though both buildings had been previously moved
from their original site. The relocation of the buildings would retain the buildings’ significance
under HRB Criterion C as the buildings’ historic features and their integrity of design, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association would remain. Moreover, the Daggett Family Residence
would reintroduce its street frontage and original orientation facing north that was lost during the
first move.
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The relocation of the both the Murray Apartments and the Daggett Family Residence adjacent to
the Mattie Bearns House would not pose as a significant impact to the Mattie Bearns House since
it will reintroduce the residential setting that was previously lost when the original surrounding
residential buildings were razed.
Alteration or Repair of a Historic Structure
After relocation, both buildings will undergo repair and exterior rehabilitation treatment per The
Standards and will be mothballed per the National Park Service Preservation Briefs 31: Mothballing
Historic Buildings while awaiting its future use or tenant. Once the use has been determined, repair
and rehabilitation of the Murray Apartments and Daggett Family Residence buildings shall be in
compliance with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and, therefore, shall be
considered as mitigated to a level of less than a significant impact on the historical resource.
2. Indirect Impacts
Indirect impacts were examined to determine if the project would cause the introduction of visual,
audible, or atmospheric effects that were out of character with a historic resource or alter would
their setting. The proposed project is not expected to have a significant indirect or cumulative
impact to the Murray Apartments, Daggett Family Residence, and Mattie Bearns House buildings.
Historically this subdivision block was built-up and initially included residential buildings and a
few warehouses when the two buildings were relocated to their current site. Most of the original
buildings were razed by the early 1970s. The proposed project would change the setting to an
urban park.
3. Mandatory Findings Significance
CEQA sets forth mandatory findings of significance addressed below.
Does the project have the potential to substantially degrade the quality of the environment, substantially reduce the
habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten
to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the number or restrict the range of an endangered, rare or threatened
species, or eliminate important examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory?
The three historical buildings’ role in the architectural development trends of San Diego is
important and they will continue to convey their architectural style retaining a high degree of their
integrity of design, workmanship, materials, and association, for which the buildings have received
their designation. The buildings’ setting and location have already been compromised as two of
buildings were previously relocated to their existing location and many of the original buildings
within the proposed development block have been razed.
According to the City of San Diego “Guidelines for the Application of Historical Resources Board
Designation Criteria” regarding moved buildings:
The City of San Diego limits the consideration of moved properties because significance
is embodied in locations and settings as well as in the properties themselves. Moving a
property destroys the relationship between the property and its surroundings and
destroys association with historic events and persons. A move may also cause the loss
of historic features such as landscaping, foundations, and chimneys, as well as loss of
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the potential for associated archaeological deposits. Properties that were moved before
their period of significance may still be eligible for designation.
A moved property significant under HRB Criterion C or D must retain enough historic
features to convey its architectural values and retain integrity of design, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association.
In addition to the requirements above, moved properties must still have an orientation,
setting, and general environment that are comparable to those of the historic location
and that are compatible with the property’s significance. For a property whose design or
historical associations are directly dependent of its location, any move will cause the
property to lose its integrity and prevent it from conveying its significance.
The initial repair and exterior rehabilitation of the buildings after their final relocation will be
conducted in accordance with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. Once a new use
or tenants have been established, further rehabilitation treatments will comply with The Standards.
Therefore, the proposed East Village Green project would not eliminate the resource from its
architectural association as an important example of this period of San Diego history and would
not result in a mandatory finding of significance.
D. MITIGATION MEASURES
1. Redesign
Per the City of San Diego’s Land Development Manual – Historical Resources Guidelines,
preferred mitigation is to avoid impacts to the resource through project redesign. If the resources
cannot be entirely avoided, all prudent and feasible measures to minimize harm to the resources
shall be taken.
Depending upon project impacts, measures can include, but not be limited to:
a. Preparing a historic resource management plan;
b. Adding new construction which is compatible in size, scale, materials, color and
workmanship to the historic resource (such additions, whether portions of existing
buildings or additions to historic districts, shall be clearly distinguishable from historic
fabric);
c. Repairing damage according to The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation;
d. Screening incompatible new construction from view through the use of berms, walls and
landscaping in keeping with the historic period and character of the resource;
e. Shielding historic properties from noise generators through the use of sound walls, double
glazing and air conditioning; and
f. Removing industrial pollution at the source of production.
2. Relocation
If there are no other ways to save a building, structure or object other than relocation, such
measures shall be performed in accordance with National Parks Service standards. Appropriate
relocation sites shall duplicate, as closely as possible, the original location in terms of size,
topography, neighborhood setting, orientation and site landscaping. Prior to the move, the
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resource shall be documented in its original location according to the Historic American Buildings
Survey (HABS) standards. Such documentation will serve as baseline data for historically correct
reconstruction on the new site.
3. Salvage Materials
Prior to relocation, distinctive representative architectural features shall be identified, and if
feasible, salvaged for reuse in relation to the proposed plan, or perhaps removed to another
location on site as provided in The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. If reuse onsite is not feasible,
opportunities shall be made for the features to be donated to various interested historical or
archival depositories.
4. Interpretive Signage or Display Panels
Installation of interpretive signs or display panels in a publicly visible location that describe the
history and significance of the three historic buildings. The interpretive signage and its location
within the new project must be approved by the City’s Historical Resources Board staff and shall
include historic photographs and a brief narrative describing the history and significance of the
Murray Apartments, Daggett Family Residence, and the Mattie Bearns House. The signage shall
be displayed/installed in an appropriate public or open space area within the site.
E. CONCLUSION
The proposed East Village Green project would result in a project that is a significant impact on the
historical resources since both the Murray Apartments and the Daggett Family Residence will be
relocated. Mitigation measures would reduce impacts to the historical resources to less than significant
since the new location is compatible with the original character and use of the historical resources.
Adherence to The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties will be conducted
on the relocated resources which will enable the buildings to continue to convey their architecture,
retaining a high degree of their integrity of design, workmanship, materials, feeling, and association,
for which the properties received their designation. The relocation of the two buildings adjacent to
the Mattie Bearns House would not pose a significant impact to the designated Mattie Bearns House
since it will reintroduce the previously lost residential setting along the south side of F Street between
14th and 15th Streets.
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c. Mattie Bearns House
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Notice of Completion
Murray Apartments – Information Not Available
Daggett Family Residence – Information Not Available
Mattie Bearns House – Lot Block Book Page
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Water/Sewer Connection Records
Murray Apartments – Information Not Available
Daggett Family Residence – Information Not Available
Mattie Bearns House – Information Not Available
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Construction Permits
Murray Apartments – Information Not Available
Daggett Family Residence – Information Not Available
Mattie Bearns House
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THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO

Historical Resources Board
''
DATE ISSUED:

February 9, 2000

ATTENTION:

Historical Resources Board

SUBJECT:

Historical Resources Board Agenda offebruary 24, 2000, Action Item #6
DAGGETT FAMILY RESIDENCE and THE MURRAY APARTMENTS

APPLICANT:

Mr. Shel Kulick

OWNER:

Shel and Bonnie Kulick

LOCATION:

719-21 I4 1h Street. Centre City Community Plan Area, Council District 2

DESCRIPTIO>!:

Nomination by the owner for Historic Resource Designation under HRB
CRITERIA C, Architecture

TODA Y'S ACTION: Designate or Note and File
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Designate the Daggett
family Residence (721 141h Street) and the Murray
Apartments (719 14:h Street) based upon being notable
examples of Queen Anne Victori,;1n style architecture
(Criteria C)
BACKGROUND:
These residences are being brought before the Historical Site Board by the owner for historical
resource designation. They are located at 719 and 721 141h Street in the Centre City East/East

?~:
;§
.>( I
Ul'iU51!'/

~,,,,,,,.,,).•<;

Planning and Development Review
202 ( Stree!, MS 5A •Son Diego, CA 92101·3864
Tel (619) 236-6179 fox (619) 236-6478

Page 2
Village neighborhood of the Centre City Community Plan area, and are zoned RC;X (residentia\w
commercial combined) in the Centre City East Plalllied District.
ANALYSIS:
The Queen Anne styles buildings at 719 and 721 14th Street are located in Centre City East on
separate lots and parcels arranged in tandem. Both were moved to their present locations, the
719 141h Street building (the westerly building fronting 14:h Street) in 1932 or 1933 and the 721
14m Street (easterly) building in 1948 or 1949.

The 719 14:h Street building waq constructed in 1903 at an unknov.,,n location. The structure has
been used as an apartment building since the early 1930s and today has 13 units. The 721 J4tn
Street building was constructed sometime betv,:een 1893 and 1896 for William B. Morris at 2361
(currently 1461) G Strcet,just southeast of its current location, and has been used as an
apartment building since its relocation in 1948 or 1949. It currently serves eight units.
Although the buildings have been altered, the changes have not extensively affected their
architectural significance as Queen Anne styled buildings constructed during the late 1890s and
early 1900s. The 719 141h Street building displays such distinctive characteristics indicative of
the Queen Anne style as a steeply pitched hipped roof, a dominant front-facing gable, patterned
shingles, half timbering, cutaway bay windows and projections, and an asymmetrical facade with
a one-story partial (formerly full length) porch. Similarly, the 721 141h Street building displays
such Queen Anne features as a steeply pitched gabled roof, a dominant front-facing gable,
patterned shingles, decorative spindle work, and a one-story full-length porch which extends
along the northerly side wall.
It is believed that William Norris was the individual responsible for the constrnction of721 141h
Street, although this could not be confirmed. "Mr. Morris has never been regarded as a master
craftsman or master architect. The individual responsible for the design or construction of the
719 141h Street building could not be determined.

Staff has been advised by the applicant of his intention to move the buildings, one to Golden Hill
and the other to Grant Hill. Given the fact that the buildings have been moved previously to their
present location, staff sees no objection to their proposed move, provided that assurances are
given that upon relocation the buildings would be expeditiously restored and used.
CONCLUSION:

After reviewing the historical report submitted by the applicant, staffrecommen<ls that the
Daggett Family Residence (721 141h Street) and the Murray Apartments (719 14th Street) have
enough historical value to warrant historical site designation under Criteria C - Architecture.
Historic site designation would allow the property owner to take advantage of a Mills Act

Page 3
agreement to obtain property tax benefits, possible use of a Conditional Use Pert11it for adaptive
reuse, and use of the Historic Building Code where necessary to meet building code
requirements. Given the fact that the buildings acquired their historical distinction at another
site, staff recommends that the Board designate the buildings onlv with the specific provision
that they may be moved.

John Wilhoit
Senior Planner

JW
Auachment:

Historical Site Board Report

--------------•

•

IDENTIFICATION
1. CrnMON NAME: Apartment House
2. HISTORIC NAME: Daggett Family Residence
3. ADDRESS: 719 14th Street
CITY: San Diego
ZIP: 92101
4. PARCEL 0: 535-143-05
5. PRESENT OwNER: Shel and Bonnie Kulick
ADDRESS: 89 Port of Spain
CITY: Coronado
ZIP: 92118
OWNERSEIP IS: PUBLIC: PRIVATE: X
6. PRESENT USE: Residential
ORIGINAL USE: Residential
DESCRIPTION
7A. ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Transitional: Queen Anne to
Craftsman

7B. BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE PRESENT PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF
STRUCTURE AND DESCRIBE ANY MAJOR ALTERATIONS FROM ITS
ORIGINAL CONDITION.
Legal Description: Horton's Addition, Block 176, Lot E
An exanple of certain pre-First world War expressions of the
Queen Anne style, this two-story house was altered by a second
story addition to ·the west elevation. It has a combined gable
and hipped roof, the gable end of the west elevation exhibiting a
decorative nalf-timbered look that was cormnon to Queen Anne
houses. Original portions of the building have clapboard siding.
The fascia on the gabled p:,rtion of the roof is flared at the

ends. 1he second story addition hides other details "*1ich may
have provided more definition to the house. Windows are
predominantly double hung sash, either one over one or two over
two lights. What may once have been a single porch entry has
since been divided into two entries.

r:I

CONST. DATE: 1911
EST: X FACT:
ARCHITECT:

8.
9.

unknown

10.

BUILDER:
unknown

11 • APPROX. PROP. SIZE(FT):
50' X 100'
12. DATE CF PHOTO:
1988
TENTATIVE

RANK:

3

SIGNIFICANCE: This building
serves as an example of certain
pre-First World War expressions

of the c;,een Anne style.

•••••• • • • • • • • •• •
•

13. CONDITION: Excell
Good X Fair
No longer in existence

Deteriorated

14. ALTERATIONS: Addition built on second story front
15. SURROUNDINGS:
Open Land Scattered Bldgs
Resid X Indust

Com 1 1

Densely built-up? X

Other

16. 'IHREATS TO SITE: None known X Pvt devel.
Vandalism

Public Works Project

Zoning

other

17. IS STRUCTURE: On its orig site?-X Moved?

18. RELATED FEATURES:

Unknown?

Cast stone retaining wall

SIGNIFICANCE
19. BRIEFLY STATE HISTORICAL AND/OR ARCHITECTURAL IMPORTANCE
W. T. Daggett, a real estate agent, purchased this property from

attorney, N.H. Conklin in 1887, probably erecting his residence
on it sometime in 1888. Daggett and his wife, Fannie, lived at

this address until 1890, then leased" the #721 building out to
various tenants until 1911, when architect. Walter S. Keller
purchased the property. Keller, also a non-resident, owned the
structure until 1917, when he left to fight in World War I. From
1917 up to the late 1920s, various owners have rented the 11-721
address, including David and Lizzie Garra (1917), Albert and

Queene L. Lane (1926) C. F. and Ida Weeber (1927) and William E.
McDonald ( 1928).
20. MAIN 'IHEME CF 'IHE HISTORIC
RESOURCE: (IN ORI:ER CF
IMPORTANCE) •
Architecture X Arts &Leisure

LOCATIONAL SKETCH MAP
,. . . . . . . (It

"

Economic/Industrial

•%

•

Exploration/Settlement
Govt
Military
Religion
Social/Education

21. SOURCES(B(X)KS, OOCUMENTS,
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS, AND
THEIR DATES) •

•
• •

San Diego City Directories;
San Diego COtmty Recorder's
Office

22.

DATE FORM PREPARED: 11/10/88
BY: R. Brandes, K. Flanigan,
K. Webster, A.P. Cooper
ORG: Office of Marie 11.lrke Lia
ADDRESS: ~27 C Street, Suite 310
CITY: San Diego, CA ZIP: 92101
PHONE: (619) 235-9766
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THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO

Historical Resources Board
''
DATE ISSUED:

February 9, 2000

ATTENTION:

Historical Resources Board

SUBJECT:

Historical Resources Board Agenda offebruary 24, 2000, Action Item #6
DAGGETT FAMILY RESIDENCE and THE MURRAY APARTMENTS

APPLICANT:

Mr. Shel Kulick

OWNER:

Shel and Bonnie Kulick

LOCATION:

719-21 I4 1h Street. Centre City Community Plan Area, Council District 2

DESCRIPTIO>!:

Nomination by the owner for Historic Resource Designation under HRB
CRITERIA C, Architecture

TODA Y'S ACTION: Designate or Note and File
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Designate the Daggett
family Residence (721 141h Street) and the Murray
Apartments (719 14:h Street) based upon being notable
examples of Queen Anne Victori,;1n style architecture
(Criteria C)
BACKGROUND:
These residences are being brought before the Historical Site Board by the owner for historical
resource designation. They are located at 719 and 721 141h Street in the Centre City East/East

?~:
;§
.>( I
Ul'iU51!'/

~,,,,,,,.,,).•<;

Planning and Development Review
202 ( Stree!, MS 5A •Son Diego, CA 92101·3864
Tel (619) 236-6179 fox (619) 236-6478

Page 2
Village neighborhood of the Centre City Community Plan area, and are zoned RC;X (residentia\w
commercial combined) in the Centre City East Plalllied District.
ANALYSIS:
The Queen Anne styles buildings at 719 and 721 14th Street are located in Centre City East on
separate lots and parcels arranged in tandem. Both were moved to their present locations, the
719 141h Street building (the westerly building fronting 14:h Street) in 1932 or 1933 and the 721
14m Street (easterly) building in 1948 or 1949.

The 719 14:h Street building waq constructed in 1903 at an unknov.,,n location. The structure has
been used as an apartment building since the early 1930s and today has 13 units. The 721 J4tn
Street building was constructed sometime betv,:een 1893 and 1896 for William B. Morris at 2361
(currently 1461) G Strcet,just southeast of its current location, and has been used as an
apartment building since its relocation in 1948 or 1949. It currently serves eight units.
Although the buildings have been altered, the changes have not extensively affected their
architectural significance as Queen Anne styled buildings constructed during the late 1890s and
early 1900s. The 719 141h Street building displays such distinctive characteristics indicative of
the Queen Anne style as a steeply pitched hipped roof, a dominant front-facing gable, patterned
shingles, half timbering, cutaway bay windows and projections, and an asymmetrical facade with
a one-story partial (formerly full length) porch. Similarly, the 721 141h Street building displays
such Queen Anne features as a steeply pitched gabled roof, a dominant front-facing gable,
patterned shingles, decorative spindle work, and a one-story full-length porch which extends
along the northerly side wall.
It is believed that William Norris was the individual responsible for the constrnction of721 141h
Street, although this could not be confirmed. "Mr. Morris has never been regarded as a master
craftsman or master architect. The individual responsible for the design or construction of the
719 141h Street building could not be determined.

Staff has been advised by the applicant of his intention to move the buildings, one to Golden Hill
and the other to Grant Hill. Given the fact that the buildings have been moved previously to their
present location, staff sees no objection to their proposed move, provided that assurances are
given that upon relocation the buildings would be expeditiously restored and used.
CONCLUSION:

After reviewing the historical report submitted by the applicant, staffrecommen<ls that the
Daggett Family Residence (721 141h Street) and the Murray Apartments (719 14th Street) have
enough historical value to warrant historical site designation under Criteria C - Architecture.
Historic site designation would allow the property owner to take advantage of a Mills Act

Page 3
agreement to obtain property tax benefits, possible use of a Conditional Use Pert11it for adaptive
reuse, and use of the Historic Building Code where necessary to meet building code
requirements. Given the fact that the buildings acquired their historical distinction at another
site, staff recommends that the Board designate the buildings onlv with the specific provision
that they may be moved.

John Wilhoit
Senior Planner

JW
Auachment:

Historical Site Board Report

-----····-----•

IDENTIFICATION
1. CCffiON NAME: Apartments
2. HISTORIC NAME: Murray Apartments
3. ADDRESS: 721 14th Street (rear)
CITY: San Diego
ZIP: 92101
4. PARCEL#: 535-143-sl8
5. PRESENT OWNER: Shel and funnie Kulick
ADDRESS: 89 Port of Spain
CITY: Coronado
ZIP: 92118 OWNERSHIP IS: PUBLIC:
PRIVATE: X
6. PRESENT USE: ROCl!ling House
ORIGINAL USE: Residence .
DESCRIPTION
7A. ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Q.ieen Anne
7B. BRIEFLY DESCRIBE IBE PRESENT PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF
STRUCTURE AND DESCRIBE ANY MAJOR ALTERATIONS FRCR-1 ITS
ORIGINAL CONDITION.
Legal Description: Horton's Addition, Block 176, Lot H
The two-story house on the rear of the lot shared with 719 14th
Avenue, is a typical Qleen Anne, "shotgun" cottage, with a wraparound porch and single gable roof. The Queen Anne detailing
included in the house's design begins with spindle w::>rk at the
gable end. The spindle work was also used under the cornice of
the p:,rch. Fish scale shingles appear on the gable end and on
the mansard p:,rch roof. Turned posts supporting the porch are
braced against the cornice and the spindle work with brackets.
Shiplap siding was used over most of the exterior. Double hung
sash windows of the first f1.oor have ornamental pediments above
them. On the second floor, windows have spindle work in the
place of pediments. No major alterations have been noted.

8.

GOIST. DATE:
c. 1887
EST: X FACT:
ARCHITECT:

9.

unknown

10.

BUILDER:
unknown

11.
12.

APPROX. PROP. SIZE(FT):
50' X 100'
DATE OF PHOTO:
1988

TENTATIVE RANK: 2
SIGNIFICANCE:

This building is

a significant example of Q.ieen
Anne architecture created on a
modest scale.

I
J!

- - ~ - - - - - ~ _ .

•

•

13. CONDITION: Excell

Good X Fair

.....

__

llllllil

__

Deteriorated

No longer in existence

14. ALTERATIONS:

Addition to the rear

15. SURROUNDINGS:
Open Land Scattered Bldgs
Resid X Indust X Com'l

Densely built-up?

other

16. TIJREATS TO SITE: None known X Pvt devel
Zoning
Vandalism Public Works Project Other
17. IS STRUCTURE: On its orig site?

Moved? X Unknown?
C. 1911
18. RELATED FEATURES: Building sited in broad arroyo which
ran from the Golden Hill area to the harbor.

SIGNIFICANCE
19. BRIEFLY STATE HISTORICAL AND/DR ARCHITECTURAL IMPORTANCE
The history of this structure is difficult to trace. The Daggett
family also owned this house for a time, as well as that which

was built at 719 14th Avenue.

The building at 721 14th Avenue

eventually becane known as the Murray Apartments, which it remained. until at least 1950. From all appearances, this building
was constructed first and moved from the front of the lot to the
rear. It is a significant exanple of Queen Anne architecture,
created on a· mo::iest scale.

20. MAIN TilEME OF lllE HISTORIC
RESOURCE: (IN DRIER OF
IMPORTANCE) •
Architecture X Arts & Leisure
Econanic/Industrial
Exploration/Settlement
Govt Military Religion
Social/Education

21. SOURCES(BODKS, DOCl.tlENTS,
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS, AND
THEIR DATES) •

LOCATIONAL SKETCH MAP

• •

•

•

• ••

.

\

"
IU-141·

San Diego City Directories;
San Diego County Recorder's

Office; City of San Diego
Sewer Records

22.

DATE FORM PREPARED: 11/10/88

·--.·-.

BY: R. Brandes, K. Flanigan,
K. Webster, A.P. Cooper

ORG: Office of Marie Burke Lia
ADDRESS: 427 c Street, Suite 310
CITY: San Diego, CA ZIP: 92101
PHONE: (619) 235-9766
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DATE ISSUED:

September 15, 2010

REPORT NO. HRB-10-047

ATTENTION:

Historical Resources Board
Agenda of September 23, 2010

SUBJECT:

ITEM #10 – Mattie Bearns House

APPLICANT:

Kenneth P. Bourke represented by Marie Burke Lia

LOCATION:

1455 F Street, East Village Community, Council District 2

DESCRIPTION:

Consider the designation of the Mattie Bearns House located at 1455 F
Street as a historical resource.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Designate the Mattie Bearns House located at 1455 F Street as a historical resource with a period
of significance of circa 1909 under HRB Criterion C. This recommendation is based on the
following finding:
The resource embodies the distinctive characteristics through the retention of character
defining features of the Folk Victorian Vernacular style and retains a good level of
architectural integrity from its period of significance c. 1909. Specifically, the character
defining features reflected in the building include a medium pitched, front gable roof with
slight eave overhang; wood framed, double hung windows; simplified detailing, plain

City Planning & Community Investment
202 C Street, MS 5A ● San Diego, CA 92101-3865
Tel (619) 235-5200 Fax (619) 533-5951

frieze; wood horizontal shiplap siding, and a full width front porch, a rectangular floor
plan and a symmetrical façade with a wood frame and foundation.
BACKGROUND
This item is being brought before the Historical Resources Board in conjunction with a
preliminary review application to determine whether or not the building is historically significant
as part of a constraints analysis for future development. The building is a three story residence
constructed in the Folk Victorian Vernacular style in c. 1909. The actual date of construction has
not been determined due to lack of documentation and inconsistencies in the information
available for the property. It is located in East Village, a mixed use area of Downtown San
Diego.
The historic name of the resource, the Mattie Bearns House, has been identified consistent with
the Board’s adopted naming policy and includes the name of the first owner. This conclusion is
based on the Lot and Block Book page date of construction in 1909 under the ownership of
Mattie Bearns.
ANALYSIS
A historical resource research report was prepared by K.A. Crawford/Marie Burke Lia, which
concludes that the resource is not significant under any HRB Criteria. Staff’s position is that the
resource is a significant historical resource under HRB Criterion C. This determination is
consistent with the Guidelines for the Application of Historical Resources Board Designation
Criteria, as follows:
CRITERION C - Embodies distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period or method of
construction or is a valuable example of the use of natural materials or craftsmanship.
The structure was designed in the Folk Victorian Vernacular architectural style and built in
c.1909. Closely tied to the National Folk style popular after the nationwide expansion of the
railroad in 1850’s, Folk Victorian style houses were generally built in the late 19th and early 20th
century, declining in popularity by 1910 with the trend turning toward Craftsman Bungalow style
houses. The c. 1909 date is believed to be rather late for this style of construction. As mentioned
in the 2005 East Village Combined Historical Surveys, the Single Family Vernacular style was
part of the property boom prior to 1887. The historical context specifically mentions the Judson
Property (Mattie Bearns House) as being built in c. 1900. The information available does not
provide a consistent date of construction for the property, and the Notice of Completion and
Water and Sewer Records have not been located. The Assessor’s Building Record dates the
structure to1891 and the Sanborn Maps from 1888, 1906 and 1921 all show different structures;
which provides contradictory information for the date of construction.
This three-story residence has a symmetrical façade, rectangular floor plan; and a wood frame
and foundation. A medium pitched, front gable roof with a slight eave overhang comprises the
third floor. The exterior has horizontal wood shiplap siding with corner board; plain frieze; and

-2-

simplified detailing. A full width, open front porch with minimal stick work and a shed style roof
supported by wooden posts spans the front facade. The property sits on a unusual lot due to the
way it slopes sharply away from the street leaving only the first two stories of the structure
visible from the sidewalk.
The fenestration throughout the majority of the structure is wood frame two-over-two double
hung sash windows, covered with metal security grilles. On the first floor, visible from the street,
there is one large wood framed fixed pane window covered with a metal security grille. The
entrances to second and third floor units are accessed by two doors located on the front façade.
Modifications to the structure include door and window replacements. The wood floor on the
front porch was replaced. On the rear of the property a two story addition was added for ancillary
functions; the addition is clearly demarcated from the original structure. Although modifications
have taken place this building retains the character defining features of the Folk Victorian
Vernacular style.
As explained in the 2005 East Village Historical Context, the simple Residential Vernacular style
is rare and therefore expected to be in poor condition, almost nothing remains from that period
making this property an extremely valuable piece of San Diego’s history. This type of
construction represents the architectural style of the late 19th century housing boom and is a
property that still remains despite the aggressive removal, recycling and deterioration of almost
all of the structures built during this time period. The resource embodies the distinctive
characteristics through the retention of character defining features of the Folk Victorian
Vernacular style and retains a good level of architectural integrity in the design, setting,
materials, and workmanship of the original structure. Therefore, staff recommends designation of
this resource under HRB Criterion C.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
If the property is designated by the HRB, conditions related to restoration or rehabilitation of the
resource may be identified by staff during the Mills Act application process, and included in any
future Mills Act contract.
CONCLUSION
Based on the information submitted and staff's field check, it is recommended that the Mattie
Bearns House located at 1455 F Street be designated with a period of significance of c. 1909
under HRB Criterion C due to the retention of character defining features of a Folk Victorian
Vernacular home from a period in San Diego’s history that has very few examples present today.
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Designation brings with it the responsibility of maintaining the building in accordance with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. The benefits of designation include the availability of the
Mills Act Program for reduced property tax; the use of the more flexible Historical Building
Code; flexibility in the application of other regulatory requirements; the use of the Historical
Conditional Use Permit which allows flexibility of use; and other programs which vary
depending on the specific site conditions and owner objectives.

_________________________
Terra King
Planning Intern

_________________________
Cathy Winterrowd
Principal Planner/HRB Liaison

TK/cw
Attachment(s): Draft Resolution
Applicant's Historical Report under separate cover
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RESOLUTION NUMBER N/A
ADOPTED ON 9/23/2010
WHEREAS, the Historical Resources Board of the City of San Diego held a noticed public hearing
on 9/23/2010, to consider the historical designation of the Mattie Bearns House (owned by Kenneth P.
Bourke, 1455 F Street, San Diego, CA 92101) located at 1455 F Street, San Diego, CA 92101, APN: 535171-09-00, further described as PAR 1 in the City of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California;
and
WHEREAS, in arriving at their decision, the Historical Resources Board considered the historical
resources report prepared by the applicant, the staff report and recommendation, all other materials submitted
prior to and at the public hearing, inspected the subject property and heard public testimony presented at the
hearing; and
WHEREAS, the property would be added to the Register of Designated Historical Resources as Site
No. 0, and
WHEREAS, designated historical resources located within the City of San Diego are regulated by the
Municipal Code (Chapter 14, Article 3, Division 2) as such any exterior modifications (or interior if any
interior is designated) shall be approved by the City, this includes but is not limited to modifications to any
windows or doors, removal or replacement of any exterior surfaces (i.e. paint, stucco, wood siding, brick),
any alterations to the roof or roofing material, alterations to any exterior ornamentation and any additions or
significant changes to the landscape/ site.
NOW, THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED, the Historical Resources Board based its designation of the Mattie Bearns House
on the following findings:
(1)
The property is historically significant under CRITERION C for its distinctive characteristics
of the Folk Victorian Vernacular style and retains a good level of architectural integrity from its period of
significance of c. 1909. Specifically, the character defining features reflected in the building include a
medium pitched, front gable roof with a slight eave overhang; wood framed, double hung windows;
simplified detailing, plain frieze; wood horizontal shiplap siding, and a full width front porch, a rectangular
floor plan and a symmetrical façade with a wood frame and foundation. This finding is further supported by
the staff report, the historical research report, and written and oral evidence presented at the designation
hearing.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, in light of the foregoing, the Historical Resources Board of the City
of San Diego hereby approves the historical designation of the above named property. The designation
includes the parcel and exterior of the building as Designated Historical Resource Site No. 0.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Secretary to the Historical Resources Board shall cause this
resolution to be recorded in the office of the San Diego County Recorder at no fee, for the benefit of the City
of San Diego, and with no documentary tax due.
Vote: N/A
BY: __________________________
JOHN LEMMO, Chair
Historical Resources Board
APPROVED AS TO FORM AND
LEGALITY: JAN I. GOLDSMITH,
CITY ATTORNEY

BY: __________________________
NINA FAIN
Deputy City Attorney
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P3a. Building Description
The building addressed as 1455 F Street is a three level, or two-story plus basement,
rectangular.shaped folk V1ctodan Vernacular style multiple family residential building located
on a sloping lot in the East Village. The original building is consttucted of redwood. The parcel
containing this building is small, 25' x 70' or 1750 square feet, and the building occupies threequarters of it. Although the addre·ss of 1459 F Street has been attributed to a lower unlt in this
building, the Sanborn Maps identify 1459 F Street as the building that formerly occupied the lot
to the east of this site and today the only address for this building is 1455 F Street.

North Facade
The building has a wood foundation, wood horizontal shiplap siding exterior with corner boards
and a pitched front gable roof with a sllght eave overhang. The building has a full width, open
front porch with minimal stickwork detailing and wood floor. The porch is supported by
wooden posts and includes a shed style roof. The porch ha.s metal security griUe.s across the
entire front of the porch. The only window on the first floor ls a large wood framed fixed pane
window with metal security grille. The east entrance, to the first floor unit, has a single wood
door and a metal security door. The west entrance, to the upper floor unit, also has a single
wood door with a transom. The second floor contains two eventy spaced wood framed double
hung sash style windows with metal security grilles. The front yard is fenced with a small wood
picket fence and a large tree.

West Facade
The west fayade contains several wood framed, multi-lite, double hung sash style or metal
framed slider style windows placed at irregular intervals. Several of the windows have metal
security grilles.
South Facade
The rear of the bu Ifding contains a wood over concrete, three-story addition. The addition has
vertical wood siding walls. portions are unpainted. and the section has a sloping shed style roof.
The addition has a variety of windows In a variety of styles with metal grilles and other security
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P3a. Bulldlng Description continued:
measures. The m iddle level contains a single wood door that was formerly accessible by a stair
from the ground level. The int erior areas o f the rear addition contain the kltchen and bathroom
areas for each level of the building. The rear yard is small and filled with junk. The addition ls In
very poor condition.

East Facade
The east fa~ade contains two single wood door entrances into the basement level unit. This
fa~ade of the structure has several wood framed, multl~llte double hung sash style windows on
the second and third floors.

B6, Alterations
The building has been altered by the replacement of some of the doors and windows with non.
historic elem ents. The front porch ha.s b een altered with the addition of a metal security grille
and new w ood floor. Many of the windows have been altered with the addition of metal
security grilles. The building was altered by the addition of a three-·story rear structure that
elimin ated the original I ntegrity of the rear of the bultding.

810·

Significance

Property History
Inclusion in Previous Historical Surveys
The buUdlng has been evalu,ned In 1988 and 2001 by historians from the office of Marie 8urke lla,
Attorney. In 1988 it was described as an interesting e:x:amp~ of verna<utar Victorian architecture
adapted to a steep siting, but was ranked as 3, meaning not eligible for the local register. The 1988
inventory also identified John 8 Judson as the owner In 1900, whereas Judson owned the western
portion of Lot S, now addressed as 14S1·1453 F Street and the subject property consists o f the eastern
ponion of Lot 5 and the western portion o f l.ot 4. In 2001, the property was described in another
inventory form by the Lia offtc.e wherein Jt was Identified as Folk Victorian archhe,cture but found not to
qualify as a good example of that $ly1e sufficient for listing on t he local register. The 1988 and 2001
inventory forms also attributed a 1459 F Street address to thls property, but the 1459 addre:Ss appears
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B10. Srgnfflcance continued!:
o n :the 1'92.1 ro 1956 ~nb-otn Maps for t he co,·wu·nerc:ia1 p,o~rty ne:xt door and it is believed those Map5,

are accurate on l his. p,o1m.
In 200S, tile fo-st Village Combined Historicc,J 5u.rve-ys 200.5 publication was produced by the H15taricaE
Rl!-sources Board Staff. It oo-ntalned a copv of the 2001 nventorry form for thls. property~ but dls.aereed
wtth the prev1ous co ncl us1ons, finding th@ pr<lpt! ft',' to be an e.ic.a mpie of F()lk Victorian Verna<::ular
architecture e Jigible for the local register. M the resull of the Surveys 2005, U,e subject property's
status as hlstork al resource has. yet to be determined.

Th4! lBM and! 1906 ~nbom Maps ofthi'S blo,c.l,: differ from the later Maps In that the street addres.ses on
this blodc ra"ge from BB ttl 2378. This represents a brier experiment with rt!-flumbetf-ng. lhe :str~ts in
Downtown Sao Diego tt-at occurre<I before :and afterthe tum of t he las.t cent\JI)'. After thji expetirrient
the addte:Ss numbers \Wl'IC restored lo lh~lf former and later patt1trn, 1..e. the strnet addrcss~s b~tw@en
1
14"-'"' aind 15"' Streets i!re in the l4oots and those between 15 h and 16"h Streets are in the 1500' s..
The 1B88 Sanborn Map shows c1 two sto,v re-c,tengur~r dwelling set bat:k from the street with ai one nory
covered porch a nd stair atte~ .u th@ reat. Bolh tih~ dwl!llling and riorch had shingl@ took. No
strncture-:s were locilted in the back of the property. The property is addressed on tne Map as. 23S5 F
Street.
The 1006 Sanoom Map snows a new :strutt:ut~ on the site, .a two stoty :5l:luare store building plus
basem@nt with a cove,ed porch ext,eJ11dlng north all the Wi1V to the property line. !Both the store and ttie
porr;h had shingle r,oofs. A lerril e-0tt:a ch mney is located in the rear of the store and a Ol"le stQry
lb.asement i.s below a rear porch extension also with a shinglil!' roof. The propQrtV is .addressed on the
Map as BS5

E=

Streta

The 1921 Sanbom Map c.fthjs prcq:ie-irty s,hows a difterefll dwe-llln.g on this s,ite, addr-e-ssed as 1453-14SS
FStreet. This dwelling conforms to the curtent stnitb.Jl'e and differs fram 'the 1906 structure. It Is set
back from the !lttf!t and has. a front porcti, i5, two levels or flats above ground with a wood sningle roof
over t>oth the dwelling and ,,ordi. A sman Or'M! .sktty i.tructu.re is ln tnc rear yard . The 1940 Sanbom Map
Is consist,1mt 'li""1th the 1921 Map and shQw a sned at t he rear af tfie kit. The 19S6 .Sanoom Map i!

eonsister1t but the shed i$. gone. The proputv ls addre-ss.ed 8:S 14S3-14S5 F Str,e et
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B10. Slgn1flcance continued:
The Sanborn Map re.searr;h indicate$ that thi$ $trvc.ture was bulll between 1906 and 1921.

Assessor's Bulldina ReCi2rd Research:
The Assessor's Bulkling Record dates this structure to 1891 and describes it as a one story duplex.
However, another portion of t he same Record describes the building a$ containins the three levels,
Including the basement, of 520 $Qua,e feet each, and notes that the upper lewls each had a 120 square
foot rear addit.ion added. The c-urrent owner advises that each floor contains an identical living
unit with

a living room, kitchen, two bedrooms and a bath.

The Assesso(s Building Record information i.s, t herefore, lntemally Inconsistent and Inconsistent with
the Sanborn Maps.

As.sessor's Parcel Maps:
The 1870 Plat of CulverweU' s Addition (C 15) Identifies the ftve lots that extend along F Street, going

west from 1S111 Street, as LOts 1 through S. The west edge of Lot Sis on t he border with t.he adjacent

Horton's Addition (Block 176).
The 1979 Parcel Map #8360 furtherdtllneates these lot lints and illustrates that "'Parcell", the parcel
containing 14SS F Street, is a portion LOts 4 and S of Block 1S of Culverwell's Addition, as is stated in the
property's legal desc.rlption in the Chain ofTttle. The current Pare.el Map Identifies this parcel as APN
S35-171-09 and its boundaries are consistent with Parctl l on the 1979 Map.

Lot Block Book Page Research:
The LOt Block Book Page numbered 171 cover$ 81oc.k.s 13 -

15 in this subdivision from 1907 to 1911. In

March of 1909, it identi~s the owners of Lots 4 ands in Block 15 as George Gerhard and Matt.ie Bearns
and It describes t he property as the we-st 36 fee t of l ot 4 and t he east 14 feet of Lot S. More
importantly, although this Page covered 1907•1911, 1909 is t he first year this source records an
assessment for a structure on the propertv.
The Lot Block Book Page research indicates that this structurt was built in 1909.
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810. Significance continued:

Chain of Tltlt Reseaccb:
According to dle original subdivision map and subsequent maps, the subjec.t propercy Is Parcel Number
S3S·17l-09, w hich in<;ludes portions o f Lol5 4 and 5 of Block .LS o f Culverwell's Addition. According to
the Chain oflitle:
•

Gustav Scshroeppel and Hakes Investment Co. owned this property in 1906 when the Sanborn
Map shows the store building present.

•
•
•

Hakes Investment Co. sold a 2S' wide lot (Lot 4) to Mattie 8earns in April of 1904.
Hakes Investment Co. sold the east 14' of lot S to Mattie Beams in March o f 1908.
Mattie Bearns later became Mattie Stroehl and, in 1919, a Degree Quieting Title confirmed her
ownership of west 36 feet of lot 4 and the east 14 feet o f t.ot S.

The lot Block Book Page indicates George Gerhard and Mattie Bearns were owner$ of the west 36 feet
o f t.ot 4 and t he east 14 feet of l.ot S In 1909 when the first improvements on the property were
assessed during the period of 1907-1909.
Conclusion: The struccure at 14SS Street was constructed during the owne,shlp of portions of lOts 4
ands by Manie searns tn 1909.
The complete chain of t itle for this property is attached. It can be summarized as folJows:
Parcel 1, Parcel Map 8360: S.S. Cu1verwel1 (1871); A.S. Grant (1871); Joseph Nash (1871 1877);
4

LG. Cole

(1877•1883); Joseph Nash 0883-1887); Claude T. Hamllton, ~ lntetest (1887); Sterling Mclean and
Rena 8. Mclean, ~ interest (1887-1888); Eliza Gregg and Robert Gregg (1887}; Edwin 0. Ingalls and

Loue5'1 Ingalls (1887-1889): Hakes Investment Company (1899-1904); Mattie Beams (1904).
The following deeds affect all of APN 535-171-09-00:
H.R. Emerting (1908-1914); Mattie Bearns Stroehl (1908-1919); Adolph M . Stroehl, Administrator (1919):
f.W. Stumpf and zoena P. Stumpf (1919•1938); John Ameruss (1938·1978); Antonio Grlmalda, Christine
Grfmalda, Ken Bourke and Sue Bourke (1978); Ken 8ourke and Sue Sourke (1979-Present).
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810. Significance continued:
Permit Record Re$earch:

The Building Permit records for the property were limited to a 1997 SOG&E conversion overhead to
upgrade. No Water or Sewer permits were located for the propetty.
H§torical Photograph Research:
One 1950 aerial historic.al photograph was located at the San Diego Historical Soc.iety archives.
It shows the property wfth condltlons slmllar to those shown on the Sanborn Maps however
there is no shed at the rear of the property. It is also the case that this is a shallow lot with a
limited rear yard.

Qty Directory Research:
dty Directory !!stings by addres.s began In 1926 and In that ~ar V.P. corona was listed at 145S F Street.

Tracing this fisting bad.wards by year it can be established V.P. Corona wa$ onlv listed once between
1921 al\CI 192S, In 1924 when he resided at 922 16$ Street.
City Directory listings fot all owners of this property between 1905 and 1909 were also researched in
case information could be obtained to help determine the actual date of construction on the theory that
they mlght be In reslder\Ce on the property. Manie 8earn$ owned a portion of thl$ property from 1904
and another portion from 1908. She had no lfstings in the City Director,e,s from 190S to 1909. E.P.
8earns was listed at this address, 23SS F Street, in 1908, but not in any other year. He could have
occupied the sttucture shown on the 1906 Sanborn Map. H.R. Emerllng was llsted at the property next
door, 23Sl F Street, in 1908 and 1909, but never at this address. The following persons who are listed in
the tltle were not listed in the City Oirectorie$ during this period: Edwin o and loue$a Ingalls, Clara B
Porter, Rena B Mclean, Elizza Greg. Claude T. Ha milton a nd Joseph Nash.
The City Directory listings indicate that the front unit at 1455 f Stteet was occupied by short
term tenants and one long term, owner occupant, John Ameruss, from 1950· 1970. A 194S
obituary was found for former owner Mattie Beams and a 1967 obituary w.s found for Emma
Stumpf who was listed as an occupant of the property when she d led. Coples of the City
Olroctory Ustlngs and obituaries are attached.
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810. Significance continued:

Property History Summary
The building was constructed as a two-story with basement resident ial property on 1909. The
building has been occupied by a variety of occupants over the years, inc:luding long time
residents, the Ameruss fam ily. At an unknown time, the building was altered by a substantial
rear addition. The building has lost Integrity due to the non-historic building changes and the
building is in extremely poor condition.
Integrity of the Structure

To determine the significance of a property under local, state and federal criteria, it is necessary
to assess whether the property has integrity. Integrity Is the ablltty of a property to convey and
maintain its significance. A property must not only be shown to be significant under the
e.stabllshed criteria, It must also have Integrity. tn order to retain historic integrity, a property
must possess several, and usually most, of the seven key aspects of Integrity, whk:h are
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association.

Lowtiqn: Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where
the historic event occurred.
The 1455 F Street property has remained In Its original location since its construction.
Therefore, the property retains its location element for integrity purposes.

Design: Design is the combination of elements that create the form,, pion, space, structure, ond
style of a property.
The building has retained some of its key elements but the building has been altered with non·
historic door and window changes and the addition of a rear structure. Therefore, the building
has not retained Its design element fo r integrity purposes.

Setting: Setting is the physical environment of a historic property.
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810. Significance continued:
The property iS located within a mixed u5e commercial/residential neighborhood which
otlglnally consisted of slngle..famtly , esldences. The neighborhood originally contained a va,iety
of residences from a wide range of styles dating from the 1910s to the c. 1950s. Some have
remained, while othets have been r eplaced from the 1960s-present. The neighborhood has
changed substantially over the decades and does not retain the historical appearance of the
surrounding properties. Therefore, the building has not retained its setting element for
lnteg, lty purposes.

Moterlols: Motetfols ore Lhe phys/col elements thot were combined or depos;ted during o
portic.ulor period of time and in a particular pattern or configuration to form o historic property.
The bulldlng does not contain any unusual materials used In its construction. The materials
used have been identified as average types of wood, concrete and stone construction elements.
Therefore, the building retains the materials element for integrity purposes.

Workmanship:

Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crofts of o particular culture or
people during ony given period in history or prehistory.
The workmanship demonstr ated i n the construction of the building is apparent from the
materials analysis. The level of workmanship is of average quality. The building retains l ts
integrity of workmanship.

Feeling: Feeling is a property's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a panicular
period of time.
The building has remained in It$ original location since It was constructed but the structure doe.$
not convey a sense of the period during which it was constructed. The building, therefore, has
not retained its feeling element for integrity purposes.

Association: Association is the direct link berween on important historic event or person and o
historic property.
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810, Sisnificaru;e continued:
The property has not been determined to have been directly linked to an historically significant
person. Consequently, the building does not have an associative element for integrity
purposes.
Historic Conte>tt of the structure
The boundaries of Centre City East, also known as East Village, have been defined as Interstate son the
east, Commercial Avenue to the $0Uth, Sixth Avenue to the west alld as far as north as Russ and Part
Boulevards. Historically, from the 1860s to the: prtsent time, the area has been home to a wide range of
industrial and retail businesses, modest single famiJy homes to large multlple resident complexes,
churches of various sizes, and mh<ed residential and commercial neighborhoods. The various
neighborhoods have provided shelter, jobs and ,eligious opportunities for a variety of ethnic groups and
people with varying degrees of economk status. The area has been In a continuous state of transition
as ntw businesses h.ave entered the ntlghborhoods, different ethnic groups have moved in at various
times, and fortunes have rise n a nd fallen with the tides of time.
The true developmtnt of the downtown San Diego tirea began in 1867 with the purchase of 960 acres o f
la nd by Alon~o Horton. Horton paid $265.00 for his ..New Town" San o;ego pioneer development.
Horton crtated an orderly division o f the land by dlv'.cling lht atrt.s Into blocks a nd lots, thus setting the
pattern for the development of the residential a nd commercial properties. Many o f the East Village
properties are located within this earty subdivision of the land known as •Horton's Addition" (lndudlng
the eastern edge of the subject pro~tty at 1451*1453 F Street).
After 1900, new businesses coming into t~ city chose the Centre City East area ftom which to conduct
operations due to tht proximity to the railroad tracks and the wharf. The tntirt area south of Broadway
from the water to the east was a large commercial center for the city a nd, as sudi, provided jobs, goods
and services white substantially Increasing the prosperity of the c.ity. Ourlng the 1920s, many San Diego
businesses flourished in the Centre City East area and despite tM Great Dtpression of the 1930s, this
area In general continued to benefit from new development. In some instances, businesses could not
survive the economic downtum and we,t for~d to close. Structures were left In a st:att of disrtpair as
some businesses moved their base of operations north of Broadway, leaving abandoned buildings in
their wake.
As illustrated by the Sanborn Fire Maps from 1921 to 19S6 a nd the 1950 aerial photograph. the subject
block retained more of a balanced mix of residential and industrial than did the surrounding blocks.
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810. Slgnlflcance continued:
The 1940s and the adwnt or world War II brought additional changes to the neighborhood, as it d id to
all parts of San Diego County and the nation. During the 19SOs, the bst Vlllage area uansition-ed to a
densely developed Industrial area and the resk:lentlal component was reduced significantly. The earlier
businesses were ;oined by larger concerns as new industrial uses moved into the area. Wholesale
produce and grocery warehou5,es continued to operate from the area, but remnants of the former
mtXed re:sidentlal and small scale lndustr'lal development still managed to survive in the area north of J
Street and east of 7,,. Street. The subject property is an example of such a remn.ant of the former
residential uses in the vicinity. A complete Historic: Context Statement for this vicinity is included
Attachment E.l to this Historical R~souf«S Re~arch RepofL
Application of the San Diego Historical Resources Boafd fHRB} Reglstef Significance Criteria
According to the City of San Diego Land Development Code, Histoftcal Resources Guidelines

(Adopted September 28, 1999; Amended June 6, 2000; April 30, 2001), a building, structure,
sign, interiof element and fixture, featu re, site, place, district, area or object may be designated
as a historic by the City of San Diego Hlstorical Resources Board if It meets any of the following
criteria.

Cdterlon k Community Development: If it exemplifies or reflects spec/of elements of o City's, o
communitYs or o neighborhood's historical, orchoeoJogicol, C'1lturol, socio/, economic, political,
aesthetic, englneerlng, Jondscoplng or orchltecwrol development.
No historical evidence was Identified which would support the determination that the property
exemplifies or reflects special elements of S.an Diego's historical, archaeological, cultural, social,
economic, political, aesthetic, engineering, landscaping or afchitectural development.
The residence was one of many homes in the East Village/San Diego area constructed during
thi.s period and does not exemplify or reflect spec-lat elements of the San Diego community.
This is not a p roperty that is distinct among others of its kind and it does not surpass the usual
in significance.

Criterion 8: Person: Is identified with persons or events significont in local, state, or notional
history;
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110. s,mfficanc;e continued:
No historic;.al evidena1: was identified which wo:u ld s:upport the determination that the Property
wa.s. id1mtifled or ;usc,clated with persor,s ot events sig111fic:allt iri loc:al, state or nati onal history.

C: Arch.ltec.ture: Embodies distlm;tlve charocteristics of a style, type, period or method
of constroctlon or is a valuable uample of the. use oj indlgenou~ mtitt?h'(l/.$ or ur,ftsrm:mihfp,·

Criterion

The subj ei:t property located at 1455 F Street, San Diego.. CA 92101 was ide11tified as havlng
been desrgned and constructed in tJhe Fo lk Viotorlan Vernacular sr,,,Ee. The b\llldin,g was

,evaluirted

as an ,example of the Folk Vict:or~a11 Vernacu lar style.

According to pages 309-310 of A Fleldl Guidi:!' to Art'lerican Houses by VirGinia and Lee McAlester~
the id entifvine feature-s of Folk Victorian architecture are porches with s.pcntUewo,k detaifi ng
(turned spincllle,.s and lace-llke spandlrel$1 o:r fli?ltr ficxiw ell.It trim appeflded to National Folk
house forms., s.ymmetrical facades and comice-lint(? brackets. Of tJh'!SE! features, this property
has only a somewhat s<ymmetrric.al fa~a.de. •rn,e style is defined by the presence of Vtlctorl3n
clecoiJ'atiYe deta.lJlng on slmple folk house forms. which ate grenerally mud, less elabc,rated than
the, Victorian s:tyles that they attempt to mimic. u "The primary areas for tt, I:!' a.ppllcatl on of this
detalling are the porch arnd c-ornlce line." No s.uch detailins is. present at these locations,
""Porch supports are commonly either Queen Anne-type tume-d spindles, or sqruare post5; whh
the corners !beveled (d'lamfered) as in many Italianate porches." The porc:h su1p ports lad both
of d'le:se, characteristlc..s. "'In addition 1 lac::e-Hke spandrels are f,ec111..1Emt andl tum@dl ba,lu sters may
be used in por,;n l"i!iilings am;t in friezes S\J:Sp-ended from the porch ceilins: · These features am
atis.o lacking.
This building c.arinot be considered to be a good tepre5entative example of tJie Folk Victori11n
V@rnacular architectural styte and ah:eirations ha,ve compromised the integrity of whatever

design elements miglrit originally have be,en pr'es.enit. Th e buHdling does. 1n ot embody the
dl,stlncUve chan1cteristics of a style, type, SJ-eriod, or method of Follk Victori an Vernacular style
oonstiruction to a l evel of sig11iflcance. The building retains its massing, shape, footprint alld but
the bulldl.ng Is a llmlted QXampl e ofthe style and do(!rs not serv@ as a good e.xamp le of a
diesrgned Fo lk Victorian Vemaoolar style home.
Due to tile fact that no lndig~nous materials went into the c-0nstruc.tion of the bui ldi ng, th !:!'
bu i Id in g i s not a '!ial uable ,exa 111p le of the use of i11d iger,ous rnateriarl.s or CTaftsma11slnip. As a
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e10, Signifigmc:e

continued:

result of the lack of the main character defining features of the folk Victorian Vernacular styfe,
its subsequent alterations and as a limited example of the styfe, the property ls not considered
to be architecturally significant under Crltetlon C: Architecture.

Critetion D: Moster Architect: Is repre.sentative of the able work of u master builder, designer,
architect, engineer, landscape architect, interior designer, attlst, or craftsman;
No archlte-ct or contractor was Identified for the design of the building. Therefore, the subj ect
building is not representative of the work of a master builder, designer. architect, engineer,
landscape architect, interior designer, artist or craftsman.

Application of National Register of Historic Places and California Regitter of Historig!I
Resources Criteria

When evaluated within its hlstotic context, a propetty must be shown to be slgnf{tcont for one or
more of the fovr Criterio for Evolvotion -A, 8, C, or D. The Criterio descn'bes how propetties are
slgnlflcont for their association with Important events or persons, for their Jmpottance In design
or construction, or for its information potential. In addition, q property must not only be shown
to be significont ur,der the Natlonol ond/or Col/fornla Register criteria, but It also mush hove
Integrity. The seven aspects of integrity inclvde: location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and oSlociotion.

Critecion Ai Event
Notional Criteria - To be considered for listing under Criterion A. a property mvst be associated
with one or more events important in the defined hfstoric context. The event or trends mutt
cleorly be importont within the associated context. Mere association with historic events or
ttends Js not enough, in and of itself to qvafify vnder Criterion A. the property's specific
ossociution must be considered Jmpottont as well.
Colifomlo Criteriu - It is associated with events that hove mode o significant coMrlbution to the
broud patterns of loco/ or 1egiortol history, or the cu/rural hetitage of Colifornio or the United
SurtPt.
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e,10. Si@nffi r;;a nc:e

s:2ntinued:

The pro,p erty does; not quaMy under National or Callfornla Cr iterion A~ Event Htstorical
r,esearch fa lied to lde nitlfy aov Importall"lt events that lrlave made a sign16cant contribution to the
broad patterns of regior1al htstory a r th c cu ltura I heritage of Ca l]forn ia or the
ited States as
associated with the property aver tile course of its e11;istenr:e.

u.-,

critecioa B; Person
appUes to properties assoclate.d wJth indlvidua,j whose $pecifi,:
contributions to histtJty car, be identified cmd dQC.cm,en ted. Pers{}ns "srgnrficant in our pas r"
rt!fers to fndividuafs whose activities a~ demanc.S trobly Important witnfn a Jocul, 5tote, or
national histori, c:ontext. The criterion is generally restricted to thos~ prop~rtie.s that mustrcte
(rqther tho11 commemotate) o f}ei'$0tl'$ im,;:iortpnf achievements. The persons associated with
the property must be individually srgnifican t wtth,n a his rori't: con te.xt. Sig11i[ico11 t i11dMduals
must be directly ossodcted with the nomim:rted property. Properties eligible. under Crlte:rl'on B
ore usually those associatt!d wjth a person ·s productive life, reflecting t11e tlmf! period when he
or she achieved significcm,:e. Speculative ossodations are not acceptable. l)(}cumentatlon must

National Criteria - Criteria 8

mt.tk'e dttit how the. nomin.at~d property r~presettes an rndiindr.1t:il"s sigr1ificoll r con tributiar:is. A
property must retorn integricy from the period of ;ts signifimnt hlstorfc ass-0datl011S. Architecrs
r,,e often repte.-sented by theit works., which ore eHgible 1.mder cr;terfrm C. The;r homes,
hi:lKi!'Ver., can be eligible for consideration under Criterion 8, ff the.se propert_;e-5 L-,ere personally

asso,iated wtth the individuot

Collfor(IJ'a Ctiterla
national history.

- It is

assoclote.d with the ~l'ves o/ persons importoM ta

local, Cr#rfomi:o

or

Thie property docs not qualify under National or Califomi;;i Crit erion B: Pe-rs.on at the state or
national levels. Historical rese-a rr;h failed to identify af!V importallt owne-rs, teflants, and/or
occ:upanls as.sodated with the bulldlng ov~r th@ rours@ of Its. ructsten~e to derl'\14! hlstorlc-al
significance. No owners, tenants, or ocr:upants affected the ccnrrse of state or national history.

National Criteria - Properties may be eligible under Criterion C if they embody the dJstincrivl!

characteristics of a type, period, or method of,constroction., or that repre'ieflf the work of a
moster., or that p.osse.ss high artist,c 11alue.s, or that rrtpr~sent o signtflcanr and disr.lngr11ishabl~
entity whase c-omporrents. may la,:k individual dirtincticm. Pro~rtier; 11/hi,h embody the
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810, Significance continued:
Criterion C: Design/Construction

distinctive characteristics of o type, period, or method of construction refer to the way In which
a property was conceived, designed or fabricated by a people or a culture In post periods of
history. Distinctive characteristics ore the physical featvres or tro;ts rhor commonly recur In
individual types, periods, or methods of construction. To be eligible, o property must clearly
conta;n enough of those characteristics to be considered a true representative of a pattlculor
type, period, or method of consuuctlon.
A master is a figure of generally recognized greotness in o field, o known craftsman of

consummate skill, or on anonymous crojtsmon whose work ls distinguishable from others by its
characteristic style and quality. The property must express a portlculor phase In the
development of the master's career, on aspect of his or her work, or a particular theme in his or
her craft.
Cot,Jornio Criteria - It embodies the distinctive characterfstks of o type, period, region or
method of construction, or represents the work of a master or possesses high artistic values.
The property does not qualtfy under National or Ullifornia Criterion C: Design/Construction at
state or national levels.
Embodying the Distinctive Characteristics pf a Type, Period, gr Method of Construction
In its current condition, the building is not considered to be a representative example of the
Folk Victorian Vernacular are:hltectural style to the level necessary to meet state or national
criteria and it is not considered to be a valuable example of the use of indigenous materials or
craftsmanship. The building does not embody the key e:haracterlst1cs of the Folk Victorian
Vernacular style to a level that would allow it to qualify for the state or national registers. The
building is a loc.ally based vernacular example of the style that lacks the identifying features of
the type, period, or method of Folk Victotlan Vemacular style of construction to reach a state or
national level of recognition. Also, the subsequent alterations have reduced its integrity to
below a level of significance.
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8.JQ. Sisnifkance continued:
Possessing High Artistic Values
The bulldlng does not qualify under National or california Register Criterion C:
Design/Construction as a structure which possesses high artistic values. The building does not
articulate a particular concept of Folk Victorian Vernacular design to t he extent that an
aesthetic ideal is expressed. The original design concepts have limited the residence's ability to
serve as a good example of the Folk Victorian Vernacular style of architecture to qualify at the
national or state levels.
Criterion O: Information Potential

National Criteria - Properties may be eligible under Criterion D if they hove yielded, or may be
likely to yield, information Important In prehistory or history.
Califotnia Ctitetlo - ft has yielded ot hos the potential to yield infotmation importont in
ptehistory or history of the local area, California or rhe notion.
The Property ls not considered to have the potential to yleld tnformation important in
prehistory or hi.story. Therefore, the property does not qualify under National or California
Criterion 0: Information Potential.
Finding$ and Conclu$lons

lmoacts Discussion
The property is not considered to meet the criteria for significance at any level, therefore, it is
not considered to be an historic re.source under CEQA. This determination means that all future
action.s pertaining to the residence are not required to comply with the Secr etary of the
Interior's St andards for the Treatment of Historic Properties or meet the requirements for the
issuance of a Site Development Permit per SOMC 126.0504. There wUI not be impacts to
histodc resources with the implementation of the proposed project since the property Is not
considered to be an historic resource.
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B10. Slgr1iflcance_ continued:
Clt.y of San Dfego OEQA Significance IEval'uation

Ace:ordl'ng to the Ctty of SD111 Diego tar,d De11elopment Cl:Hie# Historir.al Resourc:es G11Jde.llni!s
(Adopted September 28, 1999, Amended June 6., 2000, April 20, 2001)., the determinoti011 of
po ten tJ'aJ significance for historic bulld;r,95, structure-s and obje,ts, and lcmdscape!. Is based an
age,. Jocatlem, context, association wft:n an imporrtr11t- petson or event,. cmiqueness., and integrity.

am~ Th~ building was btdlt tn 1891 or 19CJ9.

As sud!, it is more than l rOQ ye:ars of a(il;e.

Locatilon: Th~ 14SS F Street residence has rema,in ed in Its. r::urre.nt location sll'\c:e lts orlgi~al
c:on s.tructlon.
Context: The phvslcal !?nvlronment surl'ounding the property has subs.tantiaHy changed t o the
e:ctent that its original context ha'S been altered. The neighborhood is. nor substant laUy the
same as when the or-iglna I home was t:01u trnc:ted.
Association - Everrt : t-Hstorlc,al r,es~~rd, fa iled to reveat anv h~storically important
toe-al, s:t:ati?J or national lli!vel ever havlng been associated with the property.
A$SOdatcon - Person: Hl!.torilc:al rie:s~arch has.
as_sociated w ith a histo rical~ significant person.

event at the

not re"'e~fed that the residence has been

Unlguen~ss - Arch~tecture: The 1455 F Street resld~nce has been e1w1aluated as an example of
the Folk Victorian Vernacular architectu ral style, but it lacks almost all of the ldentify~ng
feab.ires. of that :styJe. Th~ .r~s-ldent:e is. nor a good ~amf'.)Je of tihe :style in It! i:::urr'ent con.dition.

Unjguenes.s - use: Th~ primary bLJildllng on the property wacS desigF1ed ancl c::ons.tn.1cted as a
mu ltlpl!!-faml1y res[denoe with rental units. Multiple-familV resldentlal us.e ~.s not consldernd
unique in general or i11 p.articulii!r in this rni)(ed commercial, multiple or singl e family
neighborhood.
Strnctura l Integrity: The 1455 F Street resldence doe:s not me~t the criteria for struct\Jral
lntegritv as it is in very poor condition. Evidence of dry rot and instability was located which
indicates that the b ui Id ing is not strlj.Jctiu r'al ly sound.
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Application of CEQA Criteria

As a resource that is not historically or architecturally significant under local criteria C. the
building ls not considered to be a Historical Resource under CEQA.

Mitigation M easures
Since the instant project will not impiict a historical r esource, no mitigation measures are
required.

Conclusion
Since t he instant project will not impact an historical resource, no mitigation measures are
required.
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0OCUMENT TYPE

GRANTOR

GRANTEE

'

RECORDED

'

BOOK PAGE DOCUMENT# GENERAL NOTES

'
'

-

DEED
-

HORTON,

~

CHRISTIAN, D, G,

E,

--------

- -

--

5-16-1873'

20

347

--

--

'DATED DATE

! ---

..

DEED

CHRISTIAN, 0, G,

FRISBIE, J. C

4-2S-1B76'

7

329

'DATED DATE, MISC
RECORDS.

DEED

CHR~TIAN, 0, G,, ET Al

FRISBIE, J. C

S+IB78'

32

61

'DATED DATE,
SIGNED BY SHERIFF
-

32

103.

'

!

CONKLIN, MYRA

FRISBIE, J. G.

DEED

5-4-1878'
-

i*DATED DATE
I
'
BOOK OF
HOMESTEADS

'

DECLARATION OF
HOMESTEAD

i

CONKLIN, N, H.
CONKJ.IN, MYRA

3!

6-12-1879

4S

'
----

ABANDONMENT Of CONKLIN, N, H,
CONKLIN, MYRA
HOMEffiAD

-

-

-

-- - -

4-26-1884

3

BOOK Of
HOMEffiAOS

218

!

DEED

!CONKLIN: N. H.
CONKJ.IN, MYRA

DEED

!DAGGETT, W.T.
DAGGETT, F. E.

DAGGETT, J. ~

DEED

i
!DAGGETT, W. T.

OAGGATT, J. R.

2-~1904

KELLER, WALTERS.

1-31-1912

S99

'

SO, TITLE GUARANTY CO.

2-23-1912

S45

375

9-21-191S

691

224

-

DAGGETT, W. I

S-19-IBBI"

12-S-1895'

--- - ---

__ B21 _414!--

247

-

-

JO - - - - - - -'DATED DATE
-~

238
241
.
- - - - ~--

-

--- -

I
----

DEED

DAGGETT, W, T.
DAGGETT, U,

-

----

DEED

KELLER, WALTERS.
---

DEED

SO. TITLE GUARANTY CO.

. i

------

KEENAN, WILLIAM

Pagel

'DATED DATE
----

-------

Sheetl

I

DOCUMENT lYPE

GRANTOR

GRANTEE

RECORDED

I
'

BOOK PAGE DOCUMENT #i

NOTES

'
'

DEED
- --

KEENAN, WILLIAM

---

7-6-1917

IUNE: ALBERT M.
LANE, QUEENE L

3-5-1926

--

--

738

119

12005

1161

74

17433
---,

-

'

GARRA, DAVID l
GARRA, LIZZIE L KIENAN
- - - - - - - - - ..

DEED

GARRA, DAVID l
GARRA,
LIZZIE L KEENAN
-···-- - - - - -

'

IAHE, ALBERT M.
LANE, QUEENE l.

JACQUES, GRACE ROOD

DEED

JACllUES, GRACE ROOD

WEEBER, CF.
WEEBER, IDA

DEED

WEEBER, CF.
WEEBER, IDA

AGREEMENTTO
EXCHANGE

1WEEBER, CF.

DEED

10-7-1926

1244

407

i-

--

I

- 3-76-1927

1340

185

LANDGRAF, HAZEL

7-21-1928

1416

435

LANDGRAF, P. C.

4-20-1928

'
1453
169
--s--

nn~U***PULL
23759
-

MCDONALD, WILLIAM E.

6-8-192B

1492

78

33405

MCDONALD, WILLIAM E.

JOVANO~CH, LEE
JOVANO~CH, MIKE

7-3-1928

1497

134

JOVANOVICH, LEE
JOVANO~CH, MIKE

STUART. JOHN M.
STUART, GRACE L

1-15-1931

1858

208

2387

18-48

350

2384

1841

412

2385

-

.

DEED
··--

--- -- ---

LANDGRAF, P. C.
LANDGRAF, HAZEL

----

------

DEED
--

DEED
--

--

-

--- -

------

STUART. JOHN M.
STUART, GRACE L

DEED

-

.

1

38363. ---

--- -

SIMS, JOHN

1-15-1931

I

-·

..

- -

DEED

'SIMS, JOHN

DEED

FUNCHEON, GLEN
;FUNCHEON, MARY

FUNCHEON, GLEN
FUNCHEON, MARY

-----

"

"

- I---

----

WUPPER, LAURAM.

3-31-1931

i

1874

19826

319
'

I

Poge2

--

-

--

-
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DOCUMENT TYPE

GRANTOR

GRANTEE

RECORDED

NOTES

i

AGREEMENT

WUPPER, CARL f.

TRUSTEE'S DEED

UNION TRUSTCD. OF SAN DIEGO MCDONALD, WILLIAM E., ET Al

·---

BOOK PAS£ DOCUMENT#

WUPPER,
LAURAM.
-

~20-1931 -----

--· I

Morch 4, 1995

1

1884

217

23414

4l7

211

69247

I
I

DECREE
---

AGREEMENT

WISMER. JACK-WISMER, ELIZA L.

14502
. .

..

W~MER, JACK
W~MER, ELIZA L.

MCDONALD, CHRISTINA
'

April 1, 1938,

MCDONALD, CHRISTINA

·---·· - - - - · - · ·

DEED
-------·---·-

--

MCDONALD, WILLIAM EVEN,
ESTATE OF

August 4, 1942

..

--

'

--·-

45530

....... ··-

i

.

RE, ZONING - 60418 '"******COPY

June 12, 1947.
I

'

!
JUDGEMENT

'
- - ---------·

l,\,y 15, 1968

81639 **'****COPY
' . .. ;,

i
DEED

Jufy 12, 1968'
..

DEED

HIRZEL, WERNER

H& HPROPERTIES INC.

.

H& HPROPERTIES

DEED

i
KULICK, SHEL
-

-

H&HPROPERTIES

-

'
'

.

196916

I

-··j---··

Augun 3, 19831

KULICK, SHEL

539163

'

June 24, 1981
i
'

-

'

----

--

--·----- -- f--··

117896 *0 0 ****COPY

'

3698•

12-ll-1978

;

OEEO

I

·•-·- --- ..

·--·--·

-··

I

12-31-1975

H& HPROPERTIES INC

RUSSELL, ELMER l.
-

DEED

-· ·-·

I

'
_L

·--·------

RUSSELL ELMER L.
·-··-

DEED

·----,''

-

--

'

2689511

'

1ARIANCE??m

1

KULICK, BONNIE

KULICK, SHEL

- ·- -

-

DEVELDPMENT SERVICES
•DEPARTMENT
Pa~e3

12-19-1995

578109 AFFEITTLOTH

12-29-1995

5966.S "' 0 *n***(OPY

i

APPENDIXE
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN JACK & ELIZA WISMER AND THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO
JUNE 11, 1947

•

Regarding

1111,CH#IHHI no•ing , oon1tl"Uotlon and •l hr1tiona.

Regarding use of

building as living quarters

STA'.i'I: OP CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF SAK DIEGO
CITY OF SAN DIEGO

That
pro,p.ert1:

Lota

••

~14th
-1.

)

--=•~•=•-_the owne!'I or tho hereinafter d~acribed real
One hun1red

"E" and "ff"

Subdivision
___!

! ss.

Block aev•nJI aix ( 176)

Horton•• Addition

• locate at

atreet, 50 rt, north or 10w Btreet

THAT WI
bu11arn to

to •o••

ti, 1

oon1tl"uot and alter

uarE•r• on a lot wfi!oh doe, not have
o

e.ng

;

THAT we
, in cn"aidal"fttion of approvnl granted by the Cit~·
or s11n Diego to mon tn, 1 c·o~ti-uet and al t•r a buildtns to lh1ng
_guartera on tot •a•;
00!1ereby covemmt ahd Rl1J'f!e to and with ea!d City ot San bfogo, 11.
Municipal Corporation, that Lota •E" and •H• will rel!lain in th___JIAm• o,mership and will not be aold 1eparately aa 1011g aa Che~r=e,-_Jlft 11 vlpg guarte:ra on Lot
1

•n•

THAT thls egreernent shall run with the land \and be pnrt or "
gE>ne rnl ple.n for the pro tee t1on e.nd beneti t or_ all partloe concerned,
end that 1r the propert)' should hcronfter be conveyed to ,my t>ther
pPrson, firr.i or cor:,oration that tho inatrwent by r1oa.n3 of which
ti tlc or Rn! !ntere st. in or to so! d real proprrty, or any pnrcd

thereof, is convr.yed will conteln n restriction linlt!ng the use

or

the part or pArcf'l so conv{jyed, or in tho ri:vent o!' the eonvoynnc,~ o~
the wholP of said ~ropf'rt:, horoinhofo:ro dcecrlbert, thn, to u::ic th£.
whole of so.! d propc-rt::, in kc oping wl t th! a agrcc_i:_ie,nt.

nor s

r-

7,1,- !/11Sr. .fl) J.
1

ea!

On th1s..1J.Slld11.y of J p
A.D. 111noteon Jtundrod And, tort7 ane~
---;15rito1'n mo, ·A~lt M. W1d.1trom

;r-Tin=o~t~•~r~y,...,.P~u~b~l,!~e,.,!~n'"""n~n~d,....,f~o":r sntd Cowit:,, rilldlnc thcrn!n, i.hi:' cO"::c-E.:

s tonod l\nd sworn, pr,:r:,onnlly npponrod lHk Jl...r and llla L. Wh•r
known to m• to br. th(! p<::r-non dflacribc.(r-In nnc! v,hoso nnno
sul,sertb,-.d to the wtthin tnstrUMont, nnd f\eknowlr.dgcd to-r.1-.-.~,~h~n,E--

--------'""~-----------------·~xecu tr.d

th"

snn0;.
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Californi.a Lot Book, Inc.
dba Califor11ia Title Senrc/J Co.
P .0. Box 9004

Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067
(858) 278-8797 Fa>. (858) 278-8393
W\VW.LOTBOOK.COM

Chain of Title Report
\ ·t ~u ic Burki: Lia
427 CSL, Ste . .u 6
Sa,, Die~o. CA 921Cll

CTS Referem::e No.:OG l0002
YOLir Rdercncr.: No. :26

T iUe Sea:rd!li T hrough :

Ma)• I 0, 2010

Pro pe,·m
-y Addt"es:s:

1459 F St.
Snn Diego, CA 91101

s,i,;e ·.ls,u r'

Use;

· P;1rcel No.:

53 5- 17 1-09-00

Property Charadef'istics
Duplex

Sh,ort E,Cl!BI Descri1tion
PA RCEL LOF PARCEL MA,.P NO. 8360, h THE CJTV OF SAN DIEGO, COUNT Y
Or SAN DIEGO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA , rllED [N THE OFflCE Of TH E
COUNTY RECORDER Or SAN DIEGO COUNn'~JANUARY 301 1979 AS
F lLE/PAGE NO. 79-045827 OF OfFlClAL RECORDS.

Pagel of 7

C:difornia Lo~ Book, Imc ... dha C:difon1ia Title Search Co.
CTS Referenc~ No.: Oh 10002

Clmin of Tide
( April 6; 1871 through Iv1ay IOt 20 10)

Thi: following dut·urnents affect a portion of the underlyi ng leg-a.I description.
I. Deed
G rantor:
Ci rn.nt ee:
Rccon.li.:d:

S.S. Cul\'c rwcH

,1,\- .S. Grant
Apri I 6. UP I. Book 13 ~ Page 73, of Dc."Cds

1. LJecd

Gn111ior:

A.S. Gnm t

Grantee:

J. Nash
Apdl 6. 1871, Book 13~Page 75 , of Dbeds

Recor,-J t:li:
1. Dee,1

Gnmtor;
Ci rn ntee:
KcC(Hrcleti:

Joseph Nash
L.G. Co le
Dei.:e ,nbcr 24, 187 7. Book 3 J• Pagi; 29] t of De-ec_L,

.i. Deed
Granto,':
Grante •:

L.G. Co le
Joseph Nash

Recorded~

October 17, J 883 . Book 45. Page 109, of Deeds

.-. Deed

Grn ,uor:
Gnrnl~c:
Recorded:

Joseph Nn. h
Cl audc T Hamilton! % int.
Mareh 10, 1887, Book 80,. Page 112, of Deeds

6 . Dei;d

Grnntor:
(irante~:
Recc"lonicd:

Joseph Nash
Rena B. Mc tear,. Y'1 inl.
May 31, 188 7~ Book 86~ Page 228, of Doc.-ds

Pica~ · bt> ath,.mscd lhHl l'his i ' rrnt Title lnsuniJDce. Tille information provided heill'ein
r4.!flt'ct · m:itten of public record which impart constr.ucth1e not:k,e in accorde.n:ce
,-,,·ith C0Ufor111io lmm1rance Cod,e ml340.l0
Pa~re 2 of 7

7. Dt:cd
Grn ntnr:

Sterling Mclea11, Rena B. Mclea11 and Claude T. Hamilton

Recorded:

Gusu:1v Schroeppel
·m,ember 15, t 887, Book ·~o7. Page 251, of Deeds

8. D~cd
Gr.antor;
Gr.•mtee:
Rt~orch:tl:

Ren a B. McLean
C lara B. Porter, 114 im.
Seph!mber 5, 1888~ Book. 132, Pag~ 389~ of D~s

Grnnlcc:

CJ. Deed

Gnmtor;
Gnrntee:
R~corded:

Rena P. Parter McLean
C ~ara B. Pmter, ~ int
Murch 21, 1839~ Book 146, Page 365, ofDtxtls

10. Deed

G r.untor~

Geor~c H. Masiick. Trustee

GrantcC' :
Rccotdcll:

Gustav Schroeppel

11. Di.:-i.:d
Grimtor;
Gr.i.111tee:

Recilrde(I:

March ~2. 1906, Book 389, Page LS, of Deeds

Gustav Sch rocppcl
Hakes lnvestrnent Co.
Ma,-ch 14. 1~)06, Book 388, Page 233, of Deeds

1.2. Deed
G l'fl , •• Dl':
Grantee :
Rccoirded:

I lakes Jnvestment Co.
Mathe Bc-arns
March 13, 19 0 8, #3496, Book 43 3, Page 3 5 8, o f Deeds

Picas~ b~ a~h:ised that lbis i5 not Tille h1suranc-e. T he information pro ldcd ltt rd n
n :flects ma.Uers !l)f p1i.1blk re,conl which impaim·t construdive notice tin .•u:ccu-dance
w~ th Ca liiforn ia Tn~ u ranee Code 12340. l 0
Page 3 of 7

The- fo llowing docu ments a.fleet a portion of the under]yin g legal description.

I. D(;1;..-d
Grnntor:
Grantee:
R~cor<led:

], need
Gmn lor:
Grantee:
RL-Ct.111.ied ~

S.S. Culvcrw'Cl!
A.S. Grant
A pril 6. f 871. Book 13, Page 73. of Deeds

A.S. Gram
J. Nash
A1Jri1 6. 187 1. Book B. Page: 75, of Deeds

3. Deed
G 1·;1nt o 1~

Gran lc:t.::
Recorded:
4.

Joseph Nnsh
L.G. Cok

December 24, J 877. Book J l , P~ge 29 l. of Deeds

DctJJ

c_; ,·nrlto ,·:

L.0. Co,le

GrantL"I..':

J. Nash
October 17.. 1883, Book 4S. Pa,ge ]09. of Deeds

Recorded :
5. Deed
Grum or~
Gr:_inttx::

Recorded:

.I oseph Nash
Claude T. Hamiltan, ~ int.
Marc h IO. IS87, Book 80, Page 1 l 2, of Oeerls

6. Deed

t.rra ntor:
Rc.:corrdr.:d:

Joseph Nash
R e rnr B. McL~an~ Y:i: int.
May 31, 188.7 .. Book 86 Page 228, of Deeds

7. Dei.::d
1ran1or:

Claude T. Hamilton , Rena B. Mc-Lean and Sterling Mc Lean

Ci 1'3 , ,1ee:

.,fo~-~ u ,·egg

Rcc;onh:tl:

November 7. 1887, Book 107, .Page 163~ of Deed~

CiriJ rUe.e:

:S. Deed

G,·u11 ro,·:
Gnmtt·~:
R-;cordcd:

El izn Gregg and Rober1 ·Gregg

Edwin D, lngaHs
December 31 , 1887. Book 110, Page 279 of Deeds

P lc;1 c be :uh·isedl thal this. is oot Title lnsol'anre. The informatioo p1·m.r ided lilierein
re nects 1mmtters of pub.lie ,~e-cm-d. wh.kh impart constn1cri,re notice in accoird:ance
wi'tb C alifornia l~suraoce Code 12340.10
Pilgc 4 of 7

Th~ fo llowing docu ments affo-ct all

I. lJeed
Grnntor:
Grantee:
Ri.:~orded:

or APN 535-17 l-09-00

H .R. Emerliug

M a.rtie Beams
Oclober ] 2, 1908, Book 450 Page: 190~ o f Dei:ds

2. Decree Quieting 1 itle
Plainti fl :
Matti~ Stroehl
Defendan t:

Adolph M. Strochl as Administr-ator ,vith the Wm~I Annexed of the

Ri.=cordcd:

December 19. 19 ] 9! Boo k 800 Page 105. of Dc~cls

Est,ue or F.f . Bean, s. deceased

3. Deed
Grnntor:

(i n,1rn.:e:
Ri..::c1Jrdcd:

MaHic SLrot-:hl
F. \i\l. Su mp f ::i.nd Zoett.a P. Sumpf
Dc<:t:rnbe-r JO, 1919. Book 800 Page JM). of Deeds

4 . Di.!Cri.!C c)f .Se1t~cment

of F'in~I A.ccount and Distri bution of Estate

In th..: Ma ller of
th~ bsr::ite of:
R.... cordcd:

Fred W. Surnpf aka F. \V. Sumpf, Dcr:cascd
April -. , 929\ Book 1588 Page 436. of Deeds

5. Gm nt Dci.:d
Grn ,nor:

rm 111 l!C:
Rc.:..:i.JrJcd:

Zoelle fl . Sumpf

John Amc-russ
June 27. 1'JJS. Book 784 , Page 447

(, . C'irnm IJeed
Grrmlor:

J.oh11 Anieruss

Grnruc-.c:
Rt.:c~ m I,.:J:

Antonio Grimalda , Chris.tine Grimaldu, Ken Bourke and Sue
M,,y 26, I LJ78. Recorders File No. 78-2 16148

Bourke

7 G 1-;.1 nt Deed
GninWI':

1i10n~o

Gri ma lda, Chris1 ine Grimalda, Ken Bourke nnd Sui.:: Bourke

Grnnlcic:

Ken Bot1rkc: and St1f;; Bourke

I{ ecorde<l~

February 9, 1979, Recorders file N o. 79-62476

8. Th-4.'. Rcdc:vclopm~n• A,gi.::ncy of che City of S.an Diego
DcsnipLion of Land Wi thin Lhc Cen tre City Rt:<lt:vdopmenl Project Are--1!1 1:md S1-2tement
th~n Redevelopment Proceedings arc Continuing an d/or Have B een Instituted
Ri;,curded :
Moy l 2, 11)92 , Rec.orders rne ~o. 92-287642
Pletise be ad,•ised lhait tlllliis is n0t T itle In urn.Ree. Th:e iinformaUon prol''lded herein
n~nr{'ts rn i1tters or pu bl il" Tec,o rd wlid..:-h, iim part coans'l.-u cti ve mJUCJe i Ii accorda ncc
wlth ·alifhrnia Insurance Code l234f).1 D
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9. Ju dgmc-nt
1
~ edti('lne1
-:

S\J i;an Mae Bourke

Respondent

Kenneth Paul Bourke

Recorded:

September 14. I 993. Recorders file No. 9.3-60369 J

I 0. Statement ,hat Redevelopment Proc:eed,ngs Have Been Jnst;tuted

J anu my 2 7. l 99 5, Rr.."Cordt:rs F ilc No. 95-38 806

Rc.:corJcd:

11. f he Re-de\'elopment Agency of the C~ty of San Diego
Dcscrlp1ion of Land Within the Centre Cit}· Rede"elopment Project Aren a11d Statement
Lhnl Rcdevdopmcnt Proceedings arc Continuing and/or Have Been Instituted
Recorcloo:
December 6~ 1~}99, Recorders File No. 99-794656
I~- Cent.re City Rede,..elopment Projc-ct Arca Statement
Rccnnl~~
April JO, 2007. Recorders File No. 07-292 863
I J_ Ordinance Number O& 19oC,3
Ci.:nrficd Ordinance - Approving and Ac.loplLng the Proposed l!]eve11tl1 Amendment to the
Rcdc-,·c Iapmcnt P lno for the Ccnrrc City Redevelopment ProjC4;t
Ret:onJed:
Septembe r 4, 2009, Recor-ders File No. 09-49944()

- End ofRcporl-

'J rll L!': W l! fi ,,ti ,rn rei::ot't:led evidence of a Notice of Completion .

.••.•...••...

•~····

Plr.11;1? be· • d,·iscd, tb:14 tllis i! aot Timk I1115un1mc:,, 11n: Lnforrmi• iori prn,·i1,'h,1i:l tie rel n re.J1em 1111:;111.t~t•si of pobll:c
r 'l:'1inl nhil['b imp:.11r1 cnndrutrh'l" riodi.'1! In iltttardani:e \'iJU'1 •Callrornla l asur:mce Code 12340.10. Nofc tl't1t
~,~are no• :ii T1•h.• 1nsur:rnc-e Company. :ind d11t no upr~s or mmplu:di ,v11rna, · 111is ! IJ lht il!l"i,;ur 1.:y ur
compl<"lt'ac,;; oHb~ infornmti1Jri pn:n,i<.l1td h1tr,cin r.s: grJ 1de1.L Our ,.H,urk lldtSI bejm pe_l'rormed undtt' :5bort tlll'IIC'
1.:u1L... ir.1fo•~ "'di a c111Cck ~u1·n around, and b; b:t.i<!d In p.:irl on lbe US£ ofd:aital'Ja5,c-:s; Dlllild~ of our i:oncro1. 1111:
rcdpk111 hereby ulmowh:di:;c!. tba4 Colifornfa Lot .81Jok. lor. !! unlieS no li~bilicy " 'ieh r ,i;$pt:i.:1 M ,Hi;" ,cffiitil
rd111,rd 10 lh~ h'l'llmo1H '' " pro,·lded berefa. Aho nofe Ht:it t.bhi 5e:11rrll b::as b!N!n pcrFormed
n ~thou1 tll benefit of a t:iiwment of ld.cnmificatJon from the prnpcrly owncr~ ii.ad if :J liil"lliITb ,~·u peJl'fonni.:d
(nr lf1'11\ n:cunl •d 111g;iin t owr1cr u1u11~, \1·c 1,:1mnn1 bc \iur,c mlu1m d tl! rtdot111:111 lf1 ii pn...~ltctl IN!lafl!lil lt11 t Ile, atlll:31
P• 011evity owaeir~. or Is comple•e wlth N!spcc-t to the property ownen. la any c-vc11L. our liahilily u. limited. to
rt, · ,1muun, orrrcs ('rJlkctc-d fn:r ~ hlD infnrnmli1J11 pro,..id1D1J hi!nl~n~

ctr 0 11~,~~,ii:,n"'

•

.. **R•·······
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9. Dt:ed

o,·antor:
Gn:lnlt:e:
Recorded:

Ren a B. Mc tear,
Clam B. Porter. l /4 int.
September 5, 1888, Book 132, Page 389, of Deeds

I0. Deed

G1'i) ll[OJ''.
Gr~nlt:(.:;

Re11a B. Porie1· Mel .ean
Clum 8 . Porli:.:r, 1h int.

Recorded:

March 21, 1889, Book 146, Page 36.5, of D~ ds

11. Dr:t:d
Grnntor:
Cir~1rdee:
Recorded:

Edwin D. Ingalls and Lou cs.a ingalls
m lakes lnvest11 1
e11t Company
October 16, l 899, Book 2801 Page 392

12 Di::t:d
Grnnfor:
l i r,1 1dt:e:
Recorded:

Hakes hwcstment Company
Mattie Be.a ms

Apri I l • 1904• .Book 341. Page l 86. of Deoos

Please be advised that tbris is 1Dot TiUe Insurance. The information pr ovided lbcr ·in
n ~necfs nu1tte1's of public record which import C1D1Dstrudh•e notke in .1ccurd:tmr,e
wUh C'alifmrnh:11 lnsuronce C ode-12340.1 0
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EAST VILLAG GREEN
Historical Resources Technical Report
Section VII.B – Owner and Occupant Information
2. City Directory
a. Murray Apartments1
1933
1936
1937-1966
1955
1995
-

719 14th Street
719 14th Street
719 14th Street
719 14th Street
719 14th Street

September 19, 2017
Page 7B.2

Murray Apartments
Jack & Eliza Wismer
Wismer Apartments
Villa Victoria

b. Daggett Family Residence1
1897-1913
2361 G Street
1914-1917
1461 G Street
1917-1937
1461 G Street
1939-1942
1461 G Street
1940
1461 G Street
1941
1461 G Street
1942
1461 G Street
1943
1461 G Street
1944

-

[1948 or 1949
1950
1952-1955
1952
1953-1954
1955

-

1956-1971
1971
1998

-

William B. Norris, carpenter
William & Flora Norris
Flora Norris
Ralph Peterson
Thomas Castro
Joseph Mendoza
Joseph Kachmarek
W.A. Brunson
G.T. Denny
1461 G Street
R.C. Pittsley
A.N. Wolfe
th
Relocation to 721 14 Street
]
th
721 14 Street
C.M. Montgomery
721 14th Street
Armando Mendoza
th
721 14 Street
Robert L. & Charles B. Lane
th
721 14 Street
Charles B. Lane
721 14th Street
Ramon A. Sanchez
John W. Quigley
th
721 14 Street
[4 units]
721 14th Street
[1 tenant]
th
721 14 Street
[4 tenants]

c. Mattie Bearns House2
1926
1455 F Street
1930
1455 F Street
1935
1455 F Street
1940
1945
1950-1955

-

1455 F Street
1455 F Street
1455 F Street

V.P. Corona
Vacant
Paula Gonzales
Carmen Horcasitas
Louis Stumpf
Emma Stumpf
John B. Ameruss

Office of Marie Burke Lia, Attorney at Law. “Historical Assessment of the 719 & 721 14th Street Buildings, San Diego,
California 92101.” Prepared for Mr. Shel Kulick. January 2000.
2 K.A. Crawford/Office of Marie Burke Lia, Attorney at Law, “Historical Resource Research Report, 1455 F Street, San
Diego, California 92101.” June 1, 2010.
1
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1960
1965-1970
1975
1980-1984

-

HERITAGE ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING

1455 F Street
1455 F Street
1455 F Street
1455 F Street

Vacant
John B. Ameruss
No Listing
Bourke Real Estate Sales –
Melvin C. Bourke
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3. Copy of Deed from Date of Construction
a. Murray Apartments – No Information Available
b. Daggett Family Residence – No Information Available
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c. Mattie Bearns House
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SECTION VII APPENDICES
C. BUILDING DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION
1. City of San Diego 800 Scale Engineering Map
2. USGS Map
3. Original Subdivision Map
4. Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps
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1. City of San Diego 800 Scale Engineering Map

PROJECT
LOCATION
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2. USGS Map

PROJECT
LOCATION

Point Loma, USGS Map, 1942.
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PROJECT
LOCATION

Point Loma, USGS Map, 1953.
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PROJECT
LOCATION

Point Loma, USGS Map, 1967.
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PROJECT
LOCATION

Point Loma, USGS Map, 1996.
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3. Original Subdivision Map

PROJECT
LOCATION

Hortons Addition Subdivision Map for 719-721 14th Street buildings.
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Culverwell’s Addition Subdivision Map for 1455 F Street.
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Subdivision Map for 1455 F Street.
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State of California - The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #

PRIMARY RECORD

Trinomial

HRI #
NRHP Status Code 5S1

Other Listings HRB #404
Review Code
Page

1 of 7
P1. Other Identifier:

*P2. Location:

Reviewer

*Resource Name or #:
Murray Apartments (HRB #404)
Not for Publication

719 14th Street
*a. County: San Diego

Unrestricted

and (P2b and P2c. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
*b. USGS 7.5' Quad Point Loma 7.5 Minute
Date: 1996 T
c. Address: 719 14th Street
d. UTM: Zone:

;

mE/

e. Other Locational Data:

Date

;
;R
1/4 of
City: San Diego

1/4 of Sec
Zip: 92101

; M.D.
B.M.

mN

(e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

Parcel Number: 53514305
Horton's Addition, Block 176, Lot E

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundries)
The Queen Anne architectural style Murray Apartments, 719 14th Street, is a two-story asymmetrical building constructed of standard frame
construction on a 1930s concrete foundation with stem walls around the perimeter of the building and interior wood supports. The exterior is
finished with horizontal wood siding. The building has a rectangular plan with two cutaway bay projections on the south and north facades.
The southern bay is more distinct as it displays six sides, accessible from both the first and second floors. The northern bay, by contrast,
displays three sides, the northern of which is the longest and the broadest. Fenestration consists of 1/1 double-hung wood windows on the
north and south facades. The windows located on the primary west and rear east facades have been replaced with some of the original
window openings filled in. The exception is the original diamond patterned divided-lite window between the two original entry doors at the
west façade. The composite shingle roof is hipped with front and side cross gables. There is an eyebrow dormer window or attic vent on the
front face of the hipped roof that has been filled in. The residence has three unreinforced masonry brick chimneys that appear to be original to
the building. A portion of the primary entry porch on the west façade has been enclosed. The second floor of the porch has also been
enlarged and enclosed with a shed roof addition. The rear east façade porch and stairs were constructed in 2009. Overall, the building
appears to be in good condition.
*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
Building
Structure
*P4. Resources Present:

HP03 Multiple Family Property
Object
Site
District

Element of District

P5a. Photo or Drawing (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.)

Other (Isolates, etc.)

P5b. Description of Photo: (View,
date, accession #)
Looking east at the primary west façade. \DPR
photo 719 14th EVG (127).jpg

*P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Sources:
1903 Building Record
Prehistoric

Historic

Both

*P7. Owner and Address:
City of San Diego
Planning Department
1222 First Avenue,
San Diego, CA 92101
*P8. Recorded by: (Name,
affiliation, and address)
Heritage Architecture & Planning
633 Fifth Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101
*P9. Date Recorded: 6/21/2017
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe)
Intensive
*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and othersources, or enter "none.")
East Village Green Historical Resources Technical Report
NONE
Location Map
*Attachments:
Sketch Ma
Continuation Sheet
Archaeological Record
Artifact Record
DPR 523A (1/95)
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District Record

Photograph Record

Linear Feature Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Milling Station Record
Rock Art Record

Other (List):
*Required Information

State of California - The Resources Agency
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HRI #:

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD
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*NRHP Status Code 5S1

7
*Resource Name or #

(Assigned by recorder)

719 14th Street

B1. Historic Name: Murray Apartments
B2. Common Name: Murray Apartments
B3. Original Use:

Multiple Family Property

B4. Present Use:

Multiple Family Property

*B5. Architectural Style: Queen Anne
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)
1903 - Construction per Residential Building Record
ca. 1932-1933 - Relocation
2009 - Rear east porch and stairs addition.
Unknown Date - Partial front porch enclosure, second floor porch enlarged and enclosed with a shed roof addition.
*B7. Moved?
No
Yes
Unknown Date: ca. 1932 or 1933
Original Location: Unknown
*B8. Related Features:

B9a. Architect:

b. Builder

Unknown
Residential Development

*B10. Significance: Theme:
Period of Significance:

1903

Unknown

Area: East Village, Downtown San Diego
Property Type:

Multiple Family Property

Applicable Criteria: (Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographical scope. Also address integrity.)
The Murray Apartments building is locally designated under the City of San Diego Register of Historical Resources as HRB #404. It achieved its
significance for its architecture (Criterion C) as a notable example of a Queen Anne two-story residence.The building retains its architectural details
and is maintained. Although the building was relocated to its present site, its period of significance is 1903, encompassing the original construction.
Only the building is designated.

B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
*B12. References:
See Continuation Sheet

B13. Remarks:

*B14. Evaluator:
Heritage Architecture & Planning

*Date of Evaluation: 7/6/2016
(This space reserved for official comments.):
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B10. Significance (cont.)
East Village Historical Background

1

The history of the Bayside and Centre City East areas are inexorably linked to the development of downtown San Diego and its founder
Alonzo Erastus Horton. Horton, who came to San Diego in 1867, purchased 960 acres of land for $265 for his “New Town” San Diego
development. Horton divided the acres into blocks and lots, a number of which were located in the Bayside and Centre City East areas.
Thus, “Horton’s Addition” was established. Later subdivisions in the area included “Sherman’s Addition” and “Remondino’s Subdivision
of Sherman’s Addition.”
During the 1860s and 1870s, the Bayside area, then known as “South San Diego,” relied heavily upon the wharf established at the foot
of Fifth Avenue. Prior to the establishment of Horton’s Wharf, a few warehouse structures were located along the bay, but none remain
today. These early businesses transported stored grain, honey, and other products. They also received incoming shipments of lumber,
iron, ore, and other necessities from other parts of the nation. In 1869, McDonald’s store (later known as the San Diego Lumber Company)
was erected at Sixth Avenue and L Street. Lumber, floated [through] the bay from Northern California and Oregon was pulled from the
bay by Native Americans and stacked at the lumber company building, which was erected on redwood planks in order to protect the wood
from muddy soil. In 1872, Bailey’s Foundry (later known as San Diego Foundry) was constructed at the corner of 8th Avenue and M
Street (now Imperial). This business provided much of the structural ironwork for businesses and commercial buildings in the Gaslamp
Quarter.
During the 1880s, New Town San Diego businesses spread north to H Street (renamed Market Street), which was at the time considered
the main cross road. Commercial growth was centered on Fifth Avenue and Market Street. Ultimately, San Diego expanded to D Street
(renamed Broadway) and beyond as merchants moved northward. With the coming of the railroad, Horton and other prominent business
leaders lobbied for a railroad link which would facilitate transportation to this area. In 1885, the California Southern Railroad, a subsidiary
of the Atchison, Topeka, and Sante Fe line, established tracks into San Diego from the north. This line greatly increased San Diego’s
population in the late 1880s. A later link with the Southern Pacific Railroad along the United States/Mexico border proved beneficial as
well, particularly to the Bayside and Centre City East areas. San Diegans longed for an eastern railroad terminus.
With the 1885 railroad connection [from the north], an influx of newcomers to the San Diego area sparked a four- year building boom. In
the Bayside and Centre City East area, simple Victorian single-family cottages were erected on 16th and 17th [Streets] to accommodate
laborers, porters, clerks, and other blue collar workers. The Rood Rental cottage, Bay View Hotel, Sheldon House and Joseph Ireland
Building are examples of Victorian structures built during the boom. Standard Iron Works erected its manufacturing business on the corner
of 7th Avenue and L Street, and the Silver Gate Warehouse, owned by local entrepreneur John Ginty, was constructed on 8th Avenue and
M Street (renamed Imperial).
In 1886, the San Diego Gas Company enlarged its gas operations. The company, which had started from modest beginnings on 9th
Avenue between M and N Streets (Imperial and Commercial) in 1881, expanded in order to supply the needs of San Diego’s growing
residential and business community. The San Diego Gas Company built a new electric generating plant at 10 th Avenue and M (Imperial)
adjacent to the old gas plant. In 1887, the San Diego Gas and Electric Light Company was incorporated as the successor to the San
Diego Gas Company and began supplying electricity for arc lights on a sundown to midnight basis in downtown San Diego. After the bust
of 1889, the gas and electric company found it could easily service the utility needs of San Diego with existing equipment. Therefore, no
new major additions were made to the plant until 1905.
After 1900, businesses chose the Centre City East area from which to conduct operations due to the area’s proximity to the railroad tracks
and the wharf. San Diego’s commercial center continued to expand as harbor facilities and the city’s population grew. [Many] types of
commercial structures were built south of Broadway and along the water’s edge. Warehouses, manufacturing centers, bars, restaurants,
laundries, and hotels all provided services and goods for city residents and businesses. The entire area south of Broadway from the water
eastward was a large commercial center for the city.
Businesses anticipated the creation of a much needed railroad line that would link San Diego to Arizona and then eastward across the
southern part of the United States. It was believed that such a line would encourage the exchange of goods between the West and East
Coasts of the United States through Yuma. In 1905, the Southern Pacific Railroad desired to break the Sante Fe Railroad’s monopoly.
Southern Pacific Railroad officials approached sugar magnate and San Diego businessman, John D, Spreckels to act as the “front man”
for an operation that would build the railroad from San Diego to Arizona. Although the San Diego and Eastern Arizona Railroad would not
be completed until 1919, railroad line and commercial speculation drew local businessmen to the Centre City East area.

Excerpt from Scott Moomjian, “East Village Historical Overview” in the City of San Diego’s “Revised Draft East Village Combined Historical Property
Survey Report, 2005.”
1
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The Second World War affected the area as it did the entire country. A surge of activity occurred in the Centre City East area. Very few
structures were constructed during the war years, and although little new construction took place during the early 1940s, many of the
Centre City East buildings were drafted into service. The Schiefer & Sons factory, located at 371 8 th Avenue, was used by the Standard
Parachute Corporation from 1941-1945. Although no longer in existence, the Standard Parachute Corporation also used the building
located at 304 11th Avenue as a supply stockroom from 1943-1948. In addition, the San Diego Machine Company, an airplane parts
manufacturer, operated from 345 15th Street from 1934-1958. During the war years, the San Diego Gas and Electric Company had all
new utility extensions put on hold, since copper wire and steel pipe were in short supply.
During and after the Second World War, as suburbs developed, many businesses relocated to newer communities where land was
cheaper and buyers more plentiful. The amount of people residing in the Centre City area also declined, resulting in less local support of
goods produced by the downtown businesses. From the late 1970s to the present, Centre City East has slowly become revitalized with
the development of the Gaslamp Quarter, which has brought new businesses and life into the old industrial area. The opening of Petco
Park in East Village in 2004 helped spur redevelopment within the community.
Residential Patterns in 1906 2
The turn-of-the-century period in East Village is characterized by home ownership expanding to the working classes. Live-in servants
were becoming less prevalent (especially for the middle class) and housing styles in general were simplifying under Progressive ideals
of good government through universal suffrage and political reform. During this period, it was widely thought that many urban ills brought
on by industrialization and unbridled capitalism could be resolved through elevating the lower classes into the middle class through home
ownership. As a result, unprecedented attention was given to housing design, production, and financing instruments.
In San Diego, the 1906 Sanborn Map reflects these wider national trends, as well as local economic recovery and continued urban
expansion due to railroad-related in-migration. Population growth is evident in residential patterns that clearly reflect denser living
conditions more characteristic of cities than of towns or villages. Hotels and boarding establishments have a diminished presence in East
Village, while apartments or rooms-to-rent are now dispersed throughout the expanded business district between Fourth and Seventh
Avenues. Many of these residential arrangements are located on the second or third floors of business blocks, strengthening the trend
noticed on the 1888 Sanborn Map.
While single family residential development had spread eastward to 19th Street, representing incipient development in Sherman Heights,
several blocks of sparsely developed land remained between 16th and 18th Streets. Conversely, many single family residences between
8th Avenue and 12th [Avenue], now Park Boulevard, have been converted to multi-family accommodations, indicating an interest in living
quarters within walking distance to the business center of the city. Less change is obvious south of I Street, where modest cottages
continued to fill in previously platted parcels. The node of boarding houses at 7th and K, however, was no longer evident, reflecting both
the eastward spread of the warehouse district and the rise of modest living arrangements elsewhere in the city.
Building History
Residential Building Records indicate that this building was constructed in 1903, but was moved to its present location sometime during
the early 1930s, likely in either 1932 or 1933. An aerial photograph of the area, however, dated December 1937, shows the 719 14 th
Street building at this location during this time. A Sanborn Fire Insurance Map from 1940 shows the presence of the building at this
location by this year. Sanborn Maps from 1888 and 1906, show the presence of a different, rectangular-shaped, two-story dwelling at the
719 14th Street location. A 1921 Sanborn map indicates that by this year, the original building was used as “furnished rooms.” It could not
be determined whether this original structure was moved or demolished prior to the relocation of the current 719 14 th Street building to
this location.
San Diego City Directories first list multiple tenants as residing in the 719 14 th Street building in 1933. This supports the belief that the
building was used as furnished rooms during this period, and indicates that the building was moved to this location in either 1932 or 1933.
1940 and 1956 Sanborn Maps show the current 719 14 th Street building as “rooms.” Historical research indicates that beginning around
1936, the building was known as the “Murray Apartments,” and around 1955, it became known as the “Wismer Apartments,” after Jack
and Eliza Wismer, the property owners who also lived in the apartment building from approximately 1937-1966. A 1959 notation made
by a San Diego County Assessor’s Office Appraiser state that the building appeared “to be 1 unit over 1 unit with possible 3 or 4 persons
sleeping to rent out.” Since 1995, the building has been known as the “Villa Victoria.” The building today currently serves as an apartment
building with 13 units.

2

City of San Diego’s “Revised Draft East Village Combined Historical Property Survey Report, 2005.”
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RESOURCE SIGNIFICANCE
National and California Register
National Register Criterion A / California Register Criterion 1
The Murray Apartments was moved to its current location in 1932 or 1933. Its previous location is undetermined. Since its relocation to
the current site, the apartment building has been associated with the residential development of East Village. However, no historical
evidence has been identified which would support that the Murray Apartments are associated with events that have made significant
contributions to the broad patterns of national history, California’s history, or cultural heritage. Therefore, the property does not qualify under
National Register Criterion A or California Register Criterion 1.
National Register Criterion B / California Register Criterion 2
Research has failed to disclose any direct identification with persons significant in local, state, or national history. None of the persons
who owned or occupied the resource had performed any activities, achievements, or contributions which were demonstrably important to
the City of San Diego, the State of California, or the nation while residing at the property. Therefore, the property does not qualify under
National Register Criterion B or California Register Criterion 2.
National Register Criterion C / California Register 3
The resource is constructed in the Queen Anne Victorian style of architecture, which is not unique to San Diego. In its current condition,
although the property retains a high degree of architectural integrity, there are other locally significant examples of the Queen Anne
Victorian style of architecture that have also retained a higher degree of architectural integrity, including location. These resources include
the 1898 Daniel O. Cook Residence (HRB#279) and the 1887-1888 Bayside Properties along 16th Street (HRB#341, 342, 343). Therefore,
the property does not meet National or California Register criteria for architecture.
National Register Criterion D / California Register Criterion 4
The resource at 719 14th Street is not likely to yield archaeological information regarding history or prehistory. It does not appear to qualify
under National Register Criterion D or California Register Criterion 4.
National Register Criteria Consideration B: Moved Properties
A property removed from its original location or historically significant location can be eligible if it is significant primarily for architectural
value or it is the surviving property most importantly association with an historic person or event. A moved property under Criterion C
must retain enough historic features to convey its architectural values and retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and
association. In addition to the requirements above, moved properties must still have an orientation, setting, and general environment that
are comparable to those of the historic location and that are compatible with the property’s significance.
The Murray Apartment does not appear to be significant on the National Register for Criterion A, B, or C as noted above, therefore, it
does not qualify under Criteria Consideration B for moved properties.
City of San Diego Register
The Murray Apartments building is locally designated on the City of San Diego Register of Historical Resources as HRB #404. It achieved
its significance for its architecture as a good example of a Queen Anne Victorian style residence. The building exhibits architectural details
indicative of this style such as steeply pitched hipped roof, dominant front-facing gable, patterned shingles, half timbering, cutaway bay
windows and projections, asymmetrical façade with a one-story partial (formerly full length) porch.
Integrity
In addition to meeting one of the local, state, or national criteria, a property must also retain a significant amount of its historic integrity to
be considered eligible for listing. Historic integrity is made up of seven aspects: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling,
and association. The following is an integrity analysis of the Murray Apartments.
Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic event occurred.
The Murray Apartment was constructed in 1903 at an undetermined location. In either 1932 or 1933, the building was moved to its current
location in the East Village area of Downtown San Diego. Although the building was not constructed at its present site, it has been at this
location for over 50 years. As such, the building has attained a new location element for integrity purpose.
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Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property.
The building was originally designed in a Queen Anne Victorian style. Although it has been altered and/or modified to some degree, the
changes have not substantially affected the original design of the building. The building continues to retain much its original form, plan,
space, structure, and style. Therefore, the resource’s design integrity remains.
Setting is the physical environment of a historic property.
The original location of the building is unknown. However, since the building has been at its current location for over 50 years, it has
developed a new, surrogate setting at this location for integrity purposes. Therefore, the setting aspect of integrity is retained.
Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period of time and in a particular pattern of
configuration to form a historic property.
The building materials evident in the Murray Apartments largely appear to be original, therefore, retaining its materials element of
integrity.
Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any given period in history or prehistory.
The workmanship evident in the Murray Apartments is represented in its standard construction details and in its Queen Anne Victorian
details. The workmanship, particularly in the ornamentation of the building, exemplifies the popular style from the period.
Feeling is a property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time.
Because the building is reasonably intact, it continues to exude a historic sense of turn-of-the-century Queen Anne Victorian. Therefore,
the building retains its integrity of feeling.
Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property.
The building, in its current condition, is directly linked with San Diego’s turn-of-the-century Queen Anne Victorian heritage and
architectural history. Thus, the building retains its association integrity.
B12. References (cont.)
Bucher, Ward, ed. Dictionary of Building Preservation. New York: Preservation Press, 1996.
Centre City Development Corporation. “San Diego Downtown Community Plan: Rising on the Pacific.” Adopted March 2006.
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City of San Diego Historical Resources Board. “Historical Resource Technical Report Guidelines and Requirements.” Land Development
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*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundries)
The Queen Anne architectural style Daggett Family Residence, 721 14th Street, is a two-story asymmetrical building constructed of standard
frame construction on a late 1940s concrete foundation. The building has been lifted at least six-feet when it was moved in order to
accommodate added storage rooms and garages below the building. The building has a rectangular footprint and gabled roof with several
distinctive decorative features including a wrap-around corner porch, patterned shingles, and decorative wood spindle detailing at the gable
ends and porch. The exterior finish is horizontal wood drop siding. Fenestration includes aluminum replacement windows with one original
wood double-hung on the second floor of the south façade. The front porch retains many of the original decorative, character-defining
features of the building including the original wood-shingle mansard roof, spandrel detailing, decorative brackets, and turned wood posts. The
existing porch railing, porch floor, and stairs are not original. The original rear porch was smaller than the existing porch which was added to
the building when it was relocated. The rear porch has been enclosed to create a small unit apartment. The composite shingle gabled roof
has a prominent and ornately decorated front facing gable. The original brick chimney has been abandoned and cut short to eliminate the
projection above the roofline. Overall, the building appears to be in general good condition.
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721 14th Street

B1. Historic Name: Daggett Family Residence
B2. Common Name: Daggett Family Residence
B3. Original Use:

B4. Present Use:

Single Family Residence

Multiple Family Residence

*B5. Architectural Style: Queen Anne
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)
ca. 1893-1896 - Construction
ca. 1948-1949 - Relocation with storage and garage below structure and front porch railing, floor, and stair addition.
Unknown Date - replacement aluminum windows and rear porch enclosure.
*B7. Moved?

No

Yes

Unknown

Date: ca. 1948 or 1949

Original Location:

*B8. Related Features:

B9a. Architect:

b. Builder

Unknown
Residential Development

*B10. Significance: Theme:
Period of Significance:

ca. 1893-1896

2361 G Street (address changed to 1461
G Street after 1913)

Unknown

Area: East Village, Downtown San Diego
Property Type:

Multiple Family Residence

Applicable Criteria: (Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographical scope. Also address integrity.)
The Daggett Family Residence building is locally designated under the City of San Diego Register of Historical Resources as HRB #403. It
achieved its significance for its architecture (Criterion C) as a notable example of a Queen Anne two-story residence.The building exhibits its
architectural details and is maintained. Although the building was relocated to its present site, its period of significance is ca.1893-1896,
encompassing the original construction. Only the building is designated.

B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
*B12. References:
See Continuation Sheet

B13. Remarks:
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B10. Significance (cont.)
East Village Historical Background

1

The history of the Bayside and Centre City East areas are inexorably linked to the development of downtown San Diego and its founder
Alonzo Erastus Horton. Horton, who came to San Diego in 1867, purchased 960 acres of land for $265 for his “New Town” San Diego
development. Horton divided the acres into blocks and lots, a number of which were located in the Bayside and Centre City East areas.
Thus, “Horton’s Addition” was established. Later subdivisions in the area included “Sherman’s Addition” and “Remondino’s Subdivision
of Sherman’s Addition.”
During the 1860s and 1870s, the Bayside area, then known as “South San Diego,” relied heavily upon the wharf established at the foot
of Fifth Avenue. Prior to the establishment of Horton’s Wharf, a few warehouse structures were located along the bay, but none remain
today. These early businesses transported stored grain, honey, and other products. They also received incoming shipments of lumber,
iron, ore, and other necessities from other parts of the nation. In 1869, McDonald’s store (later known as the San Diego Lumber Company)
was erected at Sixth Avenue and L Street. Lumber, floated [through] the bay from Northern California and Oregon was pulled from the
bay by Native Americans and stacked at the lumber company building, which was erected on redwood planks in order to protect the wood
from muddy soil. In 1872, Bailey’s Foundry (later known as San Diego Foundry) was constructed at the corner of 8th Avenue and M
Street (now Imperial). This business provided much of the structural ironwork for businesses and commercial buildings in the Gaslamp
Quarter.
During the 1880s, New Town San Diego businesses spread north to H Street (renamed Market Street), which was at the time considered
the main cross road. Commercial growth was centered on Fifth Avenue and Market Street. Ultimately, San Diego expanded to D Street
(renamed Broadway) and beyond as merchants moved northward. With the coming of the railroad, Horton and other prominent business
leaders lobbied for a railroad link which would facilitate transportation to this area. In 1885, the California Southern Railroad, a subsidiary
of the Atchison, Topeka, and Sante Fe line, established tracks into San Diego from the north. This line greatly increased San Diego’s
population in the late 1880s. A later link with the Southern Pacific Railroad along the United States/Mexico border proved beneficial as
well, particularly to the Bayside and Centre City East areas. San Diegans longed for an eastern railroad terminus.
With the 1885 railroad connection [from the north], an influx of newcomers to the San Diego area sparked a four- year building boom. In
the Bayside and Centre City East area, simple Victorian single-family cottages were erected on 16th and 17th [Streets] to accommodate
laborers, porters, clerks, and other blue collar workers. The Rood Rental cottage, Bay View Hotel, Sheldon House and Joseph Ireland
Building are examples of Victorian structures built during the boom. Standard Iron Works erected its manufacturing business on the corner
of 7th Avenue and L Street, and the Silver Gate Warehouse, owned by local entrepreneur John Ginty, was constructed on 8th Avenue and
M Street (renamed Imperial).
In 1886, the San Diego Gas Company enlarged its gas operations. The company, which had started from modest beginnings on 9th
Avenue between M and N Streets (Imperial and Commercial) in 1881, expanded in order to supply the needs of San Diego’s growing
residential and business community. The San Diego Gas Company built a new electric generating plant at 10 th Avenue and M (Imperial)
adjacent to the old gas plant. In 1887, the San Diego Gas and Electric Light Company was incorporated as the successor to the San
Diego Gas Company and began supplying electricity for arc lights on a sundown to midnight basis in downtown San Diego. After the bust
of 1889, the gas and electric company found it could easily service the utility needs of San Diego with existing equipment. Therefore, no
new major additions were made to the plant until 1905.
After 1900, businesses chose the Centre City East area from which to conduct operations due to the area’s proximity to the railroad tracks
and the wharf. San Diego’s commercial center continued to expand as harbor facilities and the city’s population grew. [Many] types of
commercial structures were built south of Broadway and along the water’s edge. Warehouses, manufacturing centers, bars, restaurants,
laundries, and hotels all provided services and goods for city residents and businesses. The entire area south of Broadway from the water
eastward was a large commercial center for the city.
Businesses anticipated the creation of a much needed railroad line that would link San Diego to Arizona and then eastward across the
southern part of the United States. It was believed that such a line would encourage the exchange of goods between the West and East
Coasts of the United States through Yuma. In 1905, the Southern Pacific Railroad desired to break the Sante Fe Railroad’s monopoly.
Southern Pacific Railroad officials approached sugar magnate and San Diego businessman, John D, Spreckels to act as the “front man”
for an operation that would build the railroad from San Diego to Arizona. Although the San Diego and Eastern Arizona Railroad would not
be completed until 1919, railroad line and commercial speculation drew local businessmen to the Centre City East area.

Excerpt from Scott Moomjian, “East Village Historical Overview” in the City of San Diego’s “Revised Draft East Village Combined Historical Property
Survey Report, 2005.”
1
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The Second World War affected the area as it did the entire country. A surge of activity occurred in the Centre City East area. Very few
structures were constructed during the war years, and although little new construction took place during the early 1940s, many of the
Centre City East buildings were drafted into service. The Schiefer & Sons factory, located at 371 8 th Avenue, was used by the Standard
Parachute Corporation from 1941-1945. Although no longer in existence, the Standard Parachute Corporation also used the building
located at 304 11th Avenue as a supply stockroom from 1943-1948. In addition, the San Diego Machine Company, an airplane parts
manufacturer, operated from 345 15th Street from 1934-1958. During the war years, the San Diego Gas and Electric Company had all
new utility extensions put on hold, since copper wire and steel pipe were in short supply.
During and after the Second World War, as suburbs developed, many businesses relocated to newer communities where land was
cheaper and buyers more plentiful. The amount of people residing in the Centre City area also declined, resulting in less local support of
goods produced by the downtown businesses. From the late 1970s to the present, Centre City East has slowly become revitalized with
the development of the Gaslamp Quarter, which has brought new businesses and life into the old industrial area. The opening of Petco
Park in East Village in 2004 helped spur redevelopment within the community.
Residential Patterns in 1906 2
The turn-of-the-century period in East Village is characterized by home ownership expanding to the working classes. Live-in servants
were becoming less prevalent (especially for the middle class) and housing styles in general were simplifying under Progressive ideals
of good government through universal suffrage and political reform. During this period, it was widely thought that many urban ills brought
on by industrialization and unbridled capitalism could be resolved through elevating the lower classes into the middle class through home
ownership. As a result, unprecedented attention was given to housing design, production, and financing instruments.
In San Diego, the 1906 Sanborn Map reflects these wider national trends, as well as local economic recovery and continued urban
expansion due to railroad-related in-migration. Population growth is evident in residential patterns that clearly reflect denser living
conditions more characteristic of cities than of towns or villages. Hotels and boarding establishments have a diminished presence in East
Village, while apartments or rooms-to-rent are now dispersed throughout the expanded business district between Fourth and Seventh
Avenues. Many of these residential arrangements are located on the second or third floors of business blocks, strengthening the trend
noticed on the 1888 Sanborn Map.
While single family residential development had spread eastward to 19th Street, representing incipient development in Sherman Heights,
several blocks of sparsely developed land remained between 16th and 18th Streets. Conversely, many single family residences between
8th Avenue and 12th [Avenue], now Park Boulevard, have been converted to multi-family accommodations, indicating an interest in living
quarters within walking distance to the business center of the city. Less change is obvious south of I Street, where modest cottages
continued to fill in previously platted parcels. The node of boarding houses at 7th and K, however, was no longer evident, reflecting both
the eastward spread of the warehouse district and the rise of modest living arrangements elsewhere in the city.
Building History
Residential Building Records on this building could not be located. Nevertheless, historical research and examination of historic
photographs indicate that the building was likely constructed for William B. Norris at 2361 G Street sometime between 1893-1896,
although it may have been earlier. The original location of the building, located near the southwest corner of G and 14th Streets, was
property owned by Norris and was one of about eleven buildings that were constructed on that block during the 1890s. William Norris, a
native of Maine, was born in January 1939, and moved to San Diego likely in 1872.
An examination of the 1888 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map did not reveal the presence of the 721 14th Street building at either its current
location or along G Street. However, the 1906 Sanborn Map does show the building at 2361 G Street as a two-story “dwelling” with
basement. An inspection of San Diego City Directories during the 1890s indicates that William B. Norris, carpenter, is first listed at 2361
G Street in 1897. Norris lived at the 2361 G Street address from at least 1897 until 1913. After 1913, the 2361 G Street address was
renumbered to become 1461 G Street. This is supported by a 1921 Sanborn Map which shows the building still at its original location with
the new address. In 1914, William and Flora Norris are listed as living at 1461 G Street. William Norris lived at this address until his death
in September 1917. Norris’ wife Flora continued to live at the 1461 G Street location until her death in March 1937.
An examination of historic photographs, on file in the San Diego Historical Society Photographic Archives, in conjunction with Sanborn
Fire Insurance Maps, indicate that the 1461 G Street building, was moved to its current location at 721 14th Street, in either 1948 or
1949/9 despite the fact that the building appears at its current location in a 1940 Sanborn Map. A review of San Diego City Directories
indicate that after the death of Flora Norris in 1937, the home at 1461 G Street was thereafter occupied by two tenants, suggesting that
the home was divided into two units. Between 1939-1944, occupants of the building included Ralph Peterson (1939-1942), Thomas
Castro (1940), Joseph Mendoza (1941), Joseph Kachmarek (1942), W.A. Brunson and G.T. Denny (1943), and R.C. Pittsley and A.N.
Wolfe (1944). The building was listed as vacant in 1948. Historic aerial photographs taken in 1937 and 1941 show the 1461 G Street
2

City of San Diego’s “Revised Draft East Village Combined Historical Property Survey Report, 2005.”
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building in its original location. In 1950, San Diego City Directories first list the 721 14th Street address, with the occupant listed as C.M.
Montgomery.
Based upon the historical record, therefore, the building appears to have been moved to its 721 14th Street location in 1948 or 1949 by
8Jack and Eliza Wisner, who, at the time lived in the 719 14th Street apartment building they owned. This point is strongly supported by
June 11, 1947 agreement between Jack and Eliza Wismer and the City of San Diego regarding the “moving, construction and alterations”
for the “building as living quarters.” This agreement clearly indicates that the Wismer intended to “move in, construct and alter a building
to living quarter” on Lot H, which at the time did not have street frontage.
From 1952-1955, the 721 14th Street building served tenants Armando Mendoza and Rober Munos (1952), Robert L. and Charles B.
Lane (1953-1954), and Ramon A. Sanchez and John W. Quigley (1955). Inspection of a 1956 San born Map shows the 719 and721 14th
Street buildings in the current locations, with the 721 14 th Street building serving as “two flats.” Nevertheless, the 1956 San Diego City
Directory list the building as “apartments” with four units each. The building appears to have accommodated four units until around 1971
when only one tenant was listed. This seems to have been the case until 1998 when the City Director once again listed four tenants. The
building currently serves as an apartment building with eight units.
RESOURCE SIGNIFICANCE
National and California Register
National Register Criterion A / California Register Criterion 1
The Daggett Family Residence is associated with the residential development of East Village during the turn-of-the-century. Although it
was moved to its current location around 1948-1949, its original location was across G Street at 2361 G Street (later 1461 G Street), it is
still a testament of the surviving residences located within the East Village community. However, no historical evidence was identified
which would support that the Daggett Residence is associated with events that have made significant contributions to the broad patterns
of national history, California’s history, and cultural heritage. Therefore, the property does not qualify under National Register Criterion A or
California Register Criterion 1.
National Register Criterion B / California Register Criterion 2
This residence does not qualify National Register Criterion B or California Register Criterion 2. Research has failed to disclose any direct
identification with persons significant in local, state, or national history. The apartment has passed through several owners and many
occupants. None of the owners or tenants had performed any activities, achievements, or contributions which were demonstrably
important to the City of San Diego, the State of California, or the nation while residing at the property.
National Register Criterion C / California Register 3
The Daggett Family Residence is constructed in the Queen Anne Victorian style of architecture, which is not unique to San Diego. In its
current condition, although the property retains a high degree of architectural integrity, there are other locally significant examples of the
Queen Anne Victorian style of architecture that have also retained a higher degree of architectural integrity, including location. These
resources include the 1898 Daniel O. Cook Residence (HRB#279) and the 1887-1888 Bayside Properties along 16th Street (HRB#341,
342, 343). Therefore, the property does not meet National or California Register criteria for architecture.
National Register Criterion D / California Register Criterion 4
The resource at 721 14th Street is not likely to yield archaeological information regarding history or prehistory. It does not appear to qualify
under National Register Criterion D or California Register Criterion 4.
National Register Criteria Consideration B: Moved Properties
A property removed from its original location or historically significant location can be eligible if it is significant primarily for architectural
value or it is the surviving property most importantly association with an historic person or event. A moved property under Criterion C
must retain enough historic features to convey its architectural values and retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and
association. In addition to the requirements above, moved properties must still have an orientation, setting, and general environment that
are comparable to those of the historic location and that are compatible with the property’s significance.
The Daggett Family Residence does not appear to be significant on the National Register for Criterion C, therefore, it does not qualify
under Criteria Consideration B for moved properties.
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City of San Diego Register
The Daggett Family Residence is locally designated under the City of San Diego Register of Historical Resources as HRB #404. It
achieved its significance as a good example of a Queen Anne Victorian architectural style. The building retains most of its architectural
details including a steeply pitched gabled roof, a dominant front-facing gable, patterned shingles, decorative spindle work, and a onestory full-length porch, which extends along the northerly side wall.
Integrity
In addition to meeting one of the local, state, or national criteria, a property must also retain a significant amount of its historic integrity to
be considered eligible for listing. Historic integrity is made up of seven aspects: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling,
and association. The following is an integrity analysis of the Daggett Family building.
Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic event occurred.
The Daggett Family Residence was constructed between 1893-1896 at 2361 G Street (later 1461 G Street) and was moved to its present
location circa 1948 or 1949. Although the building was not constructed at its present site, it has been at its current location for over 50
years. As such, the building has attained a new location element for integrity purposes.
Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property.
The building was originally designed in a Queen Anne Victorian style. Although it has been altered and/or modified to some degree, the
changes have not substantially affected the original design of the building. The building continues to retain its original form, plan, space,
structure, and style. Therefore, the resource’s design integrity remains.
Setting is the physical environment of a historic property.
The 721 14th Street residence formerly occupied a parcel located at 2361 G Street (later 1461 G Street), a location essentially across
the street to the southeast from its present location. Due to the close proximity of its former and present location, coupled with the fact
that the building has been located at its current location for over 50 years, the setting or physical environment of the two locations is
sufficiently similar for integrity purposes.
Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period of time and in a particular pattern of
configuration to form a historic property.
The Daggett Family Residence’s building materials evident largely appear to be original, therefore, retaining its materials element of
integrity.
Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any given period in history or prehistory.
The Daggett Family Residence’s workmanship is represented in its standard construction details and in its Queen Anne Victorian details.
The workmanship, particularly in the ornamentation of the building, exemplifies the popular style from the period.
Feeling is a property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time.
Because the building is reasonably intact, it continues to exhibit a historic sense of turn-of-the-century Queen Anne Victorian. Therefore,
the Daggett Family Residence building retains its integrity of feeling.
Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property.
The building, in its current condition, is directly linked with San Diego’s turn-of-the-century Queen Anne Victorian heritage and
architectural history. Thus, the 721 14th Street residence retains its association integrity.
B12. References (cont.)
Bucher, Ward, ed. Dictionary of Building Preservation. New York: Preservation Press, 1996.
Centre City Development Corporation. “San Diego Downtown Community Plan: Rising on the Pacific.” Adopted March 2006.
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Parcel Number: 53517109
Portion of Lots 4 and 5, Block 15, Culverwell's Addition

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundries)
The Mattie Bearns House, located at 1455 F Street, is a Folk Victorian Vernacular-style multifamily residential building. The resource is
located on a sloped lot and the primary north façade has two stories that face F Street. The property slopes down steeply from F Street and
the remaining three facades are three-stories in height leaving the exterior walls of the lower floor (basement level) exposed. The building is of
standard wood frame construction. The building's exterior finish is horizontal wood shiplap siding. Fenestration consists of 2/2 double-hung
wood window and replacement aluminum windows. A large window on the north façade has been replaced with a single fixed glass window.
The primary entry is accessed via a full width covered porch with shed roof. The front porch has been altered to add a metal security screen
on all open sides. A wood-framed addition is located at the rear south façade. The addition is vertical wood siding with portions unpainted.
The composite shingled roof is gabled with slight eave overhang and plain frieze. The resource is generally in poor condition.
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*B5. Architectural Style: Folk Victorian Vernacular
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ca. 1909 - Date of Construction
Unknown Date - 3-story rear addition
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*B7. Moved?

No

Yes

Unknown

Date:

Original Location:

*B8. Related Features:

B9a. Architect:

b. Builder

Unknown
Residential Development

*B10. Significance: Theme:
Period of Significance:

ca. 1909

Unknown

Area: East Village, Downtown San Diego
Property Type:

Multiple Family Residence

Applicable Criteria: (Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographical scope. Also address
integrity.)

The Mattie Bearns House is locally designated under the City of San Diego Register of Historical Resources as HRB #907. It achieved its
significance for its architecture (Criterion C) as a notable example of a Folk Victorian Vernacular style residence. Although in poor condition, the
building continues to retain a good level of architectural integrity from its ca.1909 period of significance. Specifically, the character-defining
features reflected in the building include a medium pitched, front gable roof with slight eave overhang; wood framed, double hung windows;
simplified detaining, plain frieze; wood horizontal shiplap siding, and a full width front porch, rectangular floor plan, and symmetrical façade with
wood frame and foundations.

B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
*B12. References:
See Continuation Sheet

B13. Remarks:

*B14. Evaluator:
Heritage Architecture & Planning

*Date of Evaluation: 6/1/2017
(This space reserved for official comments.):
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B10. Significance (cont.)
East Village Historical Background

1

The history of the Bayside and Centre City East areas are inexorably linked to the development of downtown San Diego and its founder
Alonzo Erastus Horton. Horton, who came to San Diego in 1867, purchased 960 acres of land for $265 for his “New Town” San Diego
development. Horton divided the acres into blocks and lots, a number of which were located in the Bayside and Centre City East areas.
Thus, “Horton’s Addition” was established. Later subdivisions in the area included “Sherman’s Addition” and “Remondino’s Subdivision
of Sherman’s Addition.”
During the 1860s and 1870s, the Bayside area, then known as “South San Diego,” relied heavily upon the wharf established at the foot
of Fifth Avenue. Prior to the establishment of Horton’s Wharf, a few warehouse structures were located along the bay, but none remain
today. These early businesses transported stored grain, honey, and other products. They also received incoming shipments of lumber,
iron, ore, and other necessities from other parts of the nation. In 1869, McDonald’s store (later known as the San Diego Lumber Company)
was erected at Sixth Avenue and L Street. Lumber, floated [through] the bay from Northern California and Oregon was pulled from the
bay by Native Americans and stacked at the lumber company building, which was erected on redwood planks in order to protect the wood
from muddy soil. In 1872, Bailey’s Foundry (later known as San Diego Foundry) was constructed at the corner of 8th Avenue and M
Street (now Imperial). This business provided much of the structural ironwork for businesses and commercial buildings in the Gaslamp
Quarter.
During the 1880s, New Town San Diego businesses spread north to H Street (renamed Market Street), which was at the time considered
the main cross road. Commercial growth was centered on Fifth Avenue and Market Street. Ultimately, San Diego expanded to D Street
(renamed Broadway) and beyond as merchants moved northward. With the coming of the railroad, Horton and other prominent business
leaders lobbied for a railroad link which would facilitate transportation to this area. In 1885, the California Southern Railroad, a subsidiary
of the Atchison, Topeka, and Sante Fe line, established tracks into San Diego from the north. This line greatly increased San Diego’s
population in the late 1880s. A later link with the Southern Pacific Railroad along the United States/Mexico border proved beneficial as
well, particularly to the Bayside and Centre City East areas. San Diegans longed for an eastern railroad terminus.
With the 1885 railroad connection [from the north], an influx of newcomers to the San Diego area sparked a four- year building boom. In
the Bayside and Centre City East area, simple Victorian single-family cottages were erected on 16th and 17th [Streets] to accommodate
laborers, porters, clerks, and other blue collar workers. The Rood Rental cottage, Bay View Hotel, Sheldon House and Joseph Ireland
Building are examples of Victorian structures built during the boom. Standard Iron Works erected its manufacturing business on the corner
of 7th Avenue and L Street, and the Silver Gate Warehouse, owned by local entrepreneur John Ginty, was constructed on 8th Avenue and
M Street (renamed Imperial).
In 1886, the San Diego Gas Company enlarged its gas operations. The company, which had started from modest beginnings on 9th
Avenue between M and N Streets (Imperial and Commercial) in 1881, expanded in order to supply the needs of San Diego’s growing
residential and business community. The San Diego Gas Company built a new electric generating plant at 10 th Avenue and M (Imperial)
adjacent to the old gas plant. In 1887, the San Diego Gas and Electric Light Company was incorporated as the successor to the San
Diego Gas Company and began supplying electricity for arc lights on a sundown to midnight basis in downtown San Diego. After the bust
of 1889, the gas and electric company found it could easily service the utility needs of San Diego with existing equipment. Therefore, no
new major additions were made to the plant until 1905.
After 1900, businesses chose the Centre City East area from which to conduct operations due to the area’s proximity to the railroad tracks
and the wharf. San Diego’s commercial center continued to expand as harbor facilities and the city’s population grew. [Many] types of
commercial structures were built south of Broadway and along the water’s edge. Warehouses, manufacturing centers, bars, restaurants,
laundries, and hotels all provided services and goods for city residents and businesses. The entire area south of Broadway from the water
eastward was a large commercial center for the city.
Businesses anticipated the creation of a much needed railroad line that would link San Diego to Arizona and then eastward across the
southern part of the United States. It was believed that such a line would encourage the exchange of goods between the West and East
Coasts of the United States through Yuma. In 1905, the Southern Pacific Railroad desired to break the Sante Fe Railroad’s monopoly.
Southern Pacific Railroad officials approached sugar magnate and San Diego businessman, John D, Spreckels to act as the “front man”
for an operation that would build the railroad from San Diego to Arizona. Although the San Diego and Eastern Arizona Railroad would not
be completed until 1919, railroad line and commercial speculation drew local businessmen to the Centre City East area.

Excerpt from Scott Moomjian, “East Village Historical Overview” in the City of San Diego’s “Revised Draft East Village Combined Historical Property
Survey Report, 2005.”
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The Second World War affected the area as it did the entire country. A surge of activity occurred in the Centre City East area. Very few
structures were constructed during the war years, and although little new construction took place during the early 1940s, many of the
Centre City East buildings were drafted into service. The Schiefer & Sons factory, located at 371 8 th Avenue, was used by the Standard
Parachute Corporation from 1941-1945. Although no longer in existence, the Standard Parachute Corporation also used the building
located at 304 11th Avenue as a supply stockroom from 1943-1948. In addition, the San Diego Machine Company, an airplane parts
manufacturer, operated from 345 15th Street from 1934-1958. During the war years, the San Diego Gas and Electric Company had all
new utility extensions put on hold, since copper wire and steel pipe were in short supply.
During and after the Second World War, as suburbs developed, many businesses relocated to newer communities where land was
cheaper and buyers more plentiful. The amount of people residing in the Centre City area also declined, resulting in less local support of
goods produced by the downtown businesses. From the late 1970s to the present, Centre City East has slowly become revitalized with
the development of the Gaslamp Quarter, which has brought new businesses and life into the old industrial area. The opening of Petco
Park in East Village in 2004 helped spur redevelopment within the community.
Residential Patterns in 1906 2
The turn-of-the-century period in East Village is characterized by home ownership expanding to the working classes. Live-in servants
were becoming less prevalent (especially for the middle class) and housing styles in general were simplifying under Progressive ideals
of good government through universal suffrage and political reform. During this period, it was widely thought that many urban ills brought
on by industrialization and unbridled capitalism could be resolved through elevating the lower classes into the middle class through home
ownership. As a result, unprecedented attention was given to housing design, production, and financing instruments.
In San Diego, the 1906 Sanborn Map reflects these wider national trends, as well as local economic recovery and continued urban
expansion due to railroad-related in-migration. Population growth is evident in residential patterns that clearly reflect denser living
conditions more characteristic of cities than of towns or villages. Hotels and boarding establishments have a diminished presence in East
Village, while apartments or rooms-to-rent are now dispersed throughout the expanded business district between Fourth and Seventh
Avenues. Many of these residential arrangements are located on the second or third floors of business blocks, strengthening the trend
noticed on the 1888 Sanborn Map.
While single family residential development had spread eastward to 19th Street, representing incipient development in Sherman Heights,
several blocks of sparsely developed land remained between 16th and 18th Streets. Conversely, many single family residences between
8th Avenue and 12th [Avenue], now Park Boulevard, have been converted to multi-family accommodations, indicating an interest in living
quarters within walking distance to the business center of the city. Less change is obvious south of I
Street, where modest cottages continued to fill in previously platted parcels. The node of boarding houses at 7th and K, however, was no
longer evident, reflecting both the eastward spread of the warehouse district and the rise of modest living arrangements elsewhere in the
city.
Building History
According to the original subdivision map and subsequent maps, the subject property is Parcel Number 535-171-09, which includes
portions of Lots 4 and 5 of Block 14 of Culverwell’s Addition. According to the Chain of Title:
•
Gustav Schroeppel and Hakes Investment Co. owned this property in 1906 when the Sanborn Map shows the store building
present.
•
Hakes Investment Co. sold a 25’ wide lot (Lot 4) to Mattie Bearns in April 1904.
•
Hakes Investment Co. sold the eat 14’ of Lot 5 to Mattie Bearns in March 1908.
•
Mattie Bearns later became Mattie Stroehl and, in 1919, a Degree Quieting Title confirmed her ownership of west 36 feet of Lot
4 and the east 14 feet of Lot 5.
The Lot Block Book Page indicates George Gerhard and Mattie Bearns were owners of the west 36 feet of Lot 4 and the east 14 feet of
Lot 5 in 1909 when the first improvements on the property were assessed during the period of 1907-1909. The structure at 1455 1F Street
was constructed during the ownership of portions of Lots 4 and 5 by Mattie Bearns in 1909.
Ms. Bearns continued ownership of the parcel until 1919 when Adolph M. Stroehl became the Administrator. From 1919-1938, F.W. and
Zoetta P. Stumpf retained ownership of the residence followed by John Ameruss from 1938-1978. In 1978, Antonio and Christine Grimalda
along with Ken and Sue Bourke obtained ownership. From 1979 to present, Ken and Sue Bourke are listed as sole owners.

2

City of San Diego’s “Revised Draft East Village Combined Historical Property Survey Report, 2005.”
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RESOURCE SIGNIFICANCE
National and California Register
National Register Criterion A / California Register Criterion 1
The property does not qualify under National or California Criterion A: Event. Historical research has failed to identify any important event
that has made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of regional history or the cultural heritage of California or the United States
as association with the property over the course of its existence.
National Register Criterion B / California Register Criterion 2
Research has failed to disclose any direct identification with persons significant in local, state, or national history. Since 1909, the
residence has passed through several owners and many occupants. None of the persons who owned or occupied the resource had
performed any activities, achievements, or contributions which were demonstrably important to the City of San Diego, the State of
California, or the nation while residing at the property. Therefore, the property does not qualify under National Register Criterion B or
California Register Criterion 2.
National Register Criterion C / California Register 3
In its current condition, the resource does not reach a level of significance as a good example of Folk Victorian Vernacular architectural
style that meets local, state, or national levels of significance for the National Register or the California Register under this criterion. The
building is a locally based vernacular example of the style that lacks the identifying features of the type, period, or method of Folk Victorian
Vernacular style construction.
National Register Criterion D / California Register Criterion 4
The resource is not likely to yield archaeological information regarding history or prehistory. It does not appear to qualify under National
Register Criterion D or California Register Criterion 4.
City of San Diego Register
The Mattie Bearns House is locally designated under the City of San Diego Register of Historical Resources as HRB #970. The resource
embodies the distinctive characteristics through the retention of character-defining features of the Folk Victorian Vernacular style and
retains a good level of architectural integrity from its ca. 1909 period of significance. Specifically, its medium pitched, front gable roof with
slight eave overhang; wood framed, double hung windows; simplified detailing, plain frieze; wood horizontal shiplap siding, and a full
width front porch, a rectangular floor plan and a symmetrical façade.
Integrity
In addition to meeting one of the local, state, or national criteria, a property must also retain a significant amount of its historic integrity to
be considered eligible for listing. Historic integrity is made up of seven aspects: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling,
and association. The following is an integrity analysis of the Mattie Bearns House.
Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic event occurred.
The Mattie Bearns House was constructed in ca. 1909, in the growing East Village area of Downtown San Diego. The building has not
been moved since its construction and has retained its integrity of location.
Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property.
The building retains the majority of its original design including its form, plan, space, structure, and style. The building continues to retain
its character-defining features including symmetrical façade, rectangular floor plan; a wood frame and foundation; a medium pitched,
front gable roof with a slight eave overhang; exterior horizontal wood shiplap siding with corner board; plain frieze; and simplified
detailing.
Setting is the physical environment of a historic property.
Since its construction, the Mattie Bearns House has retained its location. When it was constructed, it was surrounded by other residential
buildings. While there has been considerable redevelopment in the area, which has led to multi-story residential and commercial
buildings, the residential buildings within the subdivision block in which the Mattie Bearns House is located, have been razed leaving
only two other residential buildings. Accordingly, the setting has been changed and setting integrity has been lost.
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Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period of time and in a particular pattern of
configuration to form a historic property.
The residence has had some alteration since its construction, including door and window replacements. The wood floor on the front
porch was replaced. On the rear of the property, a two-story addition was added for ancillary functions. The addition is clearly
demarcated from the original structure. Although modifications have taken place, this building retains character-defining features of the
Folk Victorian Vernacular style. Therefore, the property maintains its materials integrity.
Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any given period in history or prehistory.
The workmanship evident in this residence is represented in its standard construction details of the Folk Victorian Vernacular style,
exemplifying the popular style from that period. Thus, the property retains its workmanship integrity.
Feeling is a property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time.
Because the building is reasonably intact in its location, design, workmanship, and materials, it retains the feeling of a period of time,
that is, as a Folk Victorian Vernacular style residence.
Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property.
The property at 1455 F Street continues to retain its association with the residential development of Downtown’s East Village.
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Eileen Magno, MA, is the Principal Historian with Heritage Architecture & Planning and
served as principal researcher and writer. She is a qualified Historian and Architectural
Historian under the Secretary of the Interior’s Qualifications Standards. Ms. Magno has been
involved with research and documentation of historical resources throughout Southern
California and parts of Arizona and Nevada. Her experience covers a wide variety of historic
preservation reports, including historic structure reports, preservation plans, feasibility
studies, historic surveys, architectural conservation assessments, adaptive reuse studies,
master plans, and environmental documentation, such as Section 106 and technical historic
architectural reports for CEQA/NEPA compliance. In addition, she has successfully
prepared local, state, and national nominations. Ms. Magno holds a Master of Arts degree in
History with an emphasis in Public History and Teaching. She is a past member of the Mira
Mesa Community Planning Group for the City of San Diego.
Architect Carmen Pauli, NCARB, has been a member of the firm since 1997. She has
participated in all architectural phases from research, field investigation, and recordation to
construction documentation and administration. Ms. Pauli meets the The Secretary of the
Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards for Architecture and Historic Architecture. As
Project Architect/Project Manager, Ms. Pauli has been responsible for a variety of
construction projects including historical restoration, rehabilitation, preservation, adaptive
reuse, and relocation projects. Ms. Pauli also has extensive experience in historical
documentation projects such as Historic American Buildings Surveys (HABS), Historic
American Engineering Records (HAER), Historic Structure Reports (HSR), Conservation
Assessment Programs (CAP), Conditions Assessment Reports, Feasibility Studies,
Maintenance Manuals, Preservation Plans, and Historical Designations.
David Marshall, AIA, NCARB, is President and Senior Principal Architect with Heritage
Architecture & Planning. His role in the project was historic architect, investigator, and
writer. Mr. Marshall holds a Bachelor of Architecture degree from Cal Poly Pomona. As an
architect, he has been involved in the restoration and reconstruction of many of Balboa
Park’s exposition buildings, including the House of Hospitality, Spreckels Organ Pavilion,
and Museum of Man. David is a past member of the San Diego Historical Resources Board
and served as Chair of the Design Assistance Subcommittee. He was also a board member
of the San Diego Architectural Foundation and served as president of the Save Our Heritage
Organisation (SOHO). David was recently Board President of the California Preservation
Foundation (CPF) based in San Francisco. Mr. Marshall meets the The Secretary of the Interior’s
Professional Qualification Standards for Architecture and Historic Architecture.
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HISTORIC AMERICAN BUILDINGS SURVEY
MURRAY APARTMENTS
Name:

Murray Apartments

Location:

719 14th Street, San Diego, CA 92101

Present Owner/Occupant: City of San Diego
Present Use:

The Murray Apartments is currently used for multi-family housing.

Significance:

Completed in 1903, the Murray Apartments is locally designated under
the City of San Diego Register of Historical Resources as HRB #404.
It achieved its significance for its architecture as a good example of a
Queen Anne style residence constructed during the early 1900s.
Although the building has been moved from its original location and
has undergone some changes over time, the building continues to
maintain its primary architectural details such as a steeply pitched
hipped roof, a dominant front-facing gable, patterned shingles, half
timbering, cutaway bay windows and projections, and an asymmetrical
façade with a one-story partial (formerly full length) porch. The Murray
Apartments does not appear to meet the eligibility requirements for
individual listing in the National or State registers at the local, state, or
national level of significance.

Historian:

Eileen Magno, MA, Heritage Architecture & Planning

Project Information:

Written documentation, photographs, and measured drawings were
prepared by Heritage Architecture & Planning.

PART I. HISTORICAL INFORMATION
A. Physical History
1. Date of erection: 1903
2. Architect/Builder: Unknown
3. Original and subsequent owners, occupants, users:
Residential Building Records indicate that this building was constructed in 1903, but was
moved to its present location sometime during the early 1930s, likely in either 1932 or
1933. An aerial photograph of the area, dated December 1937, shows the 719 14 th Street
building at this location during this time. A Sanborn Fire Insurance Map from 1940 shows
the presence of the building at this location also. Sanborn Maps from 1888 and 1906, show
the presence of a different, rectangular-shaped, two-story dwelling at the 719 14th Street
location. A 1921 Sanborn map indicates that by this year, the original building was used as
“furnished rooms.” It could not be determined whether this original structure was moved,
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demolished, or burned down prior to the relocation of the current 719 14th Street building
to this location.
San Diego City Directories first list multiple tenants as residing in the 719 14th Street building
in 1933. This supports the belief that the building was used as furnished rooms during this
period, and indicates that the building was moved to this location in either 1932 or 1933.
1940 and 1956 Sanborn Maps show the current 719 14th Street building as “rooms.”
Historical research indicates that beginning around 1936, the building was known as the
“Murray Apartments,” and around 1955, it became known as the “Wismer Apartments,”
after Jack and Eliza Wismer, the property owners who also lived in the apartment building
from approximately 1937-1966. A 1959 notation made by a San Diego County Assessor’s
Office Appraiser state that the building appeared “to be 1 unit over 1 unit with possible 3
or 4 persons sleeping to rent out.” Since 1995, the building has been known as the “Villa
Victoria.” The building currently serves as an apartment building with 13 units.
4. Original plans and construction: No original drawings were located. The building is a
two-story wood-framed residential building.
5. Alterations and additions:
• 1932-1933 – Building relocated to its present site.
• 1965 – Re-roofed.
• 2009 – Rear stair addition.
• 2015 – Repaint exterior.
• Replacement windows at the west and east facades. Date unknown.
• Partial enclosure of front porch to accommodate a small kitchen for interior unit. Date
unknown.
• Second floor porch enlarged and enclosed with a shed roof addition to add kitchens
for two adjacent apartments. Date unknown.
B. Historical Context

East Village Historical Background 1

The history of the Bayside and Centre City East areas are inexorably linked to the development of
downtown San Diego and its founder Alonzo Erastus Horton. Horton, who came to San Diego
in 1867, purchased 960 acres of land for $265 for his “New Town” San Diego development.
Horton divided the acres into blocks and lots, a number of which were located in the Bayside and
Centre City East areas. Thus, “Horton’s Addition” was established. Later subdivisions in the area
included “Sherman’s Addition” and “Remondino’s Subdivision of Sherman’s Addition.”
During the 1860s and 1870s, the Bayside area, then known as “South San Diego,” relied heavily
upon the wharf established at the foot of Fifth Avenue. Prior to the establishment of Horton’s
Wharf, a few warehouse structures were located along the bay, but none remain today. These early
businesses transported stored grain, honey, and other products. They also received incoming
shipments of lumber, iron, ore, and other necessities from other parts of the nation. In 1869,
McDonald’s store (later known as the San Diego Lumber Company) was erected at Sixth Avenue
and L Street. Lumber, floated [through] the bay from Northern California and Oregon was pulled
Excerpt from Scott Moomjian, “East Village Historical Overview” in the City of San Diego’s “Revised Draft East Village Combined
Historical Property Survey Report, 2005.”
1
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from the bay by Native Americans and stacked at the lumber company building, which was erected
on redwood planks in order to protect the wood from muddy soil. In 1872, Bailey’s Foundry (later
known as San Diego Foundry) was constructed at the corner of 8th Avenue and M Street (now
Imperial). This business provided much of the structural ironwork for businesses and commercial
buildings in the Gaslamp Quarter.
During the 1880s, New Town San Diego businesses spread north to H Street (renamed Market
Street), which was at the time considered the main cross road. Commercial growth was centered
on Fifth Avenue and Market Street. Ultimately, San Diego expanded to D Street (renamed
Broadway) and beyond as merchants moved northward. With the coming of the railroad, Horton
and other prominent business leaders lobbied for a railroad link which would facilitate
transportation to this area. In 1885, the California Southern Railroad, a subsidiary of the Atchison,
Topeka, and Sante Fe line, established tracks into San Diego from the north. This line greatly
increased San Diego’s population in the late 1880s. A later link with the Southern Pacific Railroad
along the United States/Mexico border proved beneficial as well, particularly to the Bayside and
Centre City East areas. San Diegans longed for an eastern railroad terminus.
With the 1885 railroad connection [from the north], an influx of newcomers to the San Diego area
sparked a four- year building boom. In the Bayside and Centre City East area, simple Victorian
single-family cottages were erected on 16th and 17th [Streets] to accommodate laborers, porters,
clerks, and other blue collar workers. The Rood Rental cottage, Bay View Hotel, Sheldon House
and Joseph Ireland Building are examples of Victorian structures built during the boom. Standard
Iron Works erected its manufacturing business on the corner of 7th Avenue and L Street, and the
Silver Gate Warehouse, owned by local entrepreneur John Ginty, was constructed on 8th Avenue
and M Street (renamed Imperial).
In 1886, the San Diego Gas Company enlarged its gas operations. The company, which had started
from modest beginnings on 9th Avenue between M and N Streets (Imperial and Commercial) in
1881, expanded in order to supply the needs of San Diego’s growing residential and business
community. The San Diego Gas Company built a new electric generating plant at 10th Avenue and
M (Imperial) adjacent to the old gas plant. In 1887, the San Diego Gas and Electric Light Company
was incorporated as the successor to the San Diego Gas Company and began supplying electricity
for arc lights on a sundown to midnight basis in downtown San Diego. After the bust of 1889, the
gas and electric company found it could easily service the utility needs of San Diego with existing
equipment. Therefore, no new major additions were made to the plant until 1905.
After 1900, businesses chose the Centre City East area from which to conduct operations due to
the area’s proximity to the railroad tracks and the wharf. San Diego’s commercial center continued
to expand as harbor facilities and the city’s population grew. [Many] types of commercial structures
were built south of Broadway and along the water’s edge. Warehouses, manufacturing centers,
bars, restaurants, laundries, and hotels all provided services and goods for city residents and
businesses. The entire area south of Broadway from the water eastward was a large commercial
center for the city.
Businesses anticipated the creation of a much needed railroad line that would link San Diego to
Arizona and then eastward across the southern part of the United States. It was believed that such
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a line would encourage the exchange of goods between the West and East Coasts of the United
States through Yuma. In 1905, the Southern Pacific Railroad desired to break the Sante Fe
Railroad’s monopoly. Southern Pacific Railroad officials approached sugar magnate and San Diego
businessman, John D, Spreckels to act as the “front man” for an operation that would build the
railroad from San Diego to Arizona. Although the San Diego and Eastern Arizona Railroad would
not be completed until 1919, railroad line and commercial speculation drew local businessmen to
the Centre City East area.
The Second World War affected the area as it did the entire country. A surge of activity occurred
in the Centre City East area. Very few structures were constructed during the war years, and
although little new construction took place during the early 1940s, many of the Centre City East
buildings were drafted into service. The Schiefer & Sons factory, located at 371 8 th Avenue, was
used by the Standard Parachute Corporation from 1941-1945. Although no longer in existence,
the Standard Parachute Corporation also used the building located at 304 11th Avenue as a supply
stockroom from 1943-1948. In addition, the San Diego Machine Company, an airplane parts
manufacturer, operated from 345 15th Street from 1934-1958. During the war years, the San Diego
Gas and Electric Company had all new utility extensions put on hold, since copper wire and steel
pipe were in short supply.
During and after the Second World War, as suburbs developed, many businesses relocated to
newer communities where land was cheaper and buyers more plentiful. The amount of people
residing in the Centre City area also declined, resulting in less local support of goods produced by
the downtown businesses. From the late 1970s to the present, Centre City East has slowly became
revitalized with the development of the Gaslamp Quarter, which has brought new businesses and
life into the old industrial area. The opening of Petco Park in East Village in 2004 also helped
spur redevelopment within the community.

Residential Patterns in 1906 2

The turn-of-the-century period in East Village is characterized by home ownership expanding
to the working classes. Live-in servants were becoming less prevalent (especially for the middle
class) and housing styles in general were simplifying under Progressive ideals of good
government through universal suffrage and political reform. During this period, it was widely
thought that many urban ills brought on by industrialization and unbridled capitalism could be
resolved through elevating the lower classes into the middle class through home ownership. As
a result, unprecedented attention was given to housing design, production, and financing
instruments.
In San Diego, the 1906 Sanborn Map reflects these wider national trends, as well as local
economic recovery and continued urban expansion due to railroad-related in-migration.
Population growth is evident in residential patterns that clearly reflect denser living conditions
more characteristic of cities than of towns or villages. Hotels and boarding establishments have
a diminished presence in East Village, while apartments or rooms-to-rent are now dispersed
throughout the expanded business district between Fourth and Seventh Avenues. Many of these

2

City of San Diego’s “Revised Draft East Village Combined Historical Property Survey Report, 2005.”
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residential uses are located on the second or third floors of business blocks, strengthening the
trend seen on the 1888 Sanborn Map.
While single family residential development had spread eastward to 19th Street, representing
incipient development in Sherman Heights, several blocks of sparsely developed land remained
between 16th and 18th Streets. Conversely, many single family residences between 8th Avenue
and 12th Avenue, now Park Boulevard, have been converted to multi-family accommodations,
indicating an interest in living quarters within walking distance of the business center of the city.
Less change is obvious south of I Street, where modest cottages continued to fill in previously
platted parcels. The node of boarding houses at 7th and K, however, was no longer evident,
reflecting both the eastward spread of the warehouse district and the rise of modest living
arrangements elsewhere in the city.

Building History3

Residential Building Records indicate that this building was constructed in 1903, but was moved
to its present location sometime during the early 1930s, likely in either 1932 or 1933. An aerial
photograph of the area, however, dated December 1937, shows the 719 14th Street building at this
location during this time. A Sanborn Fire Insurance Map from 1940 shows the presence of the
building at this location by this year. Sanborn Maps from 1888 and 1906, show the presence of a
different, rectangular-shaped, two-story dwelling at the 719 14th Street location. A 1921 Sanborn
map indicates that by this year, the original building was used as “furnished rooms.” It could not
be determined whether this original structure was moved or demolished prior to the relocation of
the current 719 14th Street building to this location.
San Diego City Directories first list multiple tenants as residing in the 719 14th Street building in 1933.
This supports the belief that the building was used as furnished rooms during this period, and
indicates that the building was moved to this location in either 1932 or 1933. 1940 and 1956
Sanborn Maps show the current 719 14th Street building as “rooms.” Historical research indicates
that beginning around 1936, the building was known as the “Murray Apartments,” and around
1955 it became known as the “Wismer Apartments,” after Jack and Eliza Wismer, the property
owners who also lived in the apartment building from approximately 1937-1966. A 1959 notation
made by a San Diego County Assessor’s Office Appraiser states that the building appeared “to be
1 unit over 1 unit with possible 3 or 4 persons sleeping to rent out.” Since 1995, the building has
been known as the “Villa Victoria.” The building today currently serves as an apartment building
with 13 units.
PART II. ARCHITECTURAL INFORMATION
A. General Statement
1. Architectural character: The two-story wood-framed, Murray Apartments was designed
in the Queen Anne style. The exterior of the building is clad with horizontal wood siding.
The siding boards are 9” wide with a milled profile to create the illusion of 3” boards.
2. Condition of fabric: The general condition of the Murray Apartments is good and the
exterior and interior of the building retain a high degree of historical integrity, including
Office of Marie Burke Lia, Attorney at Law, “Historical Assessment of the 719 & 721 14 th Street Buildings, San Diego,
California 92101.” Prepared for Mr. Shel Kulick. January 2000.
3
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original walls, windows, doors, porches, cladding, and decorative features. The interior of
the building still retains some of the original doors, built-in features, decorative trim,
fireplaces, and stairs. The interior of the building is generally in poor condition.
B. Description of Exterior
1. Overall Dimensions: The building has a rectangular footprint. The overall dimension of
the building is approximately 26’x71’ with 1,923 SF on the first floor and 2,014 SF on the
second floor.
2. Foundations: The existing foundation system includes cast-in-place concrete stem walls
around the perimeter of the building and wood interior supports. The existing foundation
was constructed in the 1930s when the building was relocated to its present site. It appears
that the building may have been raised several feet when it was relocated. There is currently
a crawl space below the building.
3. Walls: The Murray Apartments has wood-framed walls. The exterior walls are clad with
9” horizontal wood drop siding. The interior walls are lath and plaster and gypsum board.
4. Structural systems, framing: The roof, walls, and floors of the Murray Apartments are
wood-framed.
5. Porches, stoops, balconies, bulkheads: The front porch was altered to enlarge a portion
of the first floor next to the main entrance. The second floor of the porch has been
enclosed with a shed roof addition. The original configuration likely included a semi-open
sunroom or screened porch on the ground floor. The original cutaway bay windows are
still extant on the north end of the porch below the front-facing gable. The front of the
gable end is currently covered by the second floor porch addition. At the base of the porch
are two arched wood casings which were likely open before the porch was enclosed. The
rear landing and stair were added in 2009 to provide code-required egress. They are
constructed of pressure-treated lumber with a painted finish.
6. Chimneys: The Murray Apartments building has three brick chimneys constructed of
unreinforced masonry (URM). There are some displaced bricks. Overall, the chimneys are
in fair condition.
7. Doorways and Doors: There are four door entries at the Murray Apartments. Two west
entries provide access to the apartments on the first and second floor. The remaining two
entries are accessed from the east façade’s first and second floor levels. The east doors are
not original. The front entry doors are offset to the right of the center. These doors are
original and are paneled with a single lite on the upper half.
8. Windows and Shutters: Many of the original 1/1 double-hung wood windows remain.
The windows on the north and south façade are generally historic and are in fair condition
with recent paint. The windows on the front (west) façade have been replaced with the
exception of the diamond patterned divided-lite window between the two front doors.
The windows on the rear façade have also been replaced and some of the window
openings have been filled in. Several small casement windows were added on the north
façade adjacent to the larger double-hung units, date unknown. All shutters are nonhistoric.
9. Roof: The roof at the Murray Apartments is hipped with front and side cross gables. There
is an eyebrow dormer window/attic vent on the front face of the hipped roof that has
been filled in. The roofing is composite shingles. Original roofing was likely cedar shingles.
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C. Description of Interior
1. Floor Plans: The basic interior configuration of the Murray Apartments appears to be
fairly original. The four original fireplaces are no longer functional, but the original
mantels, decorative millwork, and ceramic tile remain. The building contains a foyer,
shared kitchen, laundry, and bathrooms, with six units on the first floor and seven units
on the second floor. Four units (units 1, 3, 8, and 10) have the original fireplaces. Six units
(units 1,3,7,8, 10, and 12) have small non-original kitchenettes. There are shared restrooms,
shower, and laundry facilities. Some of the units have their own wall-mounted sinks.
2. Stairways: The Murray Apartments interior stairs features a curved upper landing with
large wood guardrail. The existing guardrail is original and has a shaped wood handrail
with large wood newel posts and square 1x1 balusters spaced 3” on center. The original
finish was probably stained and varnished. It is currently painted white. The guardrail
measures 28” in height, significantly lower than current code-required height of 42”.
3. Flooring: The floor finishes include original wood floors with individual units generally
having vinyl composition tile (VCT) and carpet.
4. Wall and Ceiling Finishes: Walls and ceilings in the Murray Apartments are finished
with wood lath and plaster. Where new interior walls have been added, they are woodframed with painted gypsum wall board.
5. Openings:
a. Doorways and doors: Many of the original interior doors remain. Extant wood
five-panel doors have their original trim consisting of simple, square-edged
profiles. Most of the doors have been painted.
b. Windows: The interior windows generally retain their wood surrounds.
6. Mechanical Equipment:
a. Lighting: None of the original light fixtures are extant.
b. Plumbing: All of the plumbing fixtures are non-historic.
D. Site
1. Historical Landscape Design: The Murray Apartments was originally moved to its
current location from an unidentified area. Current landscaping is not historically
significant.
PART III. SOURCES OF INFORMATION
A. Architectural Drawings: HABS drawings were prepared by Heritage Architecture &
Planning in July 2017. No additional drawings have been recovered.
B. Early Views: One historic photographic view was available, dated 1950.
C. Interviews: No interviews were conducted for this HABS survey.
D. Selected Sources: Research was conducted at the San Diego History Center, the San Diego
Public Library’s California Room, and the City of San Diego.
E. Likely Sources Not Yet Investigated: Unknown.
F. Supplemental Material: None.
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INDEX OF PHOTOGRAPHS
719 14th Street
San Diego
San Diego County
California
INDEX OF DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS
Photographs by: Thomas Saunders and David Marshall of Heritage Architecture & Planning, May
2017.
EXTERIOR VIEWS
01

WEST ELEVATION SHOWING THE PRIMARY FAÇADE WITH ORIGINAL ENTRY
PORCH.

02

SOUTH FAÇADE SHOWING THE FLARED WOOD CLAPBOARD BASE.

03

EAST ELEVATION SHOWING THE REAR FAÇADE WITH THE NON-ORIGINAL
EXTERIOR STAIRS.

04

NORTH ELEVATION SHOWING THE WOOD FLARED CLAPBOARD BASE. AN
INTERIOR SWINGING CASEMENT WINDOW IS ALSO VISIBLE.

05

WEST ELEVATION VIEW LOOKING EAST AT THE ROOF. THE DECORATIVE
ROOF EAVES AND HALF-TIMBERING ARE VISIBLE.

06

VIEW LOOKING EAST AT THE PRIMARY ELEVATION SHOWING DECORATIVE
WOOD MOLDING BELOW THE FIRST FLOOR WINDOWS.

07

VIEW LOOKING EAST SHOWING A DECORATIVE PORCH COLUMN.

08

VIEW OF THE DECORATIVE PORCH SCREEN AT THE WEST FAÇADE
LOOKING SOUTH. THE PORCH SCREEN SEPARATES THE MAIN ENTRY FROM
THE SECONDARY ENTRY.

09

VIEW OF THE PRIMARY ENTRY DOOR AT THE WEST FAÇADE.

10

VIEW LOOKING EAST AT THE SINGLE HUNG WINDOW BY THE PRIMARY
ENTRY DOOR. THE DECORATIVE WOOD HEADER AND SILL ARE VISIBLE.
THE WINDOW A HAS DIAMOND PATTERN AT THE TOP SASH.

11

LOOKING EAST AT THE SECONDARY ENTRY AT THE FRONT FAÇADE. NOTE
THE ORIGINAL HARDWARE.
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12

DETAIL VIEW LOOKING EAST AT THE IN-FILLED BACLCONY ON THE
PRIMARY FAÇADE. THE NON-ORIGINAL WOOD SLIDERS AND SHUTTERS ARE
VISIBLE.

13

VIEW LOOKING EAST AT A TYPICAL WOOD DOUBLE HUNG WINDOW WITH
A NON-HISTORIC ALUMINUM SCREEN.

14

VIEW LOOKING NORTH AT THE PORCH EAVE. A DECORATIVE PORCH
COLUMN IS ALSO VISIBLE.

15

VIEW LOOKING NORTH AT THE SOUTH FAÇADE BAY WINDOW WITH
DECORATIVE WOOD BULKHEAD. THE ROOF EAVES WITH CURVED ROOF
RAFTER TAILS AND ATTIC VENT ARE ALSO VISIBLE.

16

DETAIL VIEW SHOWING THE NON-ORIGINAL EXTERIOR WOOD STAIRS,
LOOKING WEST.

17

VIEW IN THE ATTIC LOOKING NORTHWEST. THE BRICK CHIMNEY IS VISIBLE
AND SHOWS SIGNS OF SEPARATING.

18

INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING THE ORNATE FIREPLACE.

19

DETAIL VIEW SHOWING AN INTERIOR DOOR AND DECORATIVE WOOD
TRIM.

20

VIEW SHOWING THE INTERIOR SIDE OF THE ENTRY DOOR AND WOOD
WINDOW.

21

VIEW SHOWING THE INTERIOR STAIRS WITH THE WOOD SPINDELS AND
NEWEL POST VISIBLE.

09_Front Door

1D_Porch Window

11_Front Door

12_Window

13_Window

14_Porch Eave

15_Roof Eave

16_Ext Rear Stair Detail

17_Attic

18_F re Place

19_Door T rim

2D_ tnt Door Entry

21 _Sta irs

01_West Elevation

02_South Elevation

03_East Elevation

04_North Elevation

05_Roof Detail

06_ Fron1 Elev Detail

07_Porch Column Detail

08_Porch Screen
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HISTORIC AMERICAN BUILDINGS SURVEY
DAGGETT FAMILY RESIDENCE
Name:

Daggett Family Residence

Location:

721 14th Street, San Diego, CA 92101

Present Owner/Occupant: City of San Diego
Present Use:

The Daggett Family Residence is currently occupied.

Significance:

Completed sometime between 1893 and 1896 for William B. Morris at
2361 (currently 1461) G Street, the Daggett Family Residence was
relocated to its present site at 721 14th Street in 1948 or 1949. The
Daggett Family Residence is locally designated under the City of San
Diego Register of Historical Resources as HRB #403. It achieved its
significance for its architecture as a good example of Queen Anne style
residence constructed during the late 1800s. Although the building has
been moved from its original location and has undergone some
changes over time, the building continues to maintain its primary
architectural details such as a steeply pitched gabled roof, a dominant
front-facing gable, patterned shingles, decorative spindle work, and a
one-story full-length porch which continues along the northerly side
wall. The Daggett Family Residence does not appear to meet the
eligibility requirements for individual listing in the National or State
registers at the local, state, or national level of significance.

Historian:

Eileen Magno, MA, Heritage Architecture & Planning

Project Information:

Written documentation, photographs, and measured drawings were
prepared by Heritage Architecture & Planning.

PART I. HISTORICAL INFORMATION
A. Physical History
1. Date of erection: ca. 1893-1896
2. Architect/Builder: Unknown
3. Original and subsequent owners, occupants, users:
Residential Building Records on this house could not be located. Nevertheless, historical
research and examination of historic photographs indicate that the building was likely
constructed for William B. Norris at 2361 G Street sometime between 1893-1896,
although it may have been earlier. The original location of the building, located near the
southwest corner of G and 14th Streets, was property owned by Norris and was one of
about eleven buildings that were constructed on that block during the 1890s. William
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Norris, a native of Maine, was born in January 1939, and moved to San Diego likely in
1872.
An examination of the 1888 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map did not reveal the presence of
the 721 14th Street building at either its current location or on G Street. However, the
1906 Sanborn Map does show the building at 2361 G Street as a two-story “dwelling” with
basement. An inspection of San Diego City Directories during the 1890s indicates that William
B. Norris, carpenter, is first listed at 2361 G Street in 1897. Norris lived at the 2361 G
Street address from at least 1897 until 1913. After 1913, the 2361 G Street address was
renumbered to become 1461 G Street. This is supported by a 1921 Sanborn Map which
shows the building still at its original location with the new address. In 1914, William and
Flora Norris are listed as living at 1461 G Street. William Norris lived at this address until
his death in September 1917. Norris’ wife Flora continued to live at the 1461 G Street
location until her death in March 1937.
An examination of historic photographs, on file in the San Diego Historical Society
Photographic Archives, in conjunction with Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, indicate that
the 1461 G Street building, was moved to its current location at 721 14th Street, in either
1948 or 1949 despite the fact that the building appears at its current location in a 1940
Sanborn Map. A review of San Diego City Directories indicate that after the death of Flora
Norris in 1937, the home at 1461 G Street was thereafter occupied by two tenants,
suggesting that the home was divided into two units. Between 1939-1944 occupants of the
building included Ralph Peterson (1939-1942), Thomas Castro (1940), Joseph Mendoza
(1941), Joseph Kachmarek (1942), W.A. Brunson and G.T. Denny (1943), and R.C.
Pittsley and A.N. Wolfe (1944). The building was listed as vacant in 1948. Historic aerial
photographs taken in 1937 and 1941 show the 1461 G Street building in its original
location. In 1950, San Diego City Directories first list the 721 14th Street address, with the
occupant listed as C.M. Montgomery.
Based upon the historical record, therefore, the building appears to have been moved to
its 721 14th Street location in 1948 or 1949 by Jack and Eliza Wisner, who, at the time lived
in the 719 14th Street apartment building they owned. This point is strongly supported by
June 11, 1947 agreement between Jack and Eliza Wismer and the City of San Diego
regarding the “moving, construction and alterations” for the “building as living quarters.”
This agreement clearly indicates that the Wismer intended to “move in, construct and alter
a building to living quarter” on Lot H, which at the time did not have street frontage.
From 1952-1955, the 721 14th Street building served tenants Armando Mendoza and
Rober Munos (1952), Robert L. and Charles B. Lane (1953-1954), and Ramon A. Sanchez
and John W. Quigley (1955). Inspection of a 1956 Sanborn Map shows the 719 and 721
14th Street buildings in their current locations, with the 721 14th Street building serving as
“two flats.” Nevertheless, the 1956 San Diego City Directory lists the building as
“apartments” with four units each. The building appears to have accommodated four units
until around 1971 when only one tenant was listed. This seems to have been the case until
1998 when the City Directory once again listed four tenants. The building currently serves
as an apartment building with eight units.
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4. Original plans and construction: No original drawings were located. The building is a
two-story wood-framed multi-family residential building.
5. Alterations and additions:
• 1948-1949 – Building relocated to its present site.
• Building lifted approximately 8-feet to accommodate added storage rooms and
garages below.
• Original rear porch replaced with a larger one.
• Replaced original porch railings and porch floor. Added porch stairs.
• 1970 – Re-roofed.
• Windows replaced with aluminum. Date unknown.
• Enclosure of rear porch and added wood-framed stairs. Date unknown.
B. Historical Context

East Village Historical Background 1

The history of the Bayside and Centre City East areas are inexorably linked to the development of
downtown San Diego and its founder Alonzo Erastus Horton. Horton, who came to San Diego
in 1867, purchased 960 acres of land for $265 for his “New Town” San Diego development.
Horton divided the acres into blocks and lots, a number of which were located in the Bayside and
Centre City East areas. Thus, “Horton’s Addition” was established. Later subdivisions in the area
included “Sherman’s Addition” and “Remondino’s Subdivision of Sherman’s Addition.”
During the 1860s and 1870s, the Bayside area, then known as “South San Diego,” relied heavily
upon the wharf established at the foot of Fifth Avenue. Prior to the establishment of Horton’s
Wharf, a few warehouse structures were located along the bay, but none remain today. These early
businesses transported stored grain, honey, and other products. They also received incoming
shipments of lumber, iron, ore, and other necessities from other parts of the nation. In 1869,
McDonald’s store (later known as the San Diego Lumber Company) was erected at Sixth Avenue
and L Street. Lumber, floated [through] the bay from Northern California and Oregon was pulled
from the bay by Native Americans and stacked at the lumber company building, which was erected
on redwood planks in order to protect the wood from muddy soil. In 1872, Bailey’s Foundry (later
known as San Diego Foundry) was constructed at the corner of 8th Avenue and M Street (now
Imperial). This business provided much of the structural ironwork for businesses and commercial
buildings in the Gaslamp Quarter.
During the 1880s, New Town San Diego businesses spread north to H Street (renamed Market
Street), which was at the time considered the main cross road. Commercial growth was centered
on Fifth Avenue and Market Street. Ultimately, San Diego expanded to D Street (renamed
Broadway) and beyond as merchants moved northward. With the coming of the railroad, Horton
and other prominent business leaders lobbied for a railroad link which would facilitate
transportation to this area. In 1885, the California Southern Railroad, a subsidiary of the Atchison,
Topeka, and Sante Fe line, established tracks into San Diego from the north. This line greatly
increased San Diego’s population in the late 1880s. A later link with the Southern Pacific Railroad

Excerpt from Scott Moomjian, “East Village Historical Overview” in the City of San Diego’s “Revised Draft East Village Combined
Historical Property Survey Report, 2005.”
1
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along the United States/Mexico border proved beneficial as well, particularly to the Bayside and
Centre City East areas. San Diegans longed for an eastern railroad terminus.
With the 1885 railroad connection [from the north], an influx of newcomers to the San Diego area
sparked a four- year building boom. In the Bayside and Centre City East area, simple Victorian
single-family cottages were erected on 16th and 17th [Streets] to accommodate laborers, porters,
clerks, and other blue collar workers. The Rood Rental cottage, Bay View Hotel, Sheldon House
and Joseph Ireland Building are examples of Victorian structures built during the boom. Standard
Iron Works erected its manufacturing business on the corner of 7th Avenue and L Street, and the
Silver Gate Warehouse, owned by local entrepreneur John Ginty, was constructed on 8th Avenue
and M Street (renamed Imperial).
In 1886, the San Diego Gas Company enlarged its gas operations. The company, which had started
from modest beginnings on 9th Avenue between M and N Streets (Imperial and Commercial) in
1881, expanded in order to supply the needs of San Diego’s growing residential and business
community. The San Diego Gas Company built a new electric generating plant at 10th Avenue and
M (Imperial) adjacent to the old gas plant. In 1887, the San Diego Gas and Electric Light Company
was incorporated as the successor to the San Diego Gas Company and began supplying electricity
for arc lights on a sundown to midnight basis in downtown San Diego. After the bust of 1889, the
gas and electric company found it could easily service the utility needs of San Diego with existing
equipment. Therefore, no new major additions were made to the plant until 1905.
After 1900, businesses chose the Centre City East area from which to conduct operations due to
the area’s proximity to the railroad tracks and the wharf. San Diego’s commercial center continued
to expand as harbor facilities and the city’s population grew. [Many] types of commercial structures
were built south of Broadway and along the water’s edge. Warehouses, manufacturing centers,
bars, restaurants, laundries, and hotels all provided services and goods for city residents and
businesses. The entire area south of Broadway from the water eastward was a large commercial
center for the city.
Businesses anticipated the creation of a much needed railroad line that would link San Diego to
Arizona and then eastward across the southern part of the United States. It was believed that such
a line would encourage the exchange of goods between the West and East Coasts of the United
States through Yuma. In 1905, the Southern Pacific Railroad desired to break the Sante Fe
Railroad’s monopoly. Southern Pacific Railroad officials approached sugar magnate and San Diego
businessman, John D, Spreckels to act as the “front man” for an operation that would build the
railroad from San Diego to Arizona. Although the San Diego and Eastern Arizona Railroad would
not be completed until 1919, railroad line and commercial speculation drew local businessmen to
the Centre City East area.
The Second World War affected the area as it did the entire country. A surge of activity occurred
in the Centre City East area. Very few structures were constructed during the war years, and
although little new construction took place during the early 1940s, many of the Centre City East
buildings were drafted into service. The Schiefer & Sons factory, located at 371 8 th Avenue, was
used by the Standard Parachute Corporation from 1941-1945. Although no longer in existence,
the Standard Parachute Corporation also used the building located at 304 11th Avenue as a supply
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stockroom from 1943-1948. In addition, the San Diego Machine Company, an airplane parts
manufacturer, operated from 345 15th Street from 1934-1958. During the war years, the San Diego
Gas and Electric Company had all new utility extensions put on hold, since copper wire and steel
pipe were in short supply.
During and after the Second World War, as suburbs developed, many businesses relocated to
newer communities where land was cheaper and buyers more plentiful. The amount of people
residing in the Centre City area also declined, resulting in less local support of goods produced by
the downtown businesses. From the late 1970s to the present, Centre City East has slowly became
revitalized with the development of the Gaslamp Quarter, which has brought new businesses and
life into the old industrial area. The opening of Petco Park in East Village in 2004 also helped
spur redevelopment within the community.

Residential Patterns in 1906 2

The turn-of-the-century period in East Village is characterized by home ownership expanding
to the working classes. Live-in servants were becoming less prevalent (especially for the middle
class) and housing styles in general were simplifying under Progressive ideals of good
government through universal suffrage and political reform. During this period, it was widely
thought that many urban ills brought on by industrialization and unbridled capitalism could be
resolved through elevating the lower classes into the middle class through home ownership. As
a result, unprecedented attention was given to housing design, production, and financing
instruments.
In San Diego, the 1906 Sanborn Map reflects these wider national trends, as well as local
economic recovery and continued urban expansion due to railroad-related in-migration.
Population growth is evident in residential patterns that clearly reflect denser living conditions
more characteristic of cities than of towns or villages. Hotels and boarding establishments have
a diminished presence in East Village, while apartments or rooms-to-rent are now dispersed
throughout the expanded business district between Fourth and Seventh Avenues. Many of these
residential uses are located on the second or third floors of business blocks, strengthening the
trend noticed on the 1888 Sanborn Map.
While single family residential development had spread eastward to 19th Street, representing
incipient development in Sherman Heights, several blocks of sparsely developed land remained
between 16th and 18th Streets. Conversely, many single family residences between 8th Avenue
and 12th Avenue, now Park Boulevard, have been converted to multi-family accommodations,
indicating an interest in living quarters within walking distance of the business center of the city.
Less change is obvious south of I Street, where modest cottages continued to fill in previously
platted parcels. The node of boarding houses at 7th and K, however, was no longer evident,
reflecting both the eastward spread of the warehouse district and the rise of modest living
arrangements elsewhere in the city.

2

City of San Diego’s “Revised Draft East Village Combined Historical Property Survey Report, 2005.”
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Building History3

Residential Building Records on this building could not be located. Nevertheless, historical
research and examination of historic photographs indicate that the building was likely constructed
for William B. Norris at 2361 G Street sometime between 1893-1896, although it may have been
earlier. The original location of the building, located near the southwest corner of G and 14th
Streets, was property owned by Norris and was one of about eleven buildings that were
constructed on that block during the 1890s. William Norris, a native of Maine, was born in January
1939, and moved to San Diego likely in 1872.
An examination of the 1888 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map did not reveal the presence of the 721
14th Street building at either its current location or along G Street. However, the 1906 Sanborn
Map does show the building at 2361 G Street as a two-story “dwelling” with basement. An
inspection of San Diego City Directories during the 1890s indicates that William B. Norris, carpenter,
is first listed at 2361 G Street in 1897. Norris lived at the 2361 G Street address from at least 1897
until 1913. After 1913, the 2361 G Street address was renumbered to become 1461 G Street. This
is supported by a 1921 Sanborn Map which shows the building still at its original location with the
new address. In 1914, William and Flora Norris are listed as living at 1461 G Street. William Norris
lived at this address until his death in September 1917. Norris’ wife Flora continued to live at the
1461 G Street location until her death in March 1937.
An examination of historic photographs, on file in the San Diego Historical Society Photographic
Archives, in conjunction with Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, indicate that the 1461 G Street
building, was moved to its current location at 721 14th Street, in either 1948 or 1949/9 despite
the fact that the building appears at its current location in a 1940 Sanborn Map. A review of San
Diego City Directories indicate that after the death of Flora Norris in 1937, the home at 1461 G Street
was thereafter occupied by two tenants, suggesting that the home was divided into two units.
Between 1939-1944, occupants of the building included Ralph Peterson (1939-1942), Thomas
Castro (1940), Joseph Mendoza (1941), Joseph Kachmarek (1942), W.A. Brunson and G.T. Denny
(1943), and R.C. Pittsley and A.N. Wolfe (1944). The building was listed as vacant in 1948. Historic
aerial photographs taken in 1937 and 1941 show the 1461 G Street building in its original location.
In 1950, San Diego City Directories first list the 721 14th Street address, with the occupant listed as
C.M. Montgomery.
Based upon the historical record, therefore, the building appears to have been moved to its 721
14th Street location in 1948 or 1949 by Jack and Eliza Wisner, who, at the time lived in the 719
14th Street apartment building they owned. This point is strongly supported by June 11, 1947
agreement between Jack and Eliza Wismer and the City of San Diego regarding the “moving,
construction and alterations” for the “building as living quarters.” This agreement clearly indicates
that the Wismer intended to “move in, construct and alter a building to living quarter” on Lot H,
which at the time did not have street frontage.
From 1952-1955, the 721 14th Street building served tenants Armando Mendoza and Rober Munos
(1952), Robert L. and Charles B. Lane (1953-1954), and Ramon A. Sanchez and John W. Quigley
(1955). Inspection of a 1956 San born Map shows the 719 and721 14th Street buildings in the
Office of Marie Burke Lia, Attorney at Law, “Historical Assessment of the 719 & 721 14 th Street Buildings, San Diego,
California 92101.” Prepared for Mr. Shel Kulick. January 2000.
3
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current locations, with the 721 14th Street building serving as “two flats.” Nevertheless, the 1956
San Diego City Directory list the building as “apartments” with four units each. The building
appears to have accommodated four units until around 1971 when only one tenant was listed. This
seems to have been the case until 1998 when the City Directory once again listed four tenants.
The building currently serves as an apartment building with eight units.
PART II. ARCHITECTURAL INFORMATION
A. General Statement
1. Architectural character: The two-story Daggett Family Residence was designed in the
Queen Anne Victorian style. The exterior of the building is clad with 9” horizontal wood
drop siding.
2. Condition of fabric: The general condition of the Daggatt Family Residence is good and
the exterior of the building retains a good degree of historical integrity, including original
walls, siding, front porch, cladding, and decorative features. The interior of the building
still retains the original stairs with wood balustrade and newel post on the first floor; four
original cast plaster ceiling medallions; interior wood trim including baseboards, window
trim, and door trim; and original plaster walls and ceilings. The interior of the building is
in fair condition.
B. Description of Exterior
1. Overall Dimensions: The building has a rectangular footprint. The overall dimension of
the building is approximately 25’x58’. The first floor is 1,270 SF and the second floor is
808 SF.
2. Foundations: The Daggett Family Residence foundation is not original since the building
was moved to its present site in the 1940s. The existing foundation is cast-in-place concrete
with wood floor joists. It appears that the building was raised when it was relocated. There
is currently a large crawl space below the building that is accessible through a small door
on the south side of the building beneath the porch as well as two added garages.
3. Walls: The Daggett Family Residence has wood-framed walls. The exterior walls are clad
with 9” horizontal wood siding. The interior walls are lath and plaster and gypsum board.
4. Structural systems, framing: The roof, walls, and floors of the Daggett Family Residence
are wood-framed.
5. Porches, stoops, balconies, bulkheads: The front porch retains many of the original
decorative elements which are character-defining features of the house. The original
wood-shingled mansard roof, spandrel detailing, decorative brackets, and turned wood
posts remain. The existing porch railing, porch floor, and porch stairs are not historic. The
existing rear porch was apparently added to the building when it was moved to its present
site in 1948 or 1949. The detailing of the roof on the existing porch matches the detailing
of the existing house very closely, making it difficult to distinguish it as a later addition. In
recent years, however, the rear porch has been altered to enclose the previously open sides,
creating a small apartment (unit D). The added walls include smaller windows and trim
which detract from the historical character of the building. New wood-framed stairs have
also been added to provide rear egress from the raised first floor level.
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6. Chimneys: The original brick chimney at the Daggett Family Residence has been
abandoned and cut short to eliminate the projection above the roofline.
7. Doorways and Doors: The exterior doors of the Daggett Family Residence have all been
replaced.
8. Windows: The original wood windows at the Daggett Family Residence have been
replaced with aluminum units with the exception of one existing wood double-hung
window on the second floor of the south façade.
9. Roof: The roof is gabled with a prominent and ornately decorated front facing gable. The
roofing is composite shingles which appear to be more than ten years old and in fair
condition. A flat roof is located over the front porch. The porch roof has a wood-shingled
mansard with decorative shaped shingles that match the shingles on the gable ends of the
main roof. It is likely that the roof above the porch once had a widow’s walk railing or
decorative cresting. The upper roof ridge may have had wood or cast-iron cresting as well.
C. Description of Interior
1. Floor Plans: The building was originally constructed as a single-family residence. The
interior has been adapted initially for two units and now contains ten small dwelling units.
2. Stairways: The Daggett Family Residence interior stairs are carpeted with wood handrails,
newel post, and balusters. The second floor guardrail has been replaced with a non-historic
wood lattice rail.
3. Flooring: The floors are generally vinyl and carpet.
4. Wall and Ceiling Finishes: Walls and ceiling in the Daggett Family Residence are
finished with wood lath and plaster.
5. Openings:
a. Doorways and doors: Some of the original interior doors, including transom
windows and trim, remain. Most of the doors have been painted.
6. Mechanical Equipment:
a. Lighting: None of the original light fixtures are extant.
b. Plumbing: All of the plumbing fixtures are non-historic.
D. Site
1. Historical Landscape Design: The Daggett Family Residence was originally constructed
in a residential setting facing G Street. The historic landscape design is no longer extant.
PART III. SOURCES OF INFORMATION
A. Architectural Drawings: HABS drawings were prepared by Heritage Architecture &
Planning in July 2017. No additional drawings have been recovered.
B. Early Views: One historic photographic view was available, dated 1950.
C. Interviews: No interviews were conducted for this HABS survey.
D. Selected Sources: Research was conducted at the San Diego History Center and the San
Diego Public Library’s California Room.
E. Likely Sources Not Yet Investigated: Unknown.
F. Supplemental Material: None.
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California
INDEX OF DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS
Photographs by: Thomas Saunders and David Marshall of Heritage Architecture & Planning, May
2017.
EXTERIOR VIEWS
01

LOOKING EAST AT THE PRIMARY FAÇADE. THE DEORATIVE PORCH
CANOPY, ROOF EAVE, AND ROOF RAFTERS ARE ALL VISIBLE.

02

THE SOUTH FAÇADE SHOWING THE WOOD SIDING. THE CRAWLSPACE
VENTS AND CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE STEM WALL ARE ALSO VISIBLE.

03

VIEW LOOKING NORTHWEST AT THE REAR ELEVATION.

04

LOOKING SOUTHWEST AT THE NORTH ELEVATION.

05

LOOKING EAST AT THE PRIMARY FAÇADE SHOWING THE PORCH AND
FRONT DOOR.

06

DETAIL VIEW OF THE DECORATIVE PORCH MANSARD-STYLE ROOF WITH
HALF-COVE WOOD SHINGLES.

07

DETAIL VIEW SHOWING THE ORNATE ROOF EAVE AND CURVED FASCIA.
ALSO SHOWN ARE THE HALF-COVE WOOD SHINGLES, AND WOOD SPINDELS
AT THE WINDOW HEADERS.

08

DETAIL VIEW LOOKING NORTHWEST AT A COLUMN CAPITOL, WITH
DECORATIVE WOOD BRACKETS.

09

VIEW LOOKING SOUTH AT THE UNDERSIDE OF THE PORCH ROOF.

10

DETAIL VIEW LOOKING AT THE BASE OF A PORCH COLUMN.

11

DETAIL VIEW LOOKING EAST AT THE UNDERSIDE OF THE PORCH BEAM.
THE BRACKETS, SPINDELS, AND WOOD DETAILING ARE VISIBLE.

12

DETAIL VIEW LOOKING EAST AT A PORCH EAVE BRACKET.

13

DETAIL VIEW OF A TYPICAL PAIR OF DOUBLE-HUNG WOOD WINDOWS. THE
WINDOWS HAVE SINGLE-HUNG, FIXED ALUMINUM REPLACEMENT
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WINDOWS AND A/C UNIT INSTALLED. NOTE THE DECORATIVE WOOD
HEADER AND SILL.
14

DETAIL VIEW OF A DECORATIVE WOOD WINDOW HEADER ON THE WEST
FAÇADE.

15

DETAIL VIEW LOOKING NORTH AT THE ROOF EAVE. A DECORATIVE WOOD
EAVE BRACKET AND BAND OF HALF-COVE WOOD SHINGLES ARE ALSO
VISIBLE.

16

DETAIL VIEW LOOKING NORTH AT A BAND OF HALF-COVE WOOD
SHINGLES.

17

VIEW OF THE ENTRY FROM THE INTERIOR SIDE SHOWING THE
DECORATIVE DOOR AND TRANSOM WINDOW TRIM.

18

VIEW OF THE INTERIOR STAIRS WITH THE DECORATIVE WOOD NEWEL
POST VISIBLE.

19

DETAIL VIEW SHOWING THE DECORATIVE INTERIOR WOOD WINDOW
TRIM.

20

DETAIL VIEW SHOWING A TYPICAL INTERIOR DOOR AND WOOD TRIM.

01_West Elevation

02_South Elevation

03_West Elevation

04_North Elevation

OS_Porch

06_Porch Eave Detail

07_Roof Eave Detail

08_Porch Detail

09_Porch Detail

10_Column Base Detail

11_Column Top Detail

12_Wood Eave Bracket Detaill

13_Window

14_Window Head

1S_Roof Eave

·•u mo
16_Wall Detail

17_ Entry Hallway

18_Entry Hall Stairs

19_ Window Trim
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Murray Apartments Relocation & Rehabilitation

TREATMENT PLAN
September 20, 2017

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The Murray Apartments is locally designated under the City of San Diego Register of Historical
Resources as HRB #404. It is a good example of a Queen Anne style residence constructed in 1903.
It is located at 719 14th Street, San Diego, California, 92101. The building has been moved from its
original location and has undergone some changes, but the building maintains its primary architectural
details. The Murray Apartments is currently used for multi-family housing. The owner, the City of San
Diego, is proposing to relocate the house as part of the East Village Green project, to the south side
of F Street between 14th and 15th Streets. 721 14th Street will be moved at the same time and will be
relocated to a parcel adjacent to the Murray Apartments. Once relocated, the Murray Apartments will
undergo exterior rehabilitation per The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties and will be leased or sold. This Treatment Plan describes the proposed relocation and exterior
rehabilitation work.

Figure 1: Street facade of the Murray Apartments.
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INTRODUCTION:
The implementation of this Treatment Plan for the relocation and exterior rehabilitation of the Murray
Apartments will be facilitated by a qualified historic structure mover. Construction Observation
services will be provided by the Project Architect/Historic Architect/Monitor, Heritage Architecture
& Planning. The project will be completed in accordance with the mitigation, monitoring, and
reporting program for this project. This Treatment Plan is accompanied by HABS drawings which
depict the current floor plans and exterior elevations of the house. Construction documents for the
exterior rehabilitation of the building are not yet complete, but since no alterations are planned other
than restoration of missing features and removal on non-historic modifications, the HABS drawings
and the treatments noted in this document should suffice, pending approval of drawings during the
plan check process.
RELOCATION/REHABILITATION PROCEDURES:
The Murray Apartments will be moved to a vacant lot on the same block, adjacent to and east of the
historic Mattie Bearns House. As part of the move, the Murray Apartments will be rotated 90° east
(clockwise) to face F Street. The mover will outline the details of the schedule and sequence of the
move as well as the means by which the house will be braced for the relocation. The Historic
Architect/Monitor and City staff shall approve the plan prior to the relocation date.
Monitoring: Construction monitoring shall be provided during the relocation process. Following each
site visit, the Monitor shall provide a Consultant Site Visit Record summarizing the field conditions
and any recommendations for compliance with The Standards.
After the completion of grading work and a new foundation on the new site, the Murray Apartments
will be moved. It is anticipated that the move of the Murray Apartments will consist of the steps listed
below:
1. The building will be moved in one piece, so no cutting or dismantling above the foundation
walls will occur.
2. Exterior door and window openings will not need to be braced. Only the area around the four
fireplaces are expected to require supplemental bracing.
3. Some items will need to be removed prior to the relocation. These include the non-historic
cast-concrete foundation walls, three brick chimneys, parts of the fireplaces, and the nonhistoric rear stairs.
4. The original chimney bricks, which are only exposed above the roofline, will be transported
to the new site. Reconstruction will incorporate salvaged or new matching bricks.
5. The front steps may be modified at the new site based on historical evidence.
6. No new openings in the walls or roof are anticipated.
7. Steel beams will be used under the building to raise and support the structure during relocation.
The final number and configuration of beams will depend on the existing floor joists and if
they are full length or spliced.
8. The moving company expects to use rolling dollies. Once the building has been raised and can
be weighed, the exact number of dollies will be determined. A truck will then transport the
Murray Apartments.
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9. The proposed route of the move is north on 14th Street then west on F Street to the destination
site.

Figure 2: Aerial photo showing the current and proposed sites.

Source: Google Maps

The future use of the rehabilitated building has not yet been identified, but the building may change
its occupancy classification from residential depending on the desires of a future owner or tenant.
Some exterior changes will likely occur in order to provide disabled access to the building, such as
adding a wheelchair ramp. As a designated resource, modifications to the Murray Apartments must
be in compliance with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (The
Standards), specifically the Standards for Rehabilitation. Additional review and approval by the City of San
Diego’s Development Services Department and the Historical Resources Board will be required for
any future exterior alterations.
The scope of the interior rehabilitation is not known at this time. The interior is not included in the
local designation. The City of San Diego and Civic San Diego will not be responsible for future interior
improvements. If feasible, depending on the eventual interior layout, representative examples of
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character-defining interior features will be preserved and re-used in the rehabilitated building, such as
paneled doors, decorative woodwork, fireplaces, and built-in cabinetry.
PREPARATION, RELOCATION, & REHABILITATION REQUIREMENTS:
1. Preparation of the Structure Prior to Relocation:
Coordination Meeting & Monitoring: Prior to the start of any work the Project
Architect/Historic Architect/Monitor shall meet on site with the moving contractor to review
the scope of demolition, removal, salvage, temporary shoring, and relocation. Through the
course of all work, the moving contractor shall notify the Historic Architect/Monitor of
discovery of any architectural elements on site. The Historic Architect/Monitor shall evaluate
the significance of such material prior to determining the appropriate treatment in compliance
with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
All salvaged items will be stored on labeled and wrapped pallets and secured in a weathertight, lockable, steel container that will be located at the new site adjacent to the building.
Construction monitoring shall be provided prior to preparation of the building for relocation.
The Construction Monitor shall provide a Consultant Site Visit Record summarizing the field
conditions and any recommendations for compliance with The Standards.
Temporary Shoring: The moving contractor shall provide and maintain necessary shoring to
protect and stabilize the building during the relocation. Means and methods for temporary
shoring will be determined by the moving contractor and the implementation of these
procedures shall occur only after review by the Historic Architect/Monitor. The mover shall
outline any proposed attachment points for anchors or beams. Historic siding or trim affected
by the attachment of temporary shoring shall be removed prior to installation of shoring,
catalogued, labeled and securely stored.
Windows: All window shall be protected by plywood prior to relocation. The windows shall
be covered with ¾” exterior grade plywood installed without causing damage to the existing
historic window sashes, frames, or trim.
Doors: All doors shall be protected by plywood prior to relocation. The doors shall be covered
with ¾” exterior grade plywood installed without causing damage to the existing historic
doors, frames, or trim.
Chimneys: Prior to relocation, the three historic brick chimneys shall be disassembled. Prior
to disassembly, the chimneys shall be measured and photo documented. All documentation
will be submitted to the City for review and approval prior to removal of the chimneys. The
brick shall be catalogued, salvaged, and stored for reinstallation at the new site. The color,
tooling, and composition of the historic mortar will be determined from salvaged samples and
the new mortar will match.
Front Porch: The front porch, including the porch steps, floor, T&G ceiling, trim, posts, and
decorative brackets shall be protected in place and securely shored in order to facilitate the
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relocation. After the move, the non-historic porch enclosure will be removed to recreate the
original open porch.
2. Protection Measures at the New Site:
Security: At the new site, plywood will be maintained over all ground floor window and door
openings. Monitoring and visual inspection of the exterior of the building will be provided by
City or Civic San Diego personnel until the building is sold or reoccupied. All salvaged items
will be stored on labeled and wrapped pallets and secured in a weather-tight, lockable, steel
container that will be located at the site adjacent to the building.
Mothballing: Until the Murray Apartments’ exterior has been successfully rehabilitated, it shall
be securely mothballed. Mothballing essentially means closing up the building temporarily to
protect it from weather and vandalism. Mothballing would include adequately eliminating and
controlling pests, protecting the interior from moisture, providing adequate security, ensuring
adequate interior ventilation, and following a maintenance and monitoring plan to ensure that
the house is adequately secured and routinely inspected. Mothballing will follow the
recommendations in National Park Service Preservation Brief 31: Mothballing Historic
Buildings, which is attached to the end of this document.
Monitoring: Construction monitoring shall be provided to ensure that the building is securely
stored and adequately mothballed at the new site. The Monitor shall complete a Consultant
Site Visit Record summarizing the field conditions and any recommendations for compliance
with The Standards.
3. Building Rehabilitation:
Following the relocation of the Murray Apartments, the exterior of the structure will be
rehabilitated and repaired in accordance with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation.
Construction Monitoring: Periodic construction monitoring shall be provided during the
rehabilitation process. Following periodic site visits, the Construction Monitor shall provide a
Consultant Site Visit Record summarizing the field conditions and any recommendations for
compliance with The Standards. Refer to the Monitoring Plan.
Rehabilitation Design: The future rehabilitation of the building shall be completed in
accordance with The Standards. The design team includes a Historic Architect that meets the
Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards. The rehabilitation design will
require review and approval by the City of San Diego’s Development Services Department
and the Historical Resources Board staff and/or Design Assistance Subcommittee.
REHABILITATION RECOMMENDATIONS:
The following is a list of the general Rehabilitation Recommendations for the Murray Apartments in
compliance with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.
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Roof:
 The current composite shingle roofing and metal flashing are in fair to poor condition and will
be replaced. New composite shingles will simulate the look of natural cedar shingles that were
likely the 1903 roof cladding.
Exterior Walls:
 Patch holes, retain and repair deteriorated wood siding, and prime and repaint the building
using the historic color scheme or a scheme appropriate to the building’s period and style.
 Remove all surface-mounted pipes and electrical conduit from the exterior walls. (Future
plumbing and electrical will be installed on the interior.)
 Remove non-historic security lights and exposed wires.
Front Porch:
 The non-historic porch enclosure, including of four large windows, shall be removed to
recreate the original open porch and bay window. The remaining west exterior wall, windows,
and front doors will be retained and restored. Missing windows will be reconstructed.
 Re-open the two previously enclosed arched openings in the porch wall. Replicate missing
spindles are required.
 Remove and replace damaged wall cladding and non-historic flooring.
 The wood entry steps will likely require modification to fit the new site. Any new stairs shall
match the original design and materials.
 A new wheelchair accessible ramp or lift will be added to the side of the building to provide
ADA access to the first floor. The design will be submitted for HRB review and approval in
during the construction document phase.
Second Floor Addition:
 The non-historic addition at the west end of the second floor, above the front porch, should
be removed to recreate the original facade and bay window. The remaining west exterior wall
and windows will be retained and restored. Missing windows will be reconstructed.
Foundation Walls:
 The building relocation will require the removal of the existing, non-historic cast-concrete
foundation and stem walls as well as construction of a new foundation system. The current
cast-concrete foundation walls will be replaced with new faux-stone CMU to simulate the
likely historic appearance. The new foundation blocks are proposed to be manufactured by
Classic Rock Face Block in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Chimneys:
 The original three chimneys will be documented, dismantled, and transported to the new site.
Reconstruction will incorporate salvaged or new matching bricks.
 The reconstructed chimneys will be seismically retrofitted.
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Windows:
 Replace broken glass with restoration glass.
 Restore existing historic windows to working condition and add weather-stripping.
 Remove the three non-original windows (based on their odd locations and simplified detailing)
on the north wall adjacent to the double-hung units and patch the siding with matching
clapboards.
 Two small eastern-most windows on the north wall are in closets and have a shaft wall that
bisects them. We recommend replacing the current modified sashes with full width fixed glass
sashes.
 Several windows on the rear (east) façade and the two attic windows have been covered with
plywood and will be restored.
Exterior Doors:
 Restore the existing front doors and hardware.
 Replace the non-historic rear doors with appropriate wood panel door reproductions. Install
ADA compliant door hardware with a bronze finish.
Interior:
While the interior is not a part of the current scope of work, the following recommendations are
provided to guide the new owners or tenants once they are able to proceed with
restoration/rehabilitation.
 Historic doors should be retained and restored.
 Remove carpet and vinyl flooring and restore and refinish original wood flooring.
 Maintain existing lath and plaster wall and ceiling finishes where feasible. Where new walls are
required, match the existing plaster where feasible.
 Restore and reuse remaining historic lighting and switches where feasible.
 Restore and reuse historic features such as stairs, guardrails, fireplace, beams, built-ins, trim,
and finishes.
 On wood features, remove non-historic overpaint and restore original stain and varnish finish.
Mechanical, Plumbing, and Electrical Systems:
 Not in the current scope. Remaining fixtures will be retained pending future upgrades.
Additions:
 In accordance with The Standards, new additions shall not destroy historic materials, features,
and spatial relationships that characterize the property. They should be differentiated from the
historic construction and compatible in materials, features, size, scale, proportion, and
massing. They should also be constructed in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the
essential form and integrity of the building would be unimpaired. No additions are currently
proposed for the Murray Apartments.
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SUMMARY OF EXISTING HISTORIC FEATURES:
This multi-family building in East Village, constructed during the early development of the area, retains
a high degree of historical integrity. Remaining historical features that should be preserved and
restored per The Standards include:
Exterior:
 Cross-gable roof (originally clad in wood shingles).
 Wood wall clapboard siding.
 Wood windows (typically double hung).
 Angled bay windows.
 Wood doors, paneled and some with glazing.
 Front porch posts and brackets.
 Brick chimneys.
 Exterior trim and decorative elements (curved fascia, half-timbering, eave brackets, etc.).
Interior:
The interior of the Murray Apartments also retains some historical integrity. Existing historic interior
features include:
 Wood floors and baseboards.
 Wood trim and molding.
 Five-panel wood doors.
 L-shaped staircase with wood pickets and newel posts.
 Four brick fireplaces with tile, hearth, and mantle.
Non-Historic Features:
The Murray Apartments retains a high degree of historical integrity. Only a few minor alterations have
been completed since the building’s construction in 1903. Non-historic exterior features are limited
to the porch enclosure, second floor enclosure, and rear egress stairway. The existing composite
shingle roofing is also not original. All of other existing features and finishes on the exterior of the
building, other than three small windows, are original and contribute to the historical character of the
building.
The only apparent interior alterations (other than missing trim, new flooring, and overpaint) are
remodels to the kitchens and bathrooms.
SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES:
Any work undertaken on the historic Murray Apartments, including the proposed relocation and
subsequent rehabilitation, shall be completed in compliance with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
for the Treatment of Historic Properties (The Standards). There are separate standards for acquisition,
protection, stabilization, preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction. Rehabilitation
has been identified as the appropriate treatment for the Murray Apartments due to a potential change
in use. Rehabilitation is defined as “the process of returning a property to a state of utility, through
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repair or alteration, which makes possible an efficient contemporary use while preserving those
portions and features of the property which are significant to its historic, architectural, and cultural
values.” The ten standards for rehabilitation are:
Rehabilitation Standards
1.
A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change to
the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.
2.
The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials or
alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
3.
Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a
false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other
buildings, shall not be undertaken.
4.
Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their own right
shall be retained and preserved.
5.
Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
historic property shall be preserved.
6.
Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration
requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture,
and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be
substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
7.
Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall not be
used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means
possible.
8.
Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such resources
must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.
9.
New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with
the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its
environment.
10.
New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be
unimpaired.
The City of San Diego will use The Standards as a guideline for confirming the appropriateness of
proposed rehabilitation work for the building. Rehabilitation work and proposed alterations and
modifications to the building will also need to comply with the current (2013) California Building
Code and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Additionally, since the Murray Apartments is a
designated historical resource, the provisions of the California Historical Building Code are also
applicable to all future relocation and rehabilitation work.
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Daggett Family Residence Relocation & Rehabilitation

TREATMENT PLAN
September 20, 2017

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The Daggett Family Residence is locally designated under the City of San Diego Register of Historical
Resources as HRB #403. It is a good example of Queen Anne Victorian architectural style with some
characteristics of the Stick style. The residence was constructed sometime between 1893 and 1896. It
is located at 721 14th Street, San Diego, California, 92101. The building has been moved from its
original location and has undergone some changes, but the building maintains its primary architectural
details. The Daggett Family Residence is currently used for multi-family housing. The owner, the City
of San Diego, is proposing to relocate the house as part of the East Village Green project, to the south
side of F Street between 14th and 15th Streets. 719 14th Street will be moved at the same time and will
be relocated to a parcel adjacent to the Daggett Family Residence. Once relocated, the Daggett Family
Residence will undergo exterior rehabilitation per The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment
of Historic Properties and will be leased or sold. This Treatment Plan describes the proposed relocation
and exterior rehabilitation work.

Figure 1: West facade of the Daggett Family Residence.
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INTRODUCTION:
The implementation of this Treatment Plan for the relocation and exterior rehabilitation of the
Daggett Family Residence will be facilitated by a qualified historic structure mover. Construction
Observation services will be provided by the Project Architect/Historic Architect/Monitor, Heritage
Architecture & Planning. The project will be completed in accordance with the mitigation, monitoring,
and reporting program for this project. This Treatment Plan is accompanied by HABS drawings which
depict the current floor plans and exterior elevations of the house. Construction documents for the
exterior rehabilitation of the building are not yet complete, but since no alterations are planned other
than restoration of missing features and removal on non-historic modifications, the HABS drawings
and the treatments noted in this document should suffice, pending approval of drawings during the
plan check process.
RELOCATION/REHABILITATION PROCEDURES:
The Daggett Family Residence will be moved to a vacant lot on the same block, adjacent to and east
of the historic Mattie Bearns House. As part of the move, the Daggett Family Residence will be rotated
90° east (clockwise) to face F Street. The mover will outline the details of the schedule and sequence
of the move as well as the means by which the house will be braced for the relocation. The Historic
Architect/Monitor and City staff shall approve the plan prior to the relocation date.
Monitoring: Construction monitoring shall be provided during the relocation process. Following each
site visit, the Monitor shall provide a Consultant Site Visit Record summarizing the field conditions
and any recommendations for compliance with The Standards.
After the completion of grading work and a new foundation on the new site, the Daggett Family
Residence will be moved. It is anticipated that the move of the Daggett Family Residence will consist
of the steps listed below:
1. The building will be moved in one piece, so no cutting or dismantling above the foundation
walls will occur.
2. Exterior door and window openings will not need to be braced. No chimneys or fireplaces are
intact to require supplemental bracing.
3. Some items will need to be removed prior to the relocation. These include the non-historic
cast-concrete foundation walls, a chimney remnant in the crawlspace, and the non-historic
front steps and rear stairs.
4. The original chimney bricks in the basement will be removed.
5. New front steps will be constructed at the new site based on historical evidence and
precedence.
6. No new openings in the walls or roof are anticipated, other than restoring previously removed
windows.
7. Steel beams will be used under the building to raise and support the structure during relocation.
The final number and configuration of beams will depend on the existing floor joists and if
they are full length or spliced.
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8. The moving company expects to use rolling dollies. Once the building has been raised and can
be weighed, the exact number of dollies will be determined. A truck will then transport the
Daggett Family Residence.
9. The proposed route of the move is north on 14th Street then west on F Street to the destination
site.

Figure 2: Aerial photo showing the current and proposed sites.

Source: Google Maps

The future use of the rehabilitated building has not yet been identified, but the building may change
its occupancy classification from residential depending on the desires of a future owner or tenant.
Some exterior changes will likely occur in order to provide disabled access to the building, such as
adding a wheelchair ramp. As a designated resource, modifications to the Daggett Family Residence
must be in compliance with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (The
Standards), specifically the Standards for Rehabilitation. Additional review and approval by the City of San
Diego’s Development Services Department and the Historical Resources Board will be required for
any future exterior alterations.
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The scope of the interior rehabilitation is not known at this time. The interior is not included in the
local designation. The City of San Diego and Civic San Diego will not be responsible for future interior
improvements. If feasible, depending on the eventual interior layout, representative examples of
character-defining interior features will be preserved and re-used in the rehabilitated building, such as
paneled doors, decorative woodwork, fireplaces, and built-in cabinetry.
PREPARATION, RELOCATION, & REHABILITATION REQUIREMENTS:
1. Preparation of the Structure Prior to Relocation:
Coordination Meeting & Monitoring: Prior to the start of any work the Project
Architect/Historic Architect/Monitor shall meet on site with the moving contractor to review
the scope of demolition, removal, salvage, temporary shoring, and relocation. Through the
course of all work, the moving contractor shall notify the Historic Architect/Monitor of
discovery of any architectural elements on site. The Historic Architect/Monitor shall evaluate
the significance of such material prior to determining the appropriate treatment in compliance
with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
All salvaged items will be stored on labeled and wrapped pallets and secured in a weathertight, lockable, steel container that will be located at the new site adjacent to the building.
Construction monitoring shall be provided prior to preparation of the building for relocation.
The Construction Monitor shall provide a Consultant Site Visit Record summarizing the field
conditions and any recommendations for compliance with The Standards.
Temporary Shoring: The moving contractor shall provide and maintain necessary shoring to
protect and stabilize the building during the relocation. Means and methods for temporary
shoring will be determined by the moving contractor and the implementation of these
procedures shall occur only after review by the Historic Architect/Monitor. The mover shall
outline any proposed attachment points for anchors or beams. Historic siding or trim affected
by the attachment of temporary shoring shall be removed prior to installation of shoring,
catalogued, labeled and securely stored.
Windows: All window shall be protected by plywood prior to relocation. The windows shall
be covered with ¾” exterior grade plywood installed without causing damage to the existing
historic window sashes, frames, or trim.
Doors: All doors shall be protected by plywood prior to relocation. The doors shall be covered
with ¾” exterior grade plywood installed without causing damage to the existing historic
doors, frames, or trim.
Chimney: The remnant of a chimney base was found in the basement/crawlspace below Room
103. Since there is no documentation of the chimney or fireplace(s) the chimney base will be
removed prior to building relocation and will not be salvaged, stored, or reconstructed.
Front Porch: The front porch, including the T&G ceiling, trim, posts, and decorative brackets
shall be protected in place and securely shored in order to facilitate the relocation. The nonPage 4 of 9
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historic porch steps will be removed. After the relocation, the non-historic porch bathroom
will be removed to recreate the original porch footprint and the non-historic railings will be
replaced with a simplified, period-appropriate design.
2. Protection Measures at the New Site:
Security: At the new site, plywood will be maintained over all ground floor window and door
openings. Monitoring and visual inspection of the exterior of the building will be provided by
City or Civic San Diego personnel until the building is sold or reoccupied. All salvaged items
will be stored on labeled and wrapped pallets and secured in a weather-tight, lockable, steel
container that will be located at the site adjacent to the building.
Mothballing: Until the Daggett Family Residence’s exterior has been successfully rehabilitated,
it shall be securely mothballed. Mothballing essentially means closing up the building
temporarily to protect it from weather and vandalism. Mothballing would include adequately
eliminating and controlling pests, protecting the interior from moisture, providing adequate
security, ensuring adequate interior ventilation, and following a maintenance and monitoring
plan to ensure that the house is adequately secured and routinely inspected. Mothballing will
follow the recommendations in National Park Service Preservation Brief 31: Mothballing
Historic Buildings, which is attached to the end of this document.
Monitoring: Construction monitoring shall be provided to ensure that the building is securely
stored and adequately mothballed at the new site. The Monitor shall complete a Consultant
Site Visit Record summarizing the field conditions and any recommendations for compliance
with The Standards.
3. Building Rehabilitation:
Following the relocation of the Daggett Family Residence, the exterior of the structure will be
rehabilitated and repaired in accordance with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation.
Construction Monitoring: Periodic construction monitoring shall be provided during the
rehabilitation process. Following periodic site visits, the Construction Monitor shall provide a
Consultant Site Visit Record summarizing the field conditions and any recommendations for
compliance with The Standards. Refer to the Monitoring Plan.
Rehabilitation Design: The future rehabilitation of the building shall be completed in
accordance with The Standards. The design team includes a Historic Architect that meets the
Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards. The rehabilitation design will
require review and approval by the City of San Diego’s Development Services Department
and the Historical Resources Board staff and/or Design Assistance Subcommittee.
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REHABILITATION RECOMMENDATIONS:
The following is a list of the general Rehabilitation Recommendations for the Daggett Family
Residence in compliance with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.
Roof:
 The current composite shingle, wood shingle, and built-up roofing and metal flashing are in
fair to poor condition and will be replaced. New composite shingles will simulate the look of
natural cedar shingles that were likely the 1903 roof cladding. The wood shingles at the porch
roof will be restored or, if conditions warrant it, replaced to match the existing.
Exterior Walls:
 Patch holes, retain and repair deteriorated wood siding, and prime and repaint the building
using the historic color scheme or a scheme appropriate to the building’s period and style.
 Remove all surface-mounted pipes and electrical conduit from the exterior walls. (Future
plumbing and electrical will be installed on the interior.)
 Remove non-historic security lights and exposed wires.
Front Porch:
 The non-historic porch enclosure, consisting of a bathroom, should be removed to recreate
the original full-length porch. The remaining exterior walls will be retained and restored.
 Remove and replace damaged wall cladding and non-historic flooring.
 The current wood entry steps, which run parallel with the front façade, are not historic and
shall be removed. New wood stairs and stair rails shall be compatible with the building’s design
and materials and shall be perpendicular to the front façade.
 The existing non-historic wood railing shall be removed and replaced with a simplified, periodappropriate design. The proposed design will be submitted for HRB review and approval in
during the construction document phase.
 The existing plywood enclosed chase shall be removed. Existing mechanical/plumbing
systems shall be relocated to the interior.
 A new wheelchair accessible ramp or lift will be added to the side of the building to provide
ADA access to the first floor. The design will be submitted for HRB review and approval in
during the construction document phase.
Rear Laundry and Unit D Addition:
 The non-historic addition at the rear of the building shall be removed and restored to the
original rear porch configuration. The design will be submitted for HRB review and approval
in during the construction document phase.
 At the opening between Hall 114 and Hall 115, install an ADA compliant door and door
hardware with a bronze finish.
 New period-appropriate porch railing shall be added. The design will be submitted for HRB
review and approval in during the construction document phase.
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Foundation Walls:
 The building relocation will require the removal of the existing, non-historic cast-concrete
foundation and stem walls as well as construction of a new foundation system. The current
cast-concrete foundation walls will be replaced with new faux-stone CMU to simulate the
likely historic appearance. The new foundation blocks are proposed to be manufactured by
Classic Rock Face Block in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Garage:
 The lower level non-historic basement/garages shall be removed.
Windows:
 Replace existing non-historic aluminum windows with replica double-hung wood units.
 Install two full-size replica double-hung wood units on the north wall where smaller windows
were installed in historic openings.
 Install replica double-hung wood units on the west wall where the two bathroom additions
were added (at Room 111 and Room 205).
 Remove existing thru-window AC at the west, north, and south façade windows.
 Remove the two small non-original windows on the south wall adjacent to the double-hung
units and patch the siding with matching clapboards.
Exterior Doors:
 Replace the existing non-historic front door with a new period-appropriate wood panel
door. Also install ADA compliant door hardware with a bronze finish.
 Replace the existing non-historic rear door with appropriate wood panel door.
Interior:
While the interior is not a part of the current scope of work, the following recommendations are
provided to guide the new owners or tenants once they are able to proceed with
restoration/rehabilitation.
 Historic wood doors should be retained and restored.
 Remove carpet and vinyl flooring and restore and refinish original wood flooring.
 Maintain existing lath and plaster wall and ceiling finishes where feasible. Where new walls are
required, match the existing plaster where feasible.
 Restore and reuse historic features such as stairs, guardrails, trim, and finishes.
 On wood features, remove non-historic overpaint and restore original stain and varnish finish.
Mechanical, Plumbing, and Electrical Systems:
 Not in the current scope. Existing fixtures will be retained pending future upgrades.
Additions:
 In accordance with The Standards, new additions shall not destroy historic materials, features,
and spatial relationships that characterize the property. They should be differentiated from the
historic construction and compatible in materials, features, size, scale, proportion, and
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massing. They should also be constructed in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the
essential form and integrity of the building would be unimpaired. No additions are currently
proposed for the Daggett Family Residence.
SUMMARY OF EXISTING HISTORIC FEATURES:
This multi-family building in East Village, constructed during the early development of the area, retains
a high degree of historical integrity. Remaining historical features that should be preserved and
restored per The Standards include:
Exterior:
 Cross-gable roof (originally clad in wood shingles), with low-slope mansard-style roof at the
rear.
 Wood wall clapboard siding.
 Front porch posts and brackets.
 Exterior trim and decorative elements (curved fascia, shaped shingles, spindles, brackets,
etc.).
Interior:
The interior of the Daggett Family Residence also retains some historical integrity. Existing historic
interior features include:
 Wood floors and baseboards.
 Wood trim and molding.
 Staircase with wood pickets and newel posts.
Non-Historic Features:
The Daggett Family Residence retains a high degree of historical integrity. Only a few minor alterations
have been completed since the building’s construction in 1893 to 1896. Non-historic exterior features
are bathroom additions to the front porch, aluminum windows, porch railing, rear porch enclosure,
and the front and rear stairways. The existing composite shingle roofing is also not original. All of
other existing features and finishes on the exterior of the building, other than the exterior doors, are
original and contribute to the historical character of the building.
The only apparent interior alterations (other than missing trim, new flooring, and overpaint) are
remodels to the kitchens and bathrooms and removal of at least one fireplace.
SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES:
Any work undertaken on the historic Daggett Family Residence, including the proposed relocation
and subsequent rehabilitation, shall be completed in compliance with The Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (The Standards). There are separate standards for
acquisition, protection, stabilization, preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction.
Rehabilitation has been identified as the appropriate treatment for the Daggett Family Residence due
to a potential change in use. Rehabilitation is defined as “the process of returning a property to a state
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of utility, through repair or alteration, which makes possible an efficient contemporary use while
preserving those portions and features of the property which are significant to its historic,
architectural, and cultural values.” The ten standards for rehabilitation are:
Rehabilitation Standards
1.
A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change to
the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.
2.
The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials or
alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
3.
Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a
false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other
buildings, shall not be undertaken.
4.
Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their own right
shall be retained and preserved.
5.
Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
historic property shall be preserved.
6.
Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration
requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture,
and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be
substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
7.
Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall not be
used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means
possible.
8.
Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such resources
must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.
9.
New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with
the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its
environment.
10.
New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be
unimpaired.
The City of San Diego will use The Standards as a guideline for confirming the appropriateness of
proposed rehabilitation work for the building. Rehabilitation work and proposed alterations and
modifications to the building will also need to comply with the current (2013) California Building
Code and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Additionally, since the Daggett Family
Residence is a designated historical resource, the provisions of the California Historical Building Code
are also applicable to all future relocation and rehabilitation work.
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Murray Apartments Relocation & Rehabilitation

MONITORING PLAN

DATE:

October 16, 2017

PROJECT:

Murray Apartments Relocation & Rehabilitation
Current Address: 719 14th Street, San Diego, CA 92101
Current APN# 535-143-13
Future Address: 1465 F Street, San Diego, CA 92101
Future APN# 535-171-13
HRB Site #404
Year Built: 1903
Period of Significance: 1903

SUBJECT:

Monitoring Plan for Historic Resource

Figure 1: Street facade of the Murray Apartments.
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PROJECT TEAM:
D/CM (Developer/Const. Manager)
LD (Lead Designer)
PA (Project Architect)
HA (Historic Architect & Monitor)
RC (Relocation Contractor)
GC (General Contractor)
BI (Building Inspector)

Civic San Diego
OJB Landscape Architecture
Heritage Architecture & Planning
Heritage Architecture & Planning
John T. Hansen Enterprises
*To Be Determined
City of San Diego Development Services:
Environmental & Historical Staff

* The applicant proposes to bid the project and select the contractor following construction document
approval at which time the General Contractor information will be provided to the City.
LOCATIONS:
Current Site (Site A) -- 719 14th Street, San Diego, CA 92101
Future Site (Site B) – 1465 F Street, San Diego, CA 92101

Figure 2: Aerial photo showing the current and proposed sites.

Source: Google Maps
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION:
The historic Murray Apartments building is a two-story Victorian-style structure located in San
Diego’s East Village neighborhood. The wood-framed structure was built in 1903 by an unknown
architect and builder. The building was formally designated as City of San Diego Register of Historical
Resources HRB #404. The building has been moved from its original location and has undergone
some changes, but the building maintains its primary architectural details. The Murray Apartments
building retains integrity from its 1903 period of significance, the date of its original construction. It
is considered a historical resource under CEQA.
After the Murray Apartments building is restored at the F Street site, the building will be secured via
mothballing, consistent with the recommendations in National Park Service Preservation Brief 31:
Mothballing Historic Buildings. After completion of the mothballing, Civic San Diego will establish a
lease with a tenant who will complete interior rehabilitation and occupy the building as soon as
practicable. The use of the building after relocation and rehabilitation is not yet known.
Notwithstanding, Civic San Diego is aware of and will comply with the City’s Historic Resource
Regulations and Minimum Maintenance Guidelines while the building is unoccupied.
This Monitoring Plan will follow the Treatment Plan and supporting architectural documents prepared
to move the historic structure from its current location at Site A to new Site B, as well as its exterior
rehabilitation and mothballing.
MONITORING
Participants in each task are abbreviated in parenthesis.
1. Preconstruction Meeting (D/CM, LD, PA, HA, RC, GC, BI)
a.
Overview of Treatment Plan and Monitoring Plan as related to the historic resource
on Site A.
b.
Overview of architectural, landscape, and engineering documents as related to Site B.
Also visit Site B.
c.
Review work required to prepare the site for arrival of the building.
2. Preparation of structure for moving (D/CM, HA)
a.
Historic Architect/Monitor to be present to observe removal of the chimneys and
front steps. Other items, including disconnection/capping of utility connection,
removal of exterior plumbing and electrical lines, removal non-historic porch infill and
exterior stairs, which are required for the relocation, shall be completed prior to the
move.
3. Pre-Move (D/CM, HA, RC)
a.
Observe temporary shoring and protection.
b.
Review storage of salvaged building materials.
c.
Approve structure as ready for relocation.
4. New Footings, Foundation, Utilities, and Site Preparation at Site B (CM, LD, HA, RC, GC)
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Review preparation work at Site B prior to relocation of building.

5. Move to Site B (D/CM, HA, RC, BI)
a.
Review building relocation. Review overall Treatment Plan for rehabilitation of
building as well as architectural, landscape, and engineering documents.
6. Continued Monitoring During Rehabilitation (D/CM, LD, PA, HA, GC)
a.
Monitoring to occur as required by construction activity.
b.
Complete Consultant Site Visit Record forms, as needed.
c.
Observe rehabilitation of the building in accordance with the Treatment Plan and
approved architectural, landscape, and engineering documents.
7. Final Monitoring (D/CM, LD, PA, HA)
a.
Final punch list of items to complete according to the Treatment Plan and
architectural, landscape, and engineering documents.
8. Draft Monitoring Report (HA, BI)
a.
Draft report of monitoring process to be submitted to the BI for review.
9. Final Monitoring Report (D/CM, HA, BI)
a.
Final Monitoring Report, review relevant documents with the BI to confirm
compliance with the Site Development Permit.
CONSULTANT SITE VISIT RECORD
A Consultant Site Visit Record (CSVR) form shall be used by the Historic Architect & Monitor
(HA) to document progress of the rehabilitation. A sample CSVR form is attached for reference.
* End of Monitoring Plan *
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Consultant Site Visit Record
PROJECT: (Name and address)

REPORT NUMBER:

CONTRACT:
DATE
TIME
EST. % COMPLETION
WORK IN PROGRESS

WEATHER
TEMP. RANGE
CONFORMANCE WITH SCHEDULE (+,-)

OBSERVATIONS

ITEMS TO VERIFY

INFORMATION OR ACTION REQUIRED

ATTACHMENTS

REPORT BY:

REPORT DATE:

TITLE: Historic Monitor
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Daggett Family Residence Relocation & Rehabilitation

MONITORING PLAN

DATE:

October 16, 2017

PROJECT:

Daggett Family Residence Relocation & Rehabilitation
Current Address: 721 14th Street, San Diego, CA 92101
Current APN# 535-143-13
Future Address: 1473 F Street, San Diego, CA 92101
Future APN# 535-171-11
HRB Site #403
Year Built: 1893-96
Period of Significance: 1893-96

SUBJECT:

Monitoring Plan for Historic Resource

Figure 1: West facade of the Daggett Family Residence.
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PROJECT TEAM:
D/CM (Developer/Const. Manager)
LD (Lead Designer)
PA (Project Architect)
HA (Historic Architect & Monitor)
RC (Relocation Contractor)
GC (General Contractor)
BI (Building Inspector)

Civic San Diego
OJB Landscape Architecture
Heritage Architecture & Planning
Heritage Architecture & Planning
John T. Hansen Enterprises
*To Be Determined
City of San Diego Development Services:
Environmental & Historical Staff

* The applicant proposes to bid the project and select the contractor following construction document
approval at which time the General Contractor information will be provided to the City.
LOCATIONS:
Current Site (Site A) -- 721 14th Street, San Diego, CA 92101
Future Site (Site B) – 1473 F Street, San Diego, CA 92101

Figure 2: Aerial photo showing the current and proposed sites.

Source: Google Maps
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION:
The historic Daggett Family Residence building is a two-story Queen Anne Victorian-style structure
located in San Diego’s East Village neighborhood. The wood-framed structure was built in 1893-96
by an unknown architect and builder. The building was formally designated as City of San Diego
Register of Historical Resources HRB #403. The building has been moved from its original location
and has undergone some changes, but the building maintains its primary architectural details. The
Daggett Family Residence retains integrity from its 1903 period of significance, the date of its original
construction. It is considered a historical resource under CEQA.
After the Daggett Family Residence is restored at the F Street site, the building will be secured via
mothballing, consistent with the recommendations in National Park Service Preservation Brief 31:
Mothballing Historic Buildings. After completion of the mothballing, Civic San Diego will establish a
lease with a tenant who will complete interior rehabilitation and occupy the building as soon as
practicable. The use of the building after relocation and rehabilitation is not yet known.
Notwithstanding, Civic San Diego is aware of and will comply with the City’s Historic Resource
Regulations and Minimum Maintenance Guidelines while the building is unoccupied.
This Monitoring Plan will follow the Treatment Plan and supporting architectural documents prepared
to move the historic structure from its current location at Site A to new Site B, as well as its exterior
rehabilitation and mothballing.
MONITORING
Participants in each task are abbreviated in parenthesis.
1. Preconstruction Meeting (D/CM, LD, PA, HA, RC, GC, BI)
a.
Overview of Treatment Plan and Monitoring Plan as related to the historic resource
on Site A.
b.
Overview of architectural, landscape, and engineering documents as related to Site B.
Also visit Site B.
c.
Review work required to prepare the site for arrival of the building.
2. Preparation of structure for moving (D/CM, HA)
a.
Historic Architect/Monitor to be present to observe disconnection/capping of
utilities, removal of exterior plumbing and electrical lines, removal non-historic porch
infill and exterior stairs, which are required for the relocation, which shall be
completed prior to the move.
3. Pre-Move (D/CM, HA, RC)
a.
Observe temporary shoring and protection.
b.
Review storage of salvaged building materials.
c.
Approve structure as ready for relocation.
4. New Footings, Foundation, Utilities, and Site Preparation at Site B (CM, LD, HA, RC, GC)
a.
Review preparation work at Site B prior to relocation of building.
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5. Move to Site B (D/CM, HA, RC, BI)
a.
Review building relocation. Review overall Treatment Plan for rehabilitation of
building as well as architectural, landscape, and engineering documents.
6. Continued Monitoring During Rehabilitation (D/CM, LD, PA, HA, GC)
a.
Monitoring to occur as required by construction activity.
b.
Complete Consultant Site Visit Record forms, as needed.
c.
Observe rehabilitation of the building in accordance with the Treatment Plan and
approved architectural, landscape, and engineering documents.
7. Final Monitoring (D/CM, LD, PA, HA)
a.
Final punch list of items to complete according to the Treatment Plan and
architectural, landscape, and engineering documents.
8. Draft Monitoring Report (HA, BI)
a.
Draft report of monitoring process to be submitted to the BI for review.
9. Final Monitoring Report (D/CM, HA, BI)
a.
Final Monitoring Report, review relevant documents with the BI to confirm
compliance with the Site Development Permit.
CONSULTANT SITE VISIT RECORD
A Consultant Site Visit Record (CSVR) form shall be used by the Historic Architect & Monitor
(HA) to document progress of the rehabilitation. A sample CSVR form is attached for reference.
* End of Monitoring Plan *
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Consultant Site Visit Record
PROJECT: (Name and address)

REPORT NUMBER:

CONTRACT:
DATE
TIME
EST. % COMPLETION
WORK IN PROGRESS

WEATHER
TEMP. RANGE
CONFORMANCE WITH SCHEDULE (+,-)

OBSERVATIONS

ITEMS TO VERIFY

INFORMATION OR ACTION REQUIRED

ATTACHMENTS

REPORT BY:

REPORT DATE:

TITLE: Historic Monitor
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:

October 26, 2018

TO:

Brad Richter, Vice-President PlanningJJL-

FROM:

William Chopyk, AICP, Planner ~

SUBJECT:

Site Development Permit (SDP) No. 2017-18 to relocate and renovate two
historic homes located at 719-72114th Street, Downtown San Diego, California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 15162 Evaluation

Civic San Diego staff completed a California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Section 15162
consistency evaluation for Site Development Permit (SOP) No. 2017-18 to allow the relocation
and rehabilitation of two historic homes located at 719-72114th Street. The new location of
the two historic homes would be on the same block, directly east of 1455 F Street, within the
planned East Village Green (EVG) park site in the East Village of the Downtown Community Plan
(DCP) area ("Downtown").
Previously Certified CEQA Document

Development within the DCP area is covered under the following documents, all referred to as
the "Downtown FEIR": Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) for the San Diego Downtown
Community Plan, Centre City Planned District Ordinance, and 10th Amendment to the Centre
City Redevelopment Plan, certified by the former Redevelopment Agency ("Former Agency")
and the City Council on March 14, 2006 (Resolutions R-04001 and R-301265, respectively);
subsequent addenda to the FEIR certified by the Former Agency on August 3, 2007 (Former
Agency Resolution R-04193), April 21, 2010 (Former Agency Resolution R-04510), and August 3,
2010 (Former Agency Resolution R-04544), and certified by the City Council on February 12,
2014 (City Council Resolution R-308724) and July 14, 2014 (City Council Resolution R-309115);
and, the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Report for the Downtown San Diego
Mobility Plan certified by the City Council on June 21, 2016 (Resolution R-310561).
Development within the DCP area is also covered under the following documents, all referred
to as the "CAP FEIR": FEIR for the City of San Diego Climate Action Plan (CAP), certified by the
City Council on December 15, 2015 (City Council Resolution R-310176), and the Addendum to
the CAP, certified by the City Council on July 12, 2016 (City Council Resolution R-310595). The
Downtown FEIR and CAP FEIR are both "Program El Rs" prepared in compliance with CEQA

ATTACHMENT 6

Guidelines Section 15168. The information contained in the Downtown FEIR and the CAP FEIR
reflects the independent judgement of the City of San Diego as the Lead Agency. The
Downtown FEIR and CAP FEIR are located on the Civic San Diego website
(http://civicsd.com/departments/planning/environmental-documents) and on the City website
(https://www.sandiego.gov/planning/programs/ceqa#Final CEQA Documents ).
Scope of the Proposed Action

As required by Centre City Planned Development Ordinance (CCPDO} Section 156.0304(h}, the
proposed relocation and rehabilitation of the historical resources shall comply with all
applicable Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP} measures from the
Downtown FEIR.
In accordance with the Downtown FEIR MMRP, City of San Diego HRB Sites No. 403 and 404,
the Murray Apartments and the Daggett Family Residence located at 719-72114th Street, will
be relocated, then rehabilitated according to the United States Secretary of the Interior
Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties ("Standards"}, City of San Diego Historical
Resources Guidelines ("Guidelines"), and incorporated into the Project as shown in the
Treatment Plans dated September 20, 2017 and Monitoring Plans dated October 20, 2017.
All alterations to, and rehabilitation of, the designated historic resources, shall be performed in
accordance with the Standards, the Guidelines, as well as the National Park Service Standards
for Relocation, and the Treatment Plan required under the Downtown FEIR MMRP Historical
Resources Measures HIST-A.1 and HIST-B.1. In addition, the following SDP conditions apply:
1.

Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) Level Ill documentation shall be completed for
the structure prior to issuance of any Building Permit.

2.

A qualified historical architectural monitor (approved by City of San Diego Plan-Historic
Staff) will supervise the relocation, rehabilitation and reuse of the building.

3.

A permanent plaque shall be provided on the exterior wall of the historic building
describing the buildings original address/location. The design shall be approved by City of
San Diego Plan-Historic staff prior to issuance of any Building Permit and installation.

4.

If the City of San Diego building officials determine any of the materials (exterior walls,
window frames, roof and architectural details) are deteriorated and cannot be
rehabilitated, and/or are not permitted to be reinstalled, they may be recreated out of
new materials with the prior approval of the materials and execution methods from the
City of San Diego Plan-Historic staff.

The EVG park project, including the relocation and rehabilitation of the two historic homes, is a
designated public park in the DCP that was evaluated in the Downtown FEIR. The HABS Reports,
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Treatment Plans and Monitoring Plans for the two historic homes were prepared in compliance
with Downtown FEIR historical resources mitigation measures (HIST-A.1. and HIST-B.1.).
Section 15162 Criteria

When an EIR has been certified or a negative declaration adopted for a project, no subsequent
EIR shall be prepared for that project unless the lead agency determines, on the basis of
substantial evidence in the light of the whole record, one or more of the following:
1. Substantial changes are proposed in the project which will require major revisions of the
previous EIR or negative declaration due to the involvement of new significant
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified
significant effects;
2. Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the project is
undertaken which will require major revisions of the previous EIR or Negative
Declaration due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects; or
3. New information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not have
been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous EIR was
certified as complete or the Negative Declaration was adopted, shows any of the
following:
A. The project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the previous
EIR or negative declaration;
B. Significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than shown
in the previous EIR;
C.

Mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would in fact
be feasible, and would substantially reduce one or more significant effects of the
project, but the project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure or
alternative; or

D. Mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those
analyzed in the previous EIR would substantially reduce one or more significant
effects on the environment, but the project proponents decline to adopt the
mitigation measure or alternative.
Conclusion

None of the three Section 15162 criteria listed above has occurred. Therefore, there is no need
to prepare subsequent or supplemental environmental documents for the approval of SOP No.
2017-18. It is not anticipated that approval of SOP No. 2017-18 would result in any significant
direct, indirect or cumulative impacts over and above those disclosed in the Downtown FEIR.
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NOTE: COUNTY RECORDER, PLEASE RECORD AS
RESTRICTION ON USE OR DEVELOPMENT OF REAL
PROPERTY AFFECTING THE TITLE TO OR
POSSESSION THEREOF

CENTRE CITY SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT
NO. 2017-18

EAST VILLAGE GREEN
RELOCATION & RENOVATION OF TWO HISTORIC HOMES
MURRAY APARTMENTS & DAGGETT FAMILY RESIDENCE
719 & 724 14TH STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101

ATTACHMENT 7

East Village Green Historic Homes Relocation
SDP No. 2017-18

CENTRE CITY PLANNED DISTRICT
CENTRE CITY SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT
NO. 2017-18
719 & 721 14TH STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
This Centre City Site Development Permit (SDP) No. 2017-18 is granted by the City of San
Diego City Council to the City of San Diego, Owner/Permittee, to allow the relocation of 1)
Historical Resources Board (HRB) Site No. 403, Daggett Family Residence at 721 14th Street
and 2) the relocation of HRB Site No. 404, Murray Apartments at 719 14th Street to a location on
the south side of F Street, located in the East Village neighborhood of the Downtown
Community Plan (DCP) area and within the Centre City Planned District (CCPD).
Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit, permission is granted to the
Owner/Permittee to construct and operate a development and uses as described and identified by
size, dimension, quantity, type and location as follows and on the approved Treatment Plans dated
September 20, 2017 and Monitoring Plans dated October 16, 2017 on file at Civic San Diego
(“CivicSD”).
1. General
The Owner/Permittee shall construct, or cause to be constructed on the site, the relocation and
rehabilitation of two designated historic buildings located at 719-721 14th Street, San Diego,
CA 92101. The relocation and rehabilitation of the two historic buildings shall follow the
Treatment Plans and Monitoring Plans prepared by Heritage Architecture & Planning. The
historic buildings will be moved to their new locations on elevated building pads fronting F
Street, east of, and adjacent to, the existing house at 1455 F Street (Mattie Bearns House).
2. Site Development Permit
The City of San Diego City Council hereby grants a SDP allowing the relocation of designated
historical resources as follows:
a. City of San Diego HRB Site No. 403, the Daggett Family Residence, located at 721 14th
Street shall be relocated and rehabilitated in accordance with the Daggett Family Residence
Treatment Plan, prepared by Heritage Architecture & Planning Inc. dated September 20,
2017, and the Daggett Family Residence Monitoring Plan, prepared by Heritage
Architecture & Planning Inc. dated October 16, 2017; and
b. City of San Diego HRB Site No. 404, the Murray Apartments, located at 719 14th Street
shall be relocated and rehabilitated in accordance with the Daggett Family Residence
Treatment Plan, prepared by Heritage Architecture & Planning Inc. dated September 20,
2017, and the Daggett Family Residence Monitoring Plan, prepared by Heritage
Architecture & Planning Inc. dated October 16, 2017.
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All alterations to, and rehabilitation of, the designated historic resources, shall be
performed in accordance with the Standards, the Guidelines, as well as the National Park
Service Standards for Relocation, and the Treatment Plan required under the 2006
Downtown Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) Mitigation, Monitoring, and
Reporting Program (MMRP) Measures HIST A.1-2 and HIST B.1. In addition, the
following conditions apply:
1.

A qualified historical architectural monitor (approved by City of San Diego PlanHistoric Staff) will supervise the relocation, rehabilitation and reuse of the building.

2.

A permanent plaque shall be provided on the exterior wall of the historic building
describing the buildings original address/location. The design shall be approved by
City of San Diego Plan-Historic staff prior to issuance of any Building Permit and
installation.

3.

If the City of San Diego building officials determine any of the materials (exterior
walls, window frames, roof and architectural details) are deteriorated and cannot be
rehabilitated, and/or are not permitted to be reinstalled, they may be recreated out of
new materials with the prior approval of the materials and execution methods from
the City of San Diego Plan-Historic staff.

3. Urban Design Standards
The proposed development, including its architectural design concepts and off-site
improvements, shall be consistent with the Centre City Planned District Ordinance (CCPDO)
and Centre City Streetscape Manual (CCSM). These standards, together with the following
specific conditions, will be used as a basis for evaluating the development through all stages
of the development process.
a. Utilitarian Areas – Areas housing trash, storage, or other utility services shall be located in
the garage or otherwise completely concealed from view of the ROW and adjoining
developments, except for utilities required to be exposed by the City or utility company.
The development shall provide trash and recyclable material storage areas per San Diego
Municipal Code (SDMC) sections 142.0810 and 142.0820. Such areas shall be provided
within an enclosed building/garage area and shall be kept clean and orderly at all times.
The development shall implement a recycling program to provide for the separation of
recyclable materials from the non-recyclable trash materials.
b. Signage – All signs shall comply with the City of San Diego Sign Regulations and the
CCPDO.
c. Street Address – Building address numbers shall be provided that are visible and legible
from the ROW.
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4. On-Site Improvements
All off-site and on-site improvements shall be designed as part of an integral site development.
An on-site improvement plan shall be submitted with the 100% Construction Drawings. Any
on-site landscaping shall establish a high quality of design and be sensitive to landscape
materials and design planned for the adjoining ROW.
PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS, LANDSCAPING AND UTILITY REQUIREMENTS
5. Off-Site Improvements
The following public improvements shall be installed in accordance with the Centre City
Streetscape Manual (CCSM). The CCSM is currently being updated and the Owner/Permittee
shall install the appropriate improvements according to the latest requirements at the time of
Building Permit issuance:
F Street Frontage
Street Trees

Chinese Flame Tree

Sidewalk Paving

Gateway Paving

Street Lights

Gateway

a. Street Trees – Street tree selections shall be made according to the CCSM. All trees shall
be planted at a minimum 36-inch box size with tree grates provided as specified in the
CCSM, and shall meet the requirements of Title 24. Tree spacing shall be accommodated
after street lights have been sited, and generally spaced 20 to 25 feet on center. All
landscaping shall be irrigated with private water service from the subject development.
The Owner/Permittee will be responsible for evaluating, with consultation with CivicSD,
whether any existing trees within the ROW shall be maintained and preserved. No trees
shall be removed prior to obtaining a Tree Removal Permit from the City’s Development
Services Department (DSD) per City Council Policy 200-05.99999
b. Street Lights – All existing lights shall be evaluated to determine if they meet current
CivicSD and City requirements, and shall be modified or replaced if necessary. All street
lights shall be painted “CCDC Blue” PLS6 1008F blue by Sherwin Williams or equivalent.
c. Sidewalk Paving – Owner/Permittee shall obtain approval for any specialized paving
materials shall be approved through the execution of an Encroachment Removal and
Maintenance Agreement (EMRA) with the City.
d. Landscaping – All required landscaping shall be maintained in a disease, weed and litter
free condition at all times. If any required landscaping (including existing or new plantings,
hardscape, landscape features, etc.) indicated on the approved construction documents is
damaged or removed during demolition or construction, it shall be repaired and/or replaced
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in kind and equivalent in size per the approved documents and to the satisfaction of the
CivicSD within 30 days of damage or Certificate of Occupancy.
e. On-Street Parking – The Owner/Permittee shall maximize the on-street parking wherever
feasible.
f. Public Utilities – The Owner/Permittee shall be responsible for the connection of on-site
sewer, water and storm drain systems from the development to the City utilities located in
the ROW. Sewer, water, and roof drain laterals shall be connected to the appropriate utility
mains within the street and beneath the sidewalk. The Owner/Permittee may use existing
laterals if acceptable to the City, and if not, Owner/Permittee shall cut and plug existing
laterals at such places and in the manner required by the City, and install new laterals.
Private sewer laterals require an EMA.
If it is determined that existing water and sewer services are not of adequate size to serve
the proposed development, the Owner/Permittee will be required to abandon any unused
water and sewer services and install new services and meters. Service abandonments
require an engineering Permit and must be shown on a public improvement plan. All
proposed public water and sewer facilities, including services and meters, must be designed
and constructed in accordance with established criteria in the most current edition of City’s
Water and Sewer Facility Design Guidelines and City regulations standards and practices
pertaining thereto.
Proposed private underground sewer facilities located within a single lot shall be designed
to meet the requirements of the California Uniform Plumbing Code and shall be reviewed
as part of the Building Permit plan check. If and when the Owner/Permittee submits for a
tentative map or tentative map waiver, the Water Department will require CC&Rs to
address the operation and maintenance of the private on-site water system serving the
development. No structures or landscaping of any kind shall be installed within ten feet of
water facilities.
All roof drainage and sump drainage, if any, shall be connected to the storm drain system
in the public street, or if no system exists, to the street gutters through sidewalk underdrains.
Such underdrains shall be approved through an Encroachment Removal Agreement with
the City. The Owner/Permittee shall comply with the City’s Storm Water Management and
Discharge Control Ordinance and the storm water pollution prevention requirements of
Chapter 14, Article 2, Division 1 and Chapter 14, Article 2, Division 2 of the SDMC.
Prior to Final Inspection, all public water and sewer facilities shall be complete and
operational in a manner satisfactory to the Public Utilities Director and the City Engineer.
g. Franchise Public Utilities – The Owner/Permittee shall be responsible for the installation
or relocation of franchise utility connections including, but not limited to, gas, electric,
telephone and cable, to the development and all extensions of those utilities in public
streets. Existing franchise utilities located above grade serving the property and in the
sidewalk ROW shall be removed and incorporated into the adjoining development where
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feasible. All franchise utilities shall be installed as identified in the Basic Concept
Drawings. Any above grade devices shall be screened from view from the ROW.
h. Fire Hydrants – If required, the Owner/Permittee shall install fire hydrants at locations
satisfactory to the City’s Fire Department and DSD.
i. Water Meters and Backflow Preventers – The Owner/Permittee shall locate all water
meters and backflow preventers in locations satisfactory to the Public Utilities Department
and CivicSD. Backflow preventers shall be located outside of the ROW adjacent to the
development’s water meters, either within the building, a recessed alcove area, or within a
plaza or landscaping area. The devices shall be screened from view from the ROW. All
items of improvement shall be performed in accordance with the technical specifications,
standards, and practices of the City's Engineering, Public Utilities, and Building Inspection
Departments and shall be subject to their review and approval. Improvements shall meet
the requirements of Title 24.
6. Storm Water Compliance
a. Prior to issuance of any construction permit, the Owner and/or Permittee shall enter into a
Maintenance Agreement for the on-going permanent Best Management Practices (BMP)
maintenance, satisfactory to the City Engineer.
b. Prior to the issuance of any Construction Permit, the Owner and/or Permittee shall
incorporate any construction BMP necessary to comply with Chapter 14, Article 2,
Division 1 (Grading Regulations) of the SDMC, into the construction plans or
specifications.
c. Prior to issuance of any construction permits, the Owner and/or Permittee shall submit a
Water Pollution Control Plan (WPCP). The WPCP shall be prepared in accordance with
the guidelines in Part 2 Construction BMP Standards, Chapter 4 of the Storm Water
Standards.
d. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Storm Water Quality Management
Plan will be subject to final review and approval by the City Engineer.
7. Removal and/or Remedy of Soil and/or Water Contamination
a. The Owner/Permittee shall (at its own cost and expense) remove and/or otherwise remedy
as provided by law and implementing rules and regulations, and as required by appropriate
governmental authorities, any contaminated or hazardous soil and/or water conditions on
the Site. Such work may include without limitation the following:
i. Remove (and dispose of) and/or treat any contaminated soil and/or water on the site
(and encountered during installation of improvements in the adjacent ROW which the
Owner/Permittee is to install) as necessary to comply with applicable governmental
standards and requirements.
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ii. Design construct all improvements on the site in a manner which will assure protection
of occupants and all improvements from any contamination, whether in vapor or other
form, and/or from the direct and indirect effects thereof.
iii. Prepare a site safety plan and submit it to the appropriate governmental agency,
CivicSD, and other authorities for approval in connection with obtaining a building
Permit for the construction of improvements on the site. Such site safety plan shall
assure workers and other visitors to the site of protection from any health and safety
hazards during development and construction of the improvements. Such site safety
plan shall include monitoring and appropriate protective action against vapors and/or
the effect thereof.
iv. Obtain from the County of San Diego and/or California Regional Water Quality
Control Board and/or any other authorities required by law any permits or other
approvals required in connection with the removal and/or remedy of soil and/or water
contamination, in connection with the development and construction on the site.
v. If required due to the presence of contamination, an impermeable membrane or other
acceptable construction alternative shall be installed beneath the foundation of the
building. Drawings and specifications for such vapor barrier system shall be submitted
for review and approval by the appropriate governmental authorities.
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS
8. Environmental Impact Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
As required by CCPDO Section 156.0304(h), the development shall comply with all applicable
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) measures from the 2006 Downtown
FEIR for the DCP.
9. Construction Fence
Owner/Permittee shall install a construction fence pursuant to specifications of, and a Permit
from, the City Engineer. The fence shall be solid plywood with wood framing, painted a
consistent color with the development's design, and shall contain a pedestrian passageway,
signs, and lighting as required by the City Engineer. The fencing shall be maintained in good
condition and free of graffiti at all times.
Additional development signs may be provided around the perimeter of the site. All signs shall
be limited to a maximum of 160 SF per street frontage. Graphics may also be painted on any
barricades surrounding the site. All signs and graphics shall be submitted to the CivicSD for
approval prior to installation.
10. The development must include, at a minimum, plumbing fixtures and fittings that do not
exceed the maximum flow rate specified in Table A5.303.2.3.1 (voluntary measures) of the
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California Green Building Standards Code. Compliance with this measure must be
demonstrated prior to the issuance of the building permit.
11. This Permit must be utilized within thirty-six (36) months after the date on which all rights of
appeal have expired. If this Permit is not utilized in accordance with Section 126.0108 of the
SDMC within the 36-month period, this Permit shall be void unless an Extension of Time
(EOT) has been granted pursuant to Section 126.0111 of the SDMC.
12. Issuance of this Permit does not authorize the Owner/Permittee for this Permit to violate any
Federal, State or City laws, ordinances, regulations or policies.
13. This Permit is a covenant running with the subject property and all of the requirements and
conditions of this Permit and related documents shall be binding upon the Owner/Permittee
and any successor(s) in interest.
14. This development shall comply with the standards, policies, and requirements in effect at the
time of approval of this development, including any successor(s) or new policies, financing
mechanisms, phasing schedules, plans and ordinances adopted by the City.
15. No Permit for construction, operation, or occupancy of any facility or improvement described
herein shall be granted, nor shall any activity authorized by this Permit be conducted on the
premises until this Permit is recorded in the Office of the San Diego County Recorder.
16. The Owner/Permittee shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the CivicSD and the City, its
agents, officers, and employees from any and all claims, actions, proceedings, damages,
judgments, or costs, including attorney’s fees, against the City or its agents, officers, or
employees, relating to the issuance of this Permit including, but not limited to, any action to
attack, set aside, void, challenge, or annul this development approval and any environmental
document or decision. The CivicSD will promptly notify the Owner/Permittee of any claim,
action, or proceeding and, if CivicSD should fail to cooperate fully in the defense, the
Owner/Permittee shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless
the City or its agents, officers, and employees. CivicSD may elect to conduct its own defense,
participate in its own defense, or obtain independent legal counsel in defense of any claim
related to this indemnification. In the event of such election, the Owner/Permittee shall pay all
of the costs related thereto, including without limitation reasonable attorney’s fees and costs.
In the event of a disagreement between CivicSD and the Owner/Permittee regarding litigation
issues, the CivicSD shall have the authority to control the litigation and make litigation related
decisions, including, but not limited to, settlement or other disposition of the matter. However,
the Owner/Permittee shall not be required to pay or perform any settlement unless such
settlement is approved by Owner/Permittee.
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This SDP No. 2017-18 is granted by City of San Diego City Council on Month, Day, 2019.
CIVIC SAN DIEGO:

William Chopyk, Planner
Civic San Diego

OWNER/PERMITTEE:

Date

David Graham, Deputy COO
City of San Diego

Note: Notary acknowledgment
must be attached per Civil Code
Section 1189 et seq
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